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Abstract 
Mutation, broadly defined, provides the raw material for evolution. Most mutations 
are deleterious, that is, they confer a disadvantage, and the tendency of natural 
selection is to eliminate them. Populations suffer a reduction in mean fitness, or load, 
as a consequence of deleterious mutation. One question of interest in evolutionary 
biology is: How large is the deleterious mutational load? On the other hand, a 
few mutations are beneficial, conferring an advantage. The establishment within a 
population, or fixation, of such mutations is the basis of adaptive evolution, but the 
probability that any one such mutation becomes fixed is small. A second question 
is: At what rate are beneficial mutations fixed? Some insight into the answers 
to these questions can be gained from analysis of theoretical population genetic 
models. In this thesis, I concentrate on cases in which, to answer either question 
alone, it is necessary to understand the interaction between both deleterious and 
beneficial mutations. The first part of the thesis concentrates on models of asexual 
populations. Specifically, I explore how beneficial mutations sweeping through the 
population influences the deleterious mutational load, and how the load influences 
the probability that a given beneficial mutation becomes fixed. 
Clearly, the underlying mutation rate has a great bearing on the questions 
addressed here, and in the second part of the thesis, two modifier models for 
the evolution of mutation rates are developed. Separate models are studied for 
sexual and for asexual populations, but in both cases I discuss how the mutation 
rate is expected to evolve under two conflicting pressures. Higher mutation rates 
are favoured because they are associated with more frequent beneficial mutations, 
but lower mutation rates are favoured because they are associated with reduced 
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1 Introduction 
Section 1.4 of this chapter is based on my contribution to a jointly authored review paper on 
the evolution of mutation rates (Sniegowski, Gerrish, Johnson and Shaver 2000). I have tried to 
explicitly acknowledge where the other authors' ideas have contributed significantly to the present 
work. 
1.1 Deleterious and beneficial mutations 
This thesis describes some phenomena which arise in theoretical population genetic 
models when both deleterious and beneficial mutations are simultaneously modelled. 
It is a study of the interaction between natural selection on beneficial alleles and 
natural selection on deleterious alleles. Since 'interaction' is a fairly general term, 
I should emphasize right at the start that epistasis, which might be defined as the 
molecular or statistical interaction between the fitness effects of mutations, is not 
included in any of the models studied here. 
I will begin by briefly discussing the value of the concepts 'deleterious mutation' 
and 'beneficial mutation'. This is followed by some explanation of a rather specific 
interaction in the way that natural selection acts on the two types of mutation, 
due to linkage disequilibrium generated by unique beneficial mutations. This leads 
naturally into more detailed explanations in sections 1.2 and 1.3, which introduce the 
work described in chapters 2 and 3 respectively. The last part of the introduction, 
section 1.4, is a mini—review of the evolution of mutation rates, which serves to 
introduce the work described in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 6 simply summarizes the 
main conclusions and suggests directions for further research. 
In a broad sense, mutations are random changes in a hereditary DNA or RNA 
molecule, and can encompass substitution of one nucleotide for another, insertion or 
deletion of one or more nucleotides, movement of a transposable element or indeed 
the incorporation, duplication or deletion of an entire gene or set of genes. Although 
the molecular basis and mechanisms of mutation are now quite well understood (see 
for example the April 1998 special issue of Genetics), from a certain point of view the 
molecular basis of a given mutation is of little importance, and what is important is 
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its effect on the phenotype, and ultimately fitness, of the organism. The usefulness of 
this point of view is supported by the very significant contributions to evolutionary 
theory (Fisher 1930, Wright 1931, Haldane 1932, Dobzhansky 1937) which were 
made before the existence of transposable elements was suspected (McClintock 1938) 
or the structure of DNA was determined (Watson and Crick 1953). However, at least 
when making quantitative comparisons between data and theory, it is necessary to 
be more specific about what is meant by a 'mutation'. 
An important question to ask is to what extent, or at what scale, mutations 
have effects which can be unambiguously classified as either beneficial, deleterious, 
or neutral. This is one aspect of the 'divide' between the views of Fisher and 
Wright (see Ewens 1979 pp.30 -34 for a good summary). The view which is most 
appropriate depends on the particular evolutionary phenomenon one is trying to 
explain, as illustrated by the following examples. Consider local adaptation, for 
example of a species of grass to particular soil types (McNeilly and Antonovics 
1968). This clearly requires that some alleles be beneficial in one spatial location, 
but deleterious or neutral in another. Selectively maintained polymorphism has 
been observed even in populations of bacteria growing on a single carbon source 
(e.g. Helling et al. 1987, Rozen and Lenski 2000), and the possibilites for similar 
examples in more complex ecosystems seem endless. On the other hand, the two 
histidine residues which bind the heme in a globin molecule have been conserved over 
all of vertebrate evolution, and the most plausible explanation is that any mutation 
which alters the amino acid sequence at these positions is always deleterious (Jukes 
1971). This and many similar observations (for reviews see Kimura 1983, Gillespie 
1991) do not however rule out the possibility of fluctuations in the intensity of. 
selection against such replacement substitutions. More controversially, it is thought 
that the high variance in rates of molecular evolution between lineages may be due to 
slow fluctuations in the direction and strength of selection at particular nucleotide 
sites (Gillespie 1991 pp.295-299, Cutler 2000). Interaction between the effects of 
pairs and larger sets of alleles (epistasis) appears to be ubiquitous (for example 
Elena and Lenski 1997b, Weber et at 1999). These studies have found no evidence 
that epistasis systematically either exaggerates or ameliorates the individual allelic 
effects, but rather that the interactions have a tendency to cancel each other out. In 
summary then, the fate of a given allele can (but need not) depend on the spatial, 
temporal and genetic contexts in which it arises and in which it is subsequently 
found, as well as on simple chance. 
2 
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The models studied in this thesis are quite simple ones, in the following sense. 
The fitness effect of a given allele is represented simply by a constant selection 
coefficient, with no possibility of any fluctuations in space or time. Although I study 
the effects of genetic structuring in populations in chapter 3, I assume one of the 
most simple structures possible, where the fitness effects of different alleles combine 
multiplicatively, and epistasis for fitness is completely ignored. I also assume that 
stochastic fluctuations in allele frequency are only important when the allele is 
rare. Although biologically unrealistic, it seems reasonable to suppose that these 
assumptions might capture the essence of the problems studied here. At the very 
least, this type of model is sufficient to explain some phenomena for which there is 
ample empirical support (see references below), namely (i) a net decline in fitness in 
the absence of selection, and (ii) the fact that adaptive evolution has occurred. In 
chapters 2 and 3, I model the interaction between these two phenomena, which seems 
a worthwhile excercise and may motivate empirical studies to test for the existence of 
such an interaction and hence test the underlying model. Whether this simple type of 
model is sufficient to explain observations relating to the evolution of mutation rates 
is very much an open question, which will be discussed in section 1.4 and chapters 4 
and 5. Modelling fluctuating selection and epistasis may give rise to considerable or 
even insurmountable mathematical difficulties (Gillespie 1991 pp.142-260), and so 
the development of a simpler framework onto which these complications can later 
be added seems desirable. 
Mutations arise continuously in all populations, and the vast majority of those 
which affect fitness are almost certainly deleterious (Muller 1928). This is to be 
expected, because most organisms have evolved to be highly adapted, or close to 
some phenotypic optimum (Fisher 1930). Although there are no directly comparable 
estimates of the numbers of each type of mutation arising in natural populations, 
it is clear that when a laboratory population is shielded from the effects of natural 
selection, the net effect of mutations is a continual decline in correlates of fitness 
(Lynch et al. 1999, Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999, and references therein). Given 
some heritable variation for fitness upon which to act, natural selection will tend 
to increase population mean fitness and oppose this decline, but cannot eliminate 
all deleterious mutations immediately as they arise. The persistence of natural 
populations implies that some approximately stable balance between these two forces 
has been achieved, at which the population mean fitness is reduced below what it 
would be in the absence of deleterious mutation. This reduction in population mean 
3 
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fitness is called the deleterious mutational load (Haldane 1937). 
Occasionally, mutation gives rise to a new beneficial allele. Many are lost in 
the first few generations (Haldane 1927), but a few increase in frequency and may 
eventually replace the previously common allele. This is the substance of adaptive 
evolution, and there can be little doubt that adaptation has occured in nature. 
Adaptive evolution can also be demonstrated in laboratory populations (for example 
Paquin and Adams 1983, Lenski et at. 1991). Quantities of particular interest 
include the probability that a particular allele of given selective advantage ultimately 
becomes fixed (for example Haldane 1927, Fisher 1930 pp.73-83), the distibution of 
times elapsed between the mutational event and its ultimate fixation (for example 
Kimura and Ohta 1969b), and the net rate of adaptation (for example Gerrish and 
Lenski 1998, Orr 2000b). 
Assuming that we can usefully draw a distinction between two types of selected 
mutation, deleterious ones and beneficial ones, it might then seem that there are 
distinct selective processes associated with each type. Deleterious alleles are selected 
against and cause a load, and beneficial mutations are selected for and cause 
adaptation. The central issue in chapters 2 and 3 is that, at least in asexual 
populations, a good understanding of either process cannot be gained without 
considering both types of mutation. 
The frequency of a given allele is expected to change under natural selection 
according to its marginal fitness. This is defined as the average fitness, weighted by 
frequency, of genotypes containing the allele of interest. Any direct fitness effects of 
the allele translate directly into an effect on its marginal fitness. If there is linkage 
disequilbrium between the allele of interest and other selected alleles, then this will 
also alter its marginal fitness, and this effect is termed secondary or indirect selection 
(see for example Ewens 1979 p.195). Linkage disequilibrium may be generated by 
epistasis and by drift, but I will examine only the effect of linkage disequilibrium 
which is created when beneficial mutations arise as unique events (see Hill and 
Robertson 1966, Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974, Barton 1998). This linkage 
disequilibrium is generated as a stochastic process, depending on the genotype 
which a beneficial mutation happens to arise in, and has effects similar to sampling 
due to finite population size (genetic drift). Because of this, Gillespie (2000) 
refers to this effect as "genetic draft". By assuming no epistasis (for fitness) and 
infinite population size, I am able to focus on effects caused specifically by linkage 
disequilibrium generated by unique beneficial mutations. In the asexual population 
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models studied in chapters 2 and 3, this linkage disequilibrium is not broken down 
by recombination, and so may have substantial effects on the deleterious mutational 
load and on the probability of fixation of a beneficial allele. 
1.2 Periodic selection and the deleterious mutational load 
As mentioned above, the deleterious mutational load is defined as the reduction in 
population mean fitness relative to the value it would take if deleterious mutation 
were absent, or equivalently if natural selection were perfectly efficient at purging 
deleterious alleles (Haldane 1937). The ubiquity of deleterious mutation and of 
natural selection has motivated the development of a large body of theory predicting 
the magnitude of this load for given parameters concerning the rates and effects of 
deleterious mutations, and an equally large body of empirical work which attempts 
to measure these parameters. A complete review of these fields is outside the scope 
of this thesis. For reviews of the empirical literature see papers by Lynch et al. 
(1999) and Keightley and Byre-Walker (1999). The following may help put the 
present theoretical work in some sort of context. 
For a single locus with two alleles, one wild type and one deleterious, Haldane 
(1937) showed theoretically that in an infinite population the load depends on the 
rate of mutation, but (except for the case of complete recessivity) is independent of 
the strength of selection and the degree of dominance. This is because deleterious 
alleles with larger effect are held at lower frequencies by selection. Later studies 
explored how the load is influenced by the interaction between recombination and 
epistasis (Kimura and Maruyama 1966, Crow 1970), finite population size (Kimura 
et al. 1963, Kimura 1969, Crow 1970, Lande 1994, 1998, Lynch et al. 1995a,b), 
population subdivision (Slatkin 1980, Barton and Whitlock 1997), population 
bottlenecks (Wang et al. 1998, 1999, Fowler and Whitlock 1999, Kirkpatrick and 
Jarne 2000) and inbreeding (Crow 1970, Bataillon and Kirkpatrick 2000). The 
emphasis in recent work has been on finite population effects, and a general 
conclusion which can be drawn from these studies is that in general the load is not 
independent of the strength of selection. Most of the studies cited above have used 
a diffusion approximation to determine the stationary distribution of deleterious 
allele frequency at a single diallelic locus, and then assume loose linkage between a 
set of such loci to estimate the load and variance in fitness in a sexual population 
at equilibrium. Some studies have also calculated the steady state rate of fixation 
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of slightly deleterious alleles (Lande 1994, 1998, Lynch et at. 1995a,b). To extend 
this approach to asexual or rarely recombining populations is difficult, because drift 
generates linkage disequilibrium between deleterious alleles which must be taken 
into account (see Ewens 1979 pp.177-212 for a review of two locus diffusions.) 
The emphasis in chapter 2 is quite different. I study the dynamics of the load, 
and to do this the full distribution of fitness must be considered. This is because 
the rate of change in population mean fitness depends on the variance, which in 
turn depends on the skew, and so on. Finite population effects are ignored in the 
analytical treatment and the model used is, in a mathematical sense, more closely 
related to studies of mutation selection balance on a quantitative trait (for example 
Lande 1975, Threlli 1984, Burger 1999). In the present case, the quantitative trait 
under consideration is fitness. I have concentrated on exploring the effect of the 
distribution of mutational effects, and on obtaining compact analytical results which 
can then be used in other models. Two applications of this model are subsequently 
developed in chapters 3 and 5. 
Most theoretical studies of the deleterious mutational load have ignored the 
occurrence of beneficial mutations, although some have allowed for reverse mutation 
from deleterious to wild type alleles (for example Lande 1998). If a single genotype 
containing a novel beneficial allele sweeps to fixation in a totally nonrecombining 
population, then all segregating variation will temporarily be lost. This phenomenon 
was first observed in populations of bacteria kept in chemostats, and was termed 
periodic selection (Atwood et at. 1951a,b, Moser 1958, Dykhuizen 1990, Berg 1995). 
The more general term 'genetic hitchhiking' (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974) 
describes this process in both asexual and sexual populations. In a continuous 
culture of bacteria, recurrent mutation causes the frequency of rare neutral markers 
to increase roughly linearly over time. Periodically, beneficial mutations sweeping to 
fixation cause clonal replacements. Atwood et at. (1951a,b) noted that these caused 
sudden decreases in the frequency of rare alleles, because they are not initially (and 
hence ever) associated with the beneficial allele. (The effect of a periodic selection 
event is very similar to a population bottleneck of one individual.) Over the course 
of multiple selected substitutions the frequency of neutral markers therefore exhibit 
irregular 'sawtooth' dynamics. In chapter 2, I study the analogous effect on the 
dynamics of deleterious alleles. 
It may come as some surprise to the reader to find that beneficial mutations 
are not included within the formal framework of the model studied in chapter 2. 
1.2 Periodic selection and load 
Instead, I assume that a periodic selection event has just taken place, and study 
the evolution of the population from that point forward in time. Although some 
deleterious alleles may have been fixed along with the beneficial allele, I assume 
that back mutation at these loci is negligible. The number of alleles so fixed will in 
general be small because beneficial alleles have greater fixation probabilites in higher 
fitness backgrounds (Fisher 1930, Charlesworth 1994, Peck 1994, Barton 1995b, see 
chapter 3). All other deleterious alleles are necessarily purged from the population 
at this time. 
One way to interpret the results in chapter 2 is to invoke a 'catastrophe model' of 
selective sweeps, assuming that sweeps are effectively instantaneous on the timescale 
of interest (for examples of other models where this assumption is made see Gillespie 
1983, 2000, Orr 1998, 1999, 2000a, Johnson 1999b, chapter 4). This approximation 
is likely to be good if most beneficial alleles confer a large advantage and sweep 
through the population relatively quickly. This notion is to some extent supported by 
the relatively catastrophic declines in neutral marker frequencies by which periodic 
selection events are detected (Atwood et al. 1951b, Paquin and Adams 1983). A 
quantitative comparison of the two relevant timescales is made in section 2.5.1. The 
picture which emerges under this interpetation is one of occasional rapid increases in 
population mean fitness, during which the load is purged, each followed by a decline 
in population mean fitness as the load builds up again. Such increases were observed 
in a laboratory population of Eseherichia coli adapting to novel media (Lenski et al. 
1991), but in this study the mutation rate is so low that the subsequent decline in 
fitness would be very slight, and one would not expect to be able to observe it. 
However, in organisms with higher mutation rates, such as RNA viruses, such a 
decline might be observed. Chapter 2 therefore contains some discussion of whether 
useful inferences might be made from such an observation. The final point is that, 
given sufficiently frequent and rapid sweeps, it is possible that the time-averaged load 
due to segregating deleterious alleles would be considerably less than the equilibrium 
prediction in the absence of beneficial mutations. Further work, building on the 
combined results of chapters 2 and 3, is required to assess how this compares to 
the increase in the load due to fixed deleterious alleles caused by recurrent selective 
sweeps. 
The more general case allows for the situation where the selective sweep takes 
some period of time to complete. The results derived in chapter 2 still apply, 
at least to a reasonable approximation, to the dynamics of fitness amongst the 
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subpopulation carrying the beneficial allele. I say reasonable approximation because 
this subpopulation starts with size one and quickly grows, but the model assumes 
an infinite population throughout. Results for the limiting case where the load 
accumulates on a much more rapid timescale than the selective sweep are used in 
chapter 3, but I have not completed a full mathematical treatment of this problem 
for the general case. 
1.3 The rate of adaptation 
Adaptation requires heritable variation. Depending on where the required variation 
is assumed to come from, theoretical models which predict the rate of adaptation can 
be divided into two types. The first possibility is that adaptation proceeds largely by 
altering allele frequencies, i.e. selection acts on standing genetic variation. Fisher's 
(1930 pp.30-37) classic fundamental theorem of natural selection is the best known 
result of this type. The second possible view is that adaptation proceeds as a process 
where new adaptive mutations arise, and some fraction become fixed. The rate of 
adaptation corresponds to the rate of such fixations, multiplied by the effects of the 
alleles fixed (Gillespie 1983, 2000, Orr 1998, 1999, 2000a). 
As a very broad generalisation, selection on standing variation is a good way of 
understanding the rate of adaptation over relatively short timescales. When alleles 
segregate at many recombining loci, the variance remains roughly constant over the 
short term. On the other hand, understanding adaptation as successive fixations is 
more appropriate for asexual populations, where the variance changes substantially 
over the course of each substitution. It is also a more appropriate model for studying 
the rate of adaptation in the long term, or for example when standing variation has 
been erroded by prolonged artificial selection (for example Hill and Rasbash 1986). 
In chapter 3, I will consider the second viewpoint, from which adaptive evolution 
can be separated into two distinct processes. The first process is the creation of 
beneficial alleles by mutation. Evolutionary theory has had relatively little to say on 
this aspect. Although there have been some attempts to derive general properties of 
the distribution of effects of newly arising mutations (Fisher 1930 pp.38-41, Gillespie 
1991 pp.237-239,265--266, Orr 1998, 1999), these are based on somewhat arbitrary 
models and the issue is fundamentally an empirical one. The second process is the 
fixation of some of those alleles, and here theoretical study has contributed greatly 
to our understanding. Because there can be many orders of magnitude of variation 
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in fixation probabilities, understanding only this aspect of the adaptive process can 
still give useful predictions, even in the absence of any knowledge about the rate of 
generation of beneficial alleles. 
Chapter 3 is concerned with calculation of fixation probabilities in completely 
asexual populations. Most of the chapter concentrates on finding the reduction in 
fixation probability caused by segregating deleterious alleles. 
1.4 The evolution of mutation rates 
The rate of deleterious mutations is an important parameter in determining the 
deleterious mutational load (discussed above and in chapter 2), which in turn relates 
to risk of extinction faced by small populations (Lande 1994, 1998, Lynch et al. 
1995a,b), and probably explains the evolution of inbreeding avoidance (reviewed 
by Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1998). The rates of both beneficial and 
deleterious mutations are important in setting the rate of adaptation (discussed 
above and in chapter 3), and either or both types of mutation have been invoked 
to explain the evolution and maintenance of sex and recombination (for reviews see 
Maynard Smith 1978, Kondrashov 1993, Hurst and Peck 1996, Otto and Michalakis 
1998, Barton and Charlesworth 1998, West et al. 1999), the degeneration of non-
recombining chromosomes (for example Rice 1987, 1996, Charlesworth 1996) and 
the theevolution of diploidy (Kirkpatrick 1994, Orr 1995, Mable and Otto 1998). 
Mutation may also be responsible or partly responsible for the maintenance of 
heritable variation in quantitative traits (for example Lande 1975, Turelli 1984, 
Burger 1998). These examples demonstrate that the rate at which mutations arise 
is of fundamental interest in evolutionary biology. 
In chapters 4 and 5, I analyse models in which the mutation rate itself can 
evolve. The possibility that the mutation rate could evolve was first explicitly 
raised by Sturtevant (1937), based on Muller's (1928) observation that different 
strains of Drosophila melanogaster had heritable differences in the rate of recessive 
lethal mutations. Fisher (1930 pp.121-123) had previously suggested the existence 
of an "optimum degree of mutability" in asexual populations, and Haldane (1937) 
suggested more generally that "[The deleterious mutational load] is the price paid 
by a species for its capacity for further evolution". Kimura (1960, 1967) also 
considered this trade-off, and quantified the need for beneficial mutations as a lag 
(or substitutional) load. Kimura calculated the mutation rate which was optimal in 
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the sense that it minimized the combination of these two loads (Kimura 1960, 1967), 
and argued that inter-group selection might favour strains or species with mutation 
rates closest to this optimum. Since then there have been important advances, both 
empirical and theoretical, in our understanding of the evolution of mutation rates. 
For bacteriophage T4 and Eseherichia coli a number of modifier alleles which modify 
the mutation rate at other loci have been isolated and characterised (see references 
below). This and other relevant empirical work is briefly reviewed in section 1.4.1. 
Theoretical arguments based on optimisation or group selection may be misleading, 
and our understanding has been improved by studying population genetic models 
which explicitly include modifier alleles, where the mutation rate is considered to 
evolve by successive substitutions of modifiers. In section 1.4.2 1 discuss, in a fairly 
general way, the forces which may be involved in direct or indirect selection on 
modifiers of the mutation rate. This is followed in section 1.4.3 with a summary of 
theoretical predictions of the evolutionary equilibrium mutation rate in an asexual 
population, and a discussion of their likely relevance. A corresponding model for a 
sexual populations is described in detail in chapter 4. Together, these models can be 
thought of as a theory describing variation in mutation rates between populations 
or species. Chapter 5 is concerned with the maintenace of variation within asexual 
populations, and specifically with the expected frequency of mutator alleles. 
1.4.1 Evidence for the. evolvability of mutation rates 
The genetic control of mutation rates in phage T4 and in Escherichia coli is now 
quite well characterised at the molecular level. Modifier alleles which increase 
the rate of mutation at other loci are termed mutator alleles, and are typically 
produced by lost or impaired function in genes associated with DNA replication, 
proofreading or repair (Cox 1976, Miller 1996b, 1998, Horst et at. 1999). Mutator 
alleles are readily isolated by screening for strains which produce many different 
types of mutants at abnormally high frequencies. There is a bias towards recovery 
of mutators of large effect, and 'strong' mutator alleles can increase per-nucleotide 
mutation rates by several orders of magnitude over the whole genome. The spectrum 
(type) of mutations affected varies greatly between different mutator loci. It is likely 
that these observations extend to other species. Strong mutator phenotypes have 
been observed in other bacteria (see table 1.1 below), and eukaryotes possess a 
mismatch repair system similar to that found in E. coli (Modrich 1991). Defects 
in human homologues of E. coli mutator genes cause elevated mutation rates in 
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somatic cells (for example Papadopoulos et al. 1994). These data provide convincing 
evidence for a general potential to evolve higher mutation rates. The existence of 
modifiers which cause subtle increases in the genomic mutation rate seems entirely 
plausible but has never directly been demonstrated. 
Modifiers which reduce the mutation rate are termed antimutator alleles. It is 
intrinsically much harder to devise and implement screens which allow isolation 
of antimutators, but nevertheless a number have been successfully isolated and 
characterised (Drake et al. 1969, Quiflones and Piechoki 1985, Schaaper 1998). It 
is known that the polymerase enzyme purified from antimutator strains of phage 
T4 lowers the mutation rate by reducing the ability of the polymerase to continue 
replication past a mispaired nucleotide (Bessman et al. 1974, Kirkwood et al. 1986). 
Some of the E. coli antimutators map to positions close to the polymerase genes, and 
others are thought to operate by reducing the flux along metabolic pathways which 
have mutagenic products or intermediaries (Quinones and Piechoki 1985, Schaaper 
1998). Drake (1993) has questioned whether any of these antimutators reduce the 
net flux of mutations when all pathways along which mutations naturally occur are 
considered, and no antimutator has ever been found in a natural population. The 
evidence for a general potential to evolve lower mutation rates is therefore somewhat 
questionable, but it supported by some circumstantial evidence and comparative 
data which I now discuss. 
Nothel (1987) has examined the long term effect of exposing populations 
of Drosophila melanogaster to X-rays. In the control (unexposed) population, 
exposing immature oocytes to the lowest intensity of X-rays induced dominant lethal 
mutations at a rate of approximately 56%. In lines of flies which had been exposed to 
this intensity of radiation for 600 generations, the rate of such mutations fell to about 
27%. This is essentially a substantial selection response to artifical selection for X-
ray resistance. In natural populations some spontaneous mutations are caused by 
electromagnetic radiation, so Nöthel's experiment provides support for the idea that 
a lower mutation rate could evolve, although it is far from clear that the selection 
response obtained by Nothel (1987) involved a reduction in the net mutation rate. 
McVean and Hurst (1997) examined rates of nucleotide substitution for 238 
autosomal and 33 X-linked genes in mouse and rat, and found that the rate of 
synonymous substitution was significantly lower for the X-linked genes. They 
argued that the difference was too large to be explained by differences between 
male and female mutation rates, and suggested that it might be an adaptive 
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response to reduce the number of recessive or partially recessive deleterious 
alleles expressed on hemizygous X chromosomes. This observation may not be 
general, since a similar study examining divergence between Drosophila sirnulans 
and Drosophila rnelanogaster found no significant difference when comparing 
synonymous substitution rates at 19 autosomal and 20 X-linked genes (Begun and 
Whitley 2000). 
Figure 1.1 shows published data on mutation rates, plotted as a function of 
genome size. The data tabulated by Drake et al. (1998) and Drake and Holland 
(1999) are derived from studies in which rates of phenotypically observable mutations 
at specific loci were estimated. A conversion factor, based on the fraction of 
nucleotide substitutions which are expected to give rise to observable changes, was 
used to infer the underlying per-nucleotide mutation rate. For metazoa an estimate 
of the number of cell divisions in the germ line was then used to convert this into 
a per-nucleotide per-replication rate p, shown as solid circles (Drake et al. 1998, 
Drake and Holland 1999). Data classified as outliers by Drake (1991) are not shown. 
These data were averaged over loci and multiplied by estimates of genome size to 
obtain per-genome per-replication mutation rates Pg, shown as open circles (Drake 
et al. 1998, Drake and Holland 1999). 
An alternative approach to estimating mutation rates is to examine sequence 
data for pairs of species (Kondrashov and Crow 1993). For noncoding DNA or 
synonymous codon positions (assuming no selection on codon usage) the substitution 
rate equals the per-base pair mutation rate (Kimura 1983, Kondrashov and Crow 
1993). Given an estimate of the number of generations which have elapsed since 
divergence, and that selection on codon usage can be corrected for where necessary, 
a per-generation estimate for pbv  can be obtained (Keightley and Eyre-Walker in 
review). I have divided the per-generation estimates of Keightley and Eyre-Walker 
by estimates of numbers of germline cell divisions given by Drake et al. (1998) to 
obtain estimates of pa,, per replication, and these are plotted on figure 1.1 as (very 
small) rectangles. Standard errors over loci give some indication of confidence for 
these estimates (the rectangles enclose the mean ± 2 standard errors), but cannot 
account for errors in estimates of divergence time, generation time and number of 
germline cell divisions. 
Drake (1991) has observed that there is a strong inverse correlation between Pop 
and genome size in DNA—based microbes, and that estimates of p9 are remarkably 
conserved in this group. This has become known as 'Drake's observation' (see 
12 
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Figure 1.1: Published estimates of mutation rates per base pair 	and 
per genome (j) plotted against genome size. Circles represent 
extrapolations from phenotypically observed mutations (Drake et al. 
1998, Drake and Holland 1999), for which no estimates of the likely 
errors are available. Rectangles for Dm, Mm and Hs are estimates from 
molecular divergence data (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 1999, Keightley 
and Eyre-Walker in review). Rectangles enclose the mean ± 2 standard 
errors (over loci). See section 1.4.1 for details. The dashed lines 
emphasize Drake's (1991) observation of a conserved p. among DNA- 
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Table 1.1: Frequencies of imitators among natural isolates of bacteria. 
Species Fraction of imitators Reference 
Escherichia coli 4/110 3.6% Jyssum 1960 
coli 1/408 0.2% Gross and Siegel 1981 
coli' 4/212 1.9% LeClerc et at. 1996 
F. coli (pathogenic) 3/228 1.3% Matic et at. 1997 
B. coli (pathogenic) 27/2282 11.8% ibid. 
F. coli (commensal) 1/216 0.5% ibid. 
F. coli (commensal) 42/216 2 19.4% ibid. 
Salmonella spp.' 5/137 3.6% LeClerc et at. 1996 
P. aeruginosa3 (CF) 4 25/128 19.5% Oliver et at 2000 
P. aeruginosa (non—CF)' 0/ 75 0.0% ibid. 
a mixture of pathogenic and non—pathogenic straiiis. 2  using kmore sensitive 	- 
assay. 3  Pseudomonas aeruginosa. 	from patients with'cystic fibrosis. I from - 
patients without cystic fibrosis but infe&ed with the bacteria. 
figure 1.1), and ,  it can been taken to imply the existence of anevolutionary 
equilibrium value of p9 0.003 which is independent of gnome size. Possible 
theoretical explanations for this are discussed below. 
The studies discussed above have' aimed to measure an avera'ge nutt&tindte 
for a giVen pecies. There hai also been flome 'work examining variation in mutation 
t 
rates within a species.. This variation, is., most marked in bacteria, where some 
lineages or populations harbour strohgthutator alleles but- apparently remain viable. 
Surveys' of natural populations report ,  widely varying iesülth, 'vhich are summarised 
• 	
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tly due to differences in the 
methodsiused 'to detect mutators .and the stringent .withhich.they arcassified, 
but may also reflect differences in the sources o'f the isolates 'The 1 results of 
Oliver, et - al. (2000),, and the suggestive but statistically nonsignificant correlation 
between mutator frequency and pathogenicity found in enteric bacteria (LeClerc 
et at. 1996, Matic et at 1997), have prompted suggestions of a link btween imitator 
status and evolution of advantageous traits or adaptation to new environments. 
Laboratory experiments in which imitators were fixed after intense (Mao et at. 
1997) or prolonged (Sniegowski et at. 1997) selection, and consideration of the 
hitchhiking mechanism responsible (Chao and Cox 1983), suggest that "mutator 
fixation is properly regarded as a consequence of adaptation, not an adaptation 
itself" (Sniegowski et at 2000). Empirical evidence of any adaptive value of a 
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mutator once fixed is weak (Elena and Lenski 1997a, Sniegowski et al. 1997, de Visser 
et al. 1999). 
1.4.2 The forces shaping mutation rates 
In the preceding section I have outlined how the rate of mutations which occur due 
to errors in DNA replication and failure to repair DNA damage might be regulated. 
There is evidence that the genome wide rate of such mutations is controlled by a 
relatively small number of loci, and most theoretical work has considered modifiers 
at loci of this sort. I will call these modifiers of Pg,  and will discuss the types of 
selective forces which can act on them below. Before doing that, two other ways in 
which mutation rates can be modified should be briefly mentioned. 
In some bacteria there is evidence that "contingency loci" have specifically 
elevated mutation rates (reviewed by Moxon et al. 1994). It is possible that this 
is an adaptation to rapidly fluctuating selection, for example some of these loci 
code for proteins which are likely to be targets of host immune surveillance. Early 
theoretical analyses (Kimura 1967, Leigh 1973) suggested that evolutionary forces 
would be too weak for individual loci to evolve specific mutation rates, and hence 
contingency loci are likely to be exceptional in this respect. 
Secondly, it has been suggested (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999) that 
movement of transposable elements may make a significant contribution to the total 
deleterious mutation rate in some species. The evolution of transposition rate has 
been studied theoretically by Charlesworth and Langley (1986). 
Even if many loci have evolved specific mutation rates appropriate to their 
function, and even if most deleterious mutations are the result of transposition 
events, this does not change the fact that there is heritable variation for p (in the 
sense given above). Therefore natural selection will continue to act on this variation, 
and therefore modify genomic mutation rates. 
Deleterious mutations generate an indirect selection pressure which favours 
reduction of p. Linkage disequilibrium is generated because deleterious mutations 
arise at a greater rate in genomes where modifiers which increase the mutation 
rate are present. Since the first replicators arose, deleterious mutations have been 
ubiquitous, and have generated a steady force favouring lower mutation rates. Some 
major adaptations, such as the use of DNA instead of RNA as a template and 
the development of proofreading and mismatch repair systems, demonstrate the 
cumulative effect of this selection (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995). Since 
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lower mutation rates are favoured by indirect selection, this is a stronger force in 
asexual than in sexual populations. In sexual populations, lethal mutations may be 
especially important since they are selected on most quickly, giving least opportunity 
for the modifier to "escape the consequences of its action" by recombination. 
Although lethal mutations were considered by Sturtevant (1937) they have not 
featured very prominently in many subsequent theoretical analyses. Selection 
generated by differences in rates of somatic deleterious mutations could be important 
for the same reasons. Evidence that somatic and germ line mutation rates are under 
unified control is entirely circumstantial (for example Papadopoulos et al. 1994) and 
there is some evidence that they may even be inversely related (Cascalho et al. 1998). 
Theoretical work on the evolutionary consequences of somatic mutation (Orr 1995, 
Otto and Orive 1995, Otto and Hastings 1998) has concentrated on the magnitude 
of the genetic load and on the evolution of ploidy level, and the application of those 
models to the evolution of mutation rates is an area for further work. 
All other forces which have been identified can favour increased mutation rates, 
but it may be more useful to think of them as opposing continued reductions in 
the mutation rate. They can be divided into two classes: (i) direct - those which 
act through fitness differences of the modifier alleles themselves, and (ii) indirect - 
those which act on modifier allele frequencies through linkage disequilibria between 
the modifier and selected loci. 
1.4.2.1 Direct selection on modifiers of the mutation rate 
Kimura (1967) drew an important distinction between two hypotheses, that 
reductions of 1L9 were either physically impossible or that they were physiologically 
costly. For eukaryotic species the relatively narrow range of ,i, (see figure 1.1) is 
consistent with the first (physical minimum) hypothesis, but the small amount of 
data at present cannot exclude other possiblities. The physical minimum hypothesis 
can probably be ruled out for prokaryotic species on the basis of the antimutator 
alleles and comparative data described above. Although it is widely believed that 
increased fidelity is physiologically costly, the impact of these costs in terms of fitness 
has not been estimated. In vitro studies of polymerase enzyme purified from strains 
of phage T4, which had previously been characterised as antimutator, wild type or 
mutator (Bessman et al. 1974, Kirkwood et al. 1986) showed that increased fidelity 
incurs both time and energy costs (see figure 1.2). There is only indirect evidence 
suggesting that these might have substantial effects on fitness. In E. coli there is a 
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Figure 1.2: Data obtained by Bessman et at. (1974) for polymerase extracted 
from bacteriophage T4 strains characterised in vivo as antimutator 
(circles), wild type (square) or mutator (diamonds). The assay was 
made in vitro in equal concentrations of adenine triphosphate and its 
analogue, 2-aminopurine triphosphate. A base is turned over if it is 
temporarily polymerised into the DNA chain and then excised again, 
as a monophosphate. This is costly in terms of time and energy. 
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negative relationship (of questionable statistical significance) between growth rate 
on minimal media (Mikkola and Kurland 1991) and genome size (Bergthorsson and 
Ochman 1998), and more generally the rarity of junk DNA in the genomes of many 
microbes may be 'streamlining' to increase the rate of genome replication (but see 
Cavalier-Smith 1978). These observations suggest that the per-nucleotide cost of 
replicating the genome is subtantial, but this does not by itself prove that the 
further increased cost of an antimutator phenotype would have a substantial effect 
on fitness. The large amounts of junk DNA in many eukaryote genomes need not 
suggest that the cost is insubstantial, because the junk DNA is interspersed and the 
slight selective advantages gained by pruning any one section might be too small to 
be effective in moderate sized populations. 
A number of E. coli antimutator mutations are in genes with functions unrelated 
to DNA replication or repair (Quinones and Piechoki 1985), but probably act 
by reducing the number of metabolically induced mutations (Schaaper 1998). 
Because these mutations also confer auxotrophy they would incur costs in natural 
populations. 
1.4.2.2 Indirect selection on modifiers of the mutation rate 
The need for future adaptation cannot cause higher mutation rates to evolve. 
However, mutation rates can increase as a consequence of adaptation which has 
occurred in the past. If fitnesses vary over time, previously disfavoured alleles held 
at low frequency under mutation-selection balance become favoured and increase in 
frequency. Mutation also generates novel favourable alleles which sweep through a 
population. In either case, a modifier which increases p9 tends to be associated (be 
in positive linkage disequilibrium) with a positively selected allele and so will itself 
tend to increase in frequency by hitchhiking (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974). Even 
with recombination breaking down linkage disequilibrium, fluctuating selection can 
generate indirect selection for increased p g (Leigh 1973, Gillespie 1981b, Ishii et at. 
1989), but for sexual populations Leigh (1973) showed that this was weak compared 
to indirect selection due to deleterious mutations. Leigh's (1973) infinite population 
model ignored the strong linkage disequilibrium generated by unique new beneficial 
mutations (Maynard Smith 1978 p.192). In chapter 4, I analyse a finite population 
model which takes this stronger linkage disequilibrium into account. 
In asexual populations, the hitchhiking effect is much stronger because linkage 
disequilibrium is not broken down by recombination. Theory (Johnson 1999b, Leigh 
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1970, 1973, Taddei et al. 1997b, Tenaillon et al. 1999) and laboratory evolution 
experiments (Chao and Cox 1983, Mao et al. 1997, Sniegowski et al. 1997) show 
that beneficial mutations can cause increases in Pg  in such populations. What is not 
clear is whether this mechanism can 'fine tune' the mutation rate by making small 
changes, or that these, changes are adaptive. 
1.4.2.3 Other mechanisms 
Under the mechanisms described above, a modifier of Pg  changes in frequency 
because of its effect on p, at particular selected loci. This is not the only way that 
A. can evolve. Genome enlargement occurs, for example by gene duplications (Ohno 
1970) and replicative transposition (reviewed by Kidwell and Lisch 2000). Under 
some circumstances such enlargements may be selectively favoured (Kidwell and 
Lisch 2000 and references therein), and this would cause increases in 1L9 . Obviously 
both p, and genome size can evolve, but it is possible that either one evolves much 
faster than the other in response to selection towards some evolutionary equilibrium 
value of p9 . This is very closely related to the idea of evolution of sequence length 
for primeval replicators or RNA molecules, which was modelled by Eigen (1971) 
under the assumption of fixed per-base error rate (see below). 
Another possibility is that the natural selection, the combination of all of the 
forces described above, does favour continued reductions towards Pg=O,  but that 
this is never realised in finite (i.e. real) populations, because as p9 decreases the 
potential benefits of further reductions decline, as does the potential to generate 
further antimutator mutations. 
1.4.3 Equilibrium genomic mutation rates in asexuals 
A number of theoretical models have been developed to describe mutation rate will 
evolve in asexual population, under various combinations of the forces described 
above. These models can all predict an evolutionarily stable mutation rate, which 
is analogous to an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS; Maynard Smith 1982). All of 
these models assume a major role for indirect selection due to deleterious mutations, 
and therefore make predictions in terms of the genomic deleterious mutation rate 
U. For reasons which will be discussed below, in an asexual population the ESS 
mutation rate is the same as the mutation rate which maximises population mean 
fitness, which I call U. I will briefly describe the predictions of these models, 
which depend critically on how the rate of selective sweeps K is assumed to vary 
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with the mutation rate. With respect to Drake's observation, it is worth remarking 
on the conditions under which these models predict a constant value of U, even 
though in general U :~ p9 . 
• Kimura (1967) analysed a model in which K was fixed, determined by (say) the 
rate of environmental change, and showed that U p t = K. It seems somewhat 
unlikely that the rate of environmental change is conserved across very different 
taxa, although Kimura (1967) suggested that K might be roughly conserved 
across species "in order to keep up with competing species". 
• Orr (2000b) analysed a model in which K was determined by the rate 
of beneficial mutations, which was proportional to U, and their fixation 
probabilities, which are strongly influenced by the frequencies of segregating 
deleterious mutations (Fisher 1930, Peck 1994, Barton 1995b, chapter 3). Orr 
found that U Eh(s4, the harmonic mean of the selection coefficients 
against deleterious mutations. It seems plausible that Eh(8d)  might be roughly 
conserved across species, especially since it is only weakly influenced by the 
actual values of 8d  for highly deleterious mutations. 
• Dawson (1998, 1999) analysed a model in which selective sweeps were entirely 
absent, and U pt  was determined by the balance between indirect selection due 
to deleterious mutations and the cost of fidelity. He made the reasonable 
assumptions that (i) this cost is a per—nucleotide cost, and (ii) that an 
organism's fitness is determined by its genomic replication rate. Dawson found 
a plausible condition on the cost function, under which does not depend 
on genome size or the number of origins of replication. 
• Eigen (1971, see also Maynard Smith 1982, Nowak 1992) studied a model 
which assumes that there is a master sequence (genotype) and that all other 
genotype are less fit than the master genotype by an equal amount. The 
analysis shows that there is an "error threshold", and that if U exceeds 
this value the master sequence is lost from the population. The emphasis 
in this model has been on fixed pbp and varying sequence length. If it is 
assumed that longer sequences have an intrinsic advantage by coding for more 
or better genes, then for a range of different species U pt might take a value 
just below the error threshold. The fitness landscape used in these models may 
be appropriate for RNA molecules (and possibly even RNA viruses), but it is 
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unlikely that this conclusion applies to more complex organisms (Charlesworth 
1990, Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995). Further, the error threshold is 
too high to explain Drake's observation (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995), 
but it is roughly compatible with estimates of u, for RNA viruses (Drake and 
Holland 1999). 
Although arguments based on optimality have been shown to give different 
results to analyses of modifier models for sexual populations (Leigh 1970, 1973, 
Gillespie 1981b, Dawson 1998, Johnson 1999b, chapter 4), there is a direct 
equivalence between the two for many models of asexual populations. This is because 
these are in fact models of clonal competition (Maynard Smith 1978 p.194). 
An asexual population is equivalent to an ensemble of subpopulations or clones, 
distinguished by their mutation rates U1 , U2 , etc. In the absence of recombination, 
each subpopulation approaches a distribution of fitness as if it were an independent 
population. I will call this the 'independent equilibrium assumption', which 
obviously requires absolutely no gene flow between the different subpopulations. 
Under this assumption, the subpopulation with the mutation rate (call it U) 
which maximises (sub)population mean fitness will dominate over time, and the 
evolutionary equilibrium mutation rate will equal U. What these models have 
ignored is that mutation between different modifier alleles is gene flow, in the sense 
that it moves individuals from one subpopulation to another. Mutation from the U1 
allele to the U2 allele creates a flux of individuals with (say) deleterious mutational 
loads appropriate for a U1 background into the U2 subpopulation. Hence results 
derived using this independent equilibrium assumption cannot be guaranteed to hold 
for more realistic models. In chapter 5, I quantify the effect of mutation between 
modifier alleles, for a simple model with just two modifiers. 
Another general problem with infinite population inter-clone selection models is 
that they only consider the long term average fitness of different populations. In 
a finite population a subpopulation which has low fitness for some period of time 
could be lost from the population altogether. Another question which arises when 
finite populations are considered is the effect of drift on weakly selected deleterious 
alleles. 
None of the models described above have explicitly addressed questions to do 
with the fixation of strong mutator alleles. Previous works on this subject are 
discussed in chapter 5. 
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1.4.4 Predictions and testability 
The theoretical work on the evolution of mutation rates, described above and in 
chapter 4, gives rise to one (and perhaps only one) robust conclusion. This is 
that, in the absence of any other differences, sexual and asexual populations should 
eventually evolve different mutation rates, and this prediction is at least in principle 
testable. However, in a recent study of rotifers, Welch and Meselson (2000) found 
that 
"Relative rate tests show no significant difference between [the putatively 
anciently asexual] bdelloids and [the facultatively sexual] monogononts 
in hsp82 fourfold degenerate substitution rates" 
Assuming that the substitution rate at fourfold degenerate sites is an accurate 
reflection of the per-nucleotide mutation rate (Kimura 1983, Kondrashov and Crow 
1993), then taken at face value these data appear to contradict most of the theory 
described above and in chapter 4. Although it would be nice to have a positive 
theoretical explanation for this observation, a number of reasons, or excuses, can 
be put forward to explain why this finding is not unduly troublesome. These 
also highlight some of the problems which will be faced when interpreting other 
comparative data in the future. 
• When the entire rotifer hsp82 data set is considered, there are only 50 
fourfold degenerate sites. They are all polymorphic and many show homoplasy 
(T. Johnson, P. Awadalla and G. McVean unpublished observations). The 
differences between these sequences are therefore close to saturation and we 
would expect wide confidence intervals around the distance estimates. There 
is little power to detect moderate differences between the rates of substitution 
in asexuals and sexuals. 
• Available estimates of genome size are on the order of 10 9bp (Welch and 
Meselson 2000), so these organisms could be close to or at a physical minimum 
for p,  (see figure 1.1). 
• Indirect selection due to somatic deleterious mutation may be much stronger 
than that due to germ line deleterious mutation, and if this were so then only 
a small difference between the mutation rates of the two tan is predicted to 
evolve. 
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• The pattern could be confounded by differences in generation time. Rotifers 
enter a dormant stage in unfavourable environmental conditions. It is known 
that for bdelloids this stage is short lived, whereas for monogononts it is longer 
(Ricci et al. 2000). Equal per-year mutation rates in the two groups would 
then be consistent with a lower per—generation mutation rate in bdelloids. 
On the other hand, if asexual and sexual rotifers really have evolved similar 
mutation rates (or have not evolved different ones) then perhaps the most 
striking feature of Drake's observation is that Pg  is conserved across DNA based 
microbes independently of genome size and mode of reproduction. Obtaining more 
comparative data is probably our best chance to improve our understanding of the 
evolution of mutation rates, and the difficulties outlined above suggest microbes 
would be a good group to focus on. In particular, I am aware of no data for bacteria 
which engage in frequent genetic exchange. 
"The whole question of the evolutionary modification of the spontaneous 
mutation rate is quite puzzling and more evidence is needed to clarify 
the problem." (Kimura 1967) 




2 The Approach to Mutation-Selection Balance 
The results for infinite populations presented in this chapter were published (Johnson 1999a). The 
results for finite populations axe unpublished. 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter is mainly concerned with the deleterious mutational load, or population 
mean fitness, in an asexual population. Appropriate models allow a large number 
of possible genotypes with different fitnesses. In fact the same model can apply to 
both an asexual population (Kimura and Maruyama 1966, Haigh 1978, Dawson 1999, 
Haigh 1978), and to a single poly-allelic locus (Kimura 1965, Turelli 1984, Keightley 
and Hill 1988, Burger 1998). Models of asexual populations in which there is no 
epistasis (for fitness) and no drift also apply to sexual populations, because there is 
no linkage disequilibrium and so recombination has no effect (Kimura and Maruyama 
1966, Maynard Smith 1978). In this chapter, I will concentrate on a special case of 
these models, in which it is assumed that mutations are unconditionally deleterious. 
Specifically, this means that each mutational event always reduces fitness, and under 
this assumption the models are particularly amenable to analysis. There is a family 
of more complex models (reviewed by Burger 1998) in which there is mutation 
between a set of alleles, and relative to the fittest allele the other alleles always 
reduce fitness. In turn, these are part of an even larger family of models where 
fitness landscapes change over time and have multiple peaks, for example the model 
central to Wright's (1931) shifting balance theory (see also Coyne et al. 1987). 
When mutations are unconditionally deleterious, the equilibrium mean fitness 
of an infinite asexual population, relative to the most fit genotype, is equal to 
the fraction of individuals who do not mutate each generation. This classic and 
well known result, due to Kimura and Maruyama (1966), is independent of the 
distribution or magnitude of mutational effects, or the degree of epistasis. It can be 
demonstrated by considering the recursion for the frequency of the fittest genotype 
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(denoted Jo) for one generation of selection and mutation 
Jfo(1—p) 	 (2.1) 
where w denotes fitness measured relative to that of the fittest genotype (i.e. 
Wfittest = 1), and p is the rate of mutation in the fittest class. The population 
is at equilibrium (J = fo) only if population mean fitness is 1J = 1 - P. The 
simplicity of this result arises because the assumption of unconditionally deleterious 
mutation ensures that there is no contribution to Jo  as a result of mutations in less fit 
individuals. If, as commonly assumed, mutations arise as a Poisson process at rate 
U per genome per generation, then population mean fitness U = e at equilibrium 
(Kimura and Maruyama 1966). 
In this chapter, I calculate the dynamics of the distribution of fitness in an infinite 
asexual population, subject to selection and unconditionally deleterious mutation, 
for the case of no epistasis. The method used is complementary to previous analyses, 
since (i) it applies for an arbitrary, either discrete or continuous, distribution of 
mutational effects, as long as the mutations act multiplicatively on fitness, and (ii) 
it allows calculation of the dynamics of the mean and variance (and higher moments) 
of fitness, without the need to explicitly consider the whole distribution, but (iii) it 
does not extend easily to models which include drift or epistasis. Since I assume no 
epistasis, these results also apply to sexual populations, but no formal proof of this 
fact is offered. The extensions of the model in chapters 3 and 5 apply to asexual 
populations only. 
I show that a population approaches the equilibrium distribution of fitness 
over a timescale proportional to ., where is the mean reduction in log fitness 
caused by each mutation. The pace of the dynamics also slows as the variance of 
the distribution of mutational effects increases. If, as has been suggested (Ohta 
1973, Davies et at. 1999, Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999), there is a large class of 
mutations with small effects on fitness, then the dynamics would be very slow and it 
would not always be appropriate to assume that a population is close to equilibrium. 
For example, in an asexual population, a newly arisen variant which swept to fixation 
would cause clonal replacement of the entire population (Atwood et at. 1951a,b). 
The resulting homogenous population would have mean fitness 1 relative to its fittest 
genotype, and would then begin to approach an equilibrium mean fitness relative 
to that genotype. If the interval between selective sweeps were short compared to 
the timescale of approach to equilibrium, then the population might always be far 
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from equilibrium. A population passing through a series of small bottlenecks would 
experience a similar effect. 
I use stochastic simulations to explore the extent to which my analytical 
predictions for the infinite population model apply to finite populations. The results 
suggest that, for population sizes and mutation rates which are plausible for bacteria 
and other DNA based microbes, the effect of drift is small and the infinite population 
results are a good description of the behaviour of a finite population. 
For many RNA viruses, estimates of the genomic mutation rate lie in the region 
0.1-1 (Drake and Holland 1999), and since the genome is relatively compact, lacking 
introns and often with overlapping reading frames, we might expect most mutations 
to have some effect on fitness. For such large values of U the difference between 
the fittest individual (with w = 1) and the equilibrium mean fitness of a large 
population of its descendants would be substantial, with iJ in the range 	0.37 
to c° ' 	0.90 if asexuality or no epistasis is assumed. If a laboratory evolution 
experiment was founded by a single clone with high fitness, and population mean 
fitness was measured at regular intervals therafter, we might hope to observe the 
subsequent approach to mutation selection balance. I use simulations to determine 
whether the results of such an experiment might allow us to infer some of the model 
parameters, such as the distribution of mutational effects, or to detect deviations 
from the assumptions of my model, such as the occurence of compensatory or 
beneficial mutations or the presence of epistasis. 
2.2 Model 
2.2.1 Definitions 
The model used here is described in quite a general way, because extensions of it 
are used in chapters 3 and 5. The notation is summarised in table 2.1. 
I assume that there is an effectively infinite, strictly asexual population. For 
concreteness, I will consider a population of apomictic haploids, but with a little 
redefinition the model can apply to apomictic diploids or approximately to a 
population of automictic diploids. The negative log fitness of an individual is denoted 
x, which may be a discrete or continuous variate. (More simply, relative fitness 
is w = cx.) The population is described by the distribution of x. Within the 
mathematical framework of the model, I assume that no new beneficial mutations 
arise, and therefore there must be at least one fittest genotype, which has fitness 
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Table 2.1: Frequently used notations. 
Symbol Usage 
fi 	Shape parameter of a gamma distribution 
d(c) Density function for the distribution of c 
8(.) 	Dirac-delta function' 
E(.) Expectation when an individual is taken at random from the population 
f 	 Reduction in log-fitness (increase in x) caused by a single mutation 
Expectation of e 
f(x) 	Density function for the distribution of x 
LT Abbreviation for Laplace Transform 
t 	Time in generations 
U Deleterious mutation rate per individual per generation 
W 	 Fitness (relative to fittest genotype present) 
X 	 Negative log-fitness 
z "Dummy" variable of LT 
ii 	An overtilde denotes the LT of a function a 
A superstar denotes quantity a at equilibrium 
a' 	A prime denotes quantity a after selection 
all 
A double prime denotes quantity a after selection and mutation 
The Dirac-delta function 8(x) satisifes fff. 8(x)F(x)dz = F(0) for any 'good' 
function F(x) (Lighthill 1958,. Pinkus and Zafrany 1997 pp.160-161), and may 
be thought of as a spike of probability with infinite height but integral one. 
E. 
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= 1 (and hence x is never negative). Beneficial mutations are not ignored 
altogether, but rather (as discussed in section 1.2 and also below) their effect 
can be understood by considering the dynamics of a model in which they are 
absent. In subsequent applications (e.g. chapter 5) it will be useful to partition 
the population with respect to some discrete character (e.g. the absence or presence 
of a specific allele). In this case, the contributions to the distribution x made by each 
subpopulation are fo (x), f' (x),... , and the distribution of x in the whole population 
has density f(x) = Ej fi (x). The fraction of type i in the population is therefore the 
integral of f i (x). Generations are assumed to be discrete and nonoverlapping. There 
are only two events in the life cycle, selection and mutation, so the ordering does 
not matter. It is more convenient to choose the census point to be after mutation 
but before selection. The number of mutations arising per individual per generation 
is a Poisson variate with some mean U (this mean will differ across subpopulations 
in chapter 5). The mutation rate is assumed to be independent of the fitness of 
an individual. I assume that mutations have multiplicative effects on fitness, and 
so they have additive effects on x. Each mutation increases z by some amount c, 
drawn independently from a distribution of effects with density d(€). Mutations are 
unconditionally deleterious, so that c is always positive. The quantity x may be 
thought of as the number of deleterious mutations carried by each individual, scaled 
by their effects on log-fitness. 
The Laplace transform (LT) of a distribution is denoted here by an overtilde, 
and is defined as 
j(z) 	£ (f(x)) (z) 	f ef(x)dx 
	
(2.2) 
[The related moment generating function for x is given by M1 (z) = J(—z).] For 
this model, the integral is performed over the interval [0, 00) so that a spike of 
probability, or Dirac-delta function, at the origin (x = 0) is entirely included. The 
transformed function depends on a "dummy" variable z which has no particular 
biological meaning. The fraction of the population of type i is f0°°  f(x)dx = fj (0). 
The moments of fitness also have simple expressions in terms of the LT. Let E(.) 
denote the expectation, when an individual is chosen at random from the population. 
If the fitness of a randomly chosen individual of type i is w, then the n-th moment 
of fitness, taken about in = 0, is given by 
E(win 
- f (e)T'f(x)dx - Z(n) 	 (2.3) 
) 
- 
f(x)dx 	- f(0) 
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and hence for a randomly chosen individual from the whole population E(w") = 
J(n) =Ef,(n). 
2.2.2 Relationship to other models, and interpretation of d(E) and J(z) 
The special case of this model where deleterious mutations have equal effect has 
been extensively studied (Kimura and Maruyama 1966, Haigh 1978, Dawson 1999). 
Kimura and Maruyama (1966), Charlesworth (1990) and Kondrashov (1995a) have 
studied a related model, in which mutations have symmetric effects but where there 
is epistasis so that log—fitness is a quadratic function of the number of deleterious 
alleles. In all of these models, the underlying genetic assumptions are that there are 
a very large number of loci, that the frequency of deleterious alleles at any given 
locus is small, and that there is no back—, compensatory— or recurrent mutation. 
These assumptions ensure that the mutation rate U is independent of fitness. 
The more general version of the present model, in which mutations have a 
range of effects, is in fact a special case of the "continuum of alleles model with 
random—walk mutation", as defined by Burger (1998). Most studies of that model 
(Kimura 1965, Lande 1975, Turelli 1984, Waxman and Peck 1998, 1999, Burger 1999, 
and references therein) have made the specific assumption of Gaussian stabilising 
selection on x (with -oc  < x < cc), which is very different from the assumption 
of exponential directional selection (with 0 < x < cc) made here. Although results 
have been derived for the generalised continuum of alleles model (Burger 1998 and 
references therein), they do not apply (or at least, they have not been proved to 
apply) to my special case, because I allow distributions of mutational effects which 
are discontinuous at c = 0, and indeed may be discontinuous elsewhere. 
In this chapter, e is used to represent mutational (c)effect. This is different 
from the classical use of a selection coefficient (3d)  in similar models (Kimura and 
Maruyama 1966, Haigh 1978, Dawson 1999). Since e' = 1 - 8d, when c is small 
the two are roughly equal, but e = cc corresponds to a lethal mutation for which 
Sd = 1. When mutations have equal effects, translating between the two notations 
is straightforward. For the more general case, we have 
and 
d(c) = D(sd) e' 	 (2.4) 






where D(sd) is the density function for the distribution of 8d• 
Expressions of the form J(z), the LT of the distribution of mutational effects 
evaluated at z, recur throughout the analysis. These have a simple biological 
interpretation. By definition (equation 2.2) 
d(z) = E ((e_c)Z) , 	 (2.6) 
and therefore J(z) is the fitness of an individual with a single mutation relative to its 
unmutated ancestor, raised to the z-th power, and then averaged over all possible 
mutations which can arise. If is the mean selection coefficient against deleterious 
mutations then d(1) = 1 - j. For all distributions of mututional effects which have 
finite mean, and which do not have a spike of probability at e = 0, we can also write 
d(z) = 1 - & + 0 ((&)2).  By definition, J(o) = 1 because all d(c) must integrate to 
one. 
2.2.3 Recursion for selection 
Each individual contributes to the next generation in proportion to its fitness. Let 







The recursion for selection in terms of the LT is given by 
j(z+i) 
= f f(x)eztdx = 	- 	
. 	 (2.8) 
2.2.4 Recursion for mutation 
Let f'(x) be the contribution to the distribution of x by individuals of type i 
after mutation. Then (for mutation rate U), take the sum over zero, one, two, 
mutations as follows: 
f7(x) = ef(x) + Ue(f * d)(x) + 	e(f * d * d)(x) +... 	(2.9) 
where a star (*) denotes the convolution of distributions. Then the recursion for 
mutation in terms of the LT is given by 
ft(z) = f° f(x)e_zxdx 
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U2 - - - = — U 	+ U(z)J(z) + Tf(z)d(z)d(z) 
= j(z) e ' 	 (2.10) 
This simple expression is obtained by making use of the convolution theorem for 
Laplace transforms i.e. that the LT of the distribution of the sum of independent 
random variables is the product of their individual LTs. 
2.2.5 Finite population model 
The finite population model is in all other ways identical to the model described 
above. Both parts of the life cycle are implemented stochastically. Selection involves 
drawing N individuals with replacement, with probabilities proportional to their 
fitnesses w, from the previous generation. Mutation involves drawing a single 
Poisson variate with mean NU, and applying this number of mutational 'hits" to the 
population, with each hit applied to an individual chosen at random with uniform 
probability. When the expected number of mutations per genome per generation is 
(much) less than one, this method requires generation of (far) fewer random numbers 
than calculating the number of hits for each individual in turn. 
When mutational effects are drawn from a continuous distribution, each 
mutational hit creates an individual with a unique value of x. Therefore individual 
based simulations were needed to properly explore the consequences of continuous 
distributions of mutational effects. 
Pseudorandom deviates for a uniform distribution on (0, 1) were generated 
using the ran algorithm described by Press et al. (1997b pp.1141-1143, see also 
references therein). This generator has no known weaknesses, except for a period of 
approximately 3.1 x 1018, which is at least six orders of magnitude greater than the 
total number of random deviates used in all the simulations described here. Poisson 
and gamma deviates were obtained using modifications of algorithms described by 
Dagpunar (1988), Miller (1996a) and Press et al. (1997a). 
2.3 Analysis 
In this chapter, I will analyse only the simplest model, that of a single undivided 
population, to determine the dynamics of fitness. I can therefore omit the subscripts 
used to distinguish between subpopulations, and write f(z) = fo(z). For one 
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generation of selection followed by mutation, the complete recursion is found by 
combining equations 2.8 and 2.10, giving 




I denote quantities at equilibrium by a superstar. Equilibrium fitness distributions 
exist for any chosen maximum fitness present in the population, so without loss 
of generality suppose that the fittest genotype, with fitness w = 1, is present in 
the population. Then E(w) = J(1) = 	(Kimura and Maruyama 1966, see also 
equation 2.1 and equation 2.22 below), and a set of higher moments P (2 ) ,  f*(3), 
at equilibrium can be found for any d(€) by rearranging equation 2.11 as follows, 
and applying it recursively. 
+ 1) = J*(z )J*(1) e_U)_l) 
	
(2.12) 
When some individuals with w = 1 are present in the population, E(w) = eu 
is the only equilibrium. The set of moments calculated using equation 2.12 is 
unique, since it is the only set which when substituted into equation 2.11 would 
cause the distribution of fitness in the population to stay the same in the next 
generation. An infinite set of moments uniquely characterise a distribution and 
hence the equilibrium distribution of fitnes is unique. However, I can offer no formal 
proof that this equilibrium is stable. 
As an example, consider a distribution of effects composed of it discrete classes, 
with a fraction a i being in the i-th class and having effect c i on log-fitness. Then 
d(c) = 	a5(c - ci) 	 (2.13) 
where 8(.) is the Dirac-delta function, and 
J(z) = 	a1ez . 	 (2.14) 
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Using the convolution theorem for LTs, it can be seen that the numbers of mutations 
in different classes are independently Poisson distributed, with the mean for the i-th 
class being ai( 1 _ e ) = I am not aware of any other formal demonstration 
of this fact in the literature, although it can be argued verbally that it must be so, 
because when mutations have multiplicative effects there is no linkage disequilibrium 
and hence no statistical association between allelic state at different loci. For a single 
class of mutation, this is identical to the classic result of Haigh (1978). 
For any distribution of mutational effects the variance in fitness at equilibrium 
is given by 
var(w)* = E (w2)* - (E(w )*) 2 
= e(041) - e 211 
= Msd + higher order terms 	 (2.16) 
where the higher order terms become negligible as U and E (or ) become small. The 
agreement with the fundamental theorem of natural selection (Fisher 1930 pp.30-37) 
is only approximate because for this model the reduction in fitness each generation 
due to mutation is not exactly U. 
2.3.2 Dynamics 
Consider a population which is initially genetically homogenous. This could 
be shortly after a selective sweep has caused clonal replacement in an asexual 
population, after a severe population bottleneck, or at the beginning of a laboratory 
experiment founded from a single clone. By defining fitnesses relative to this initial 
state, we have x = 0 for all individuals at time zero. Thus f'-) (z) = 1, where the 
superscript (0) denotes time zero. To show the method of solution more clearly, I 
define (z) such that J(z) takes the form eUT).  [The related cumulant generating 
function for x is given by n(z) = UØ(—z).] The recursion for (z) is simply 
= (z + 1) - (1) + d(z) - 1 	 (2.17) 
with initial conditions Ø(°) (z) = 0. It can then be proved by induction that after t 
generations (with t > 1, and noting that d(0) = 1), we have 





When t is large and z is a small integer, many of the terms in the summation in 
equation 2.18 cancel. To find the lower moments, we need only evaluate for small 
z. A useful simpler form of equation 2.18 is then (for integer z > 1 and t > z + 1), 
= : (dt + i) — J(i)) . 	 (2.19) 
Note that to find the population mean fitness at time t, we must evaluate the LT 
of the distribution of mutational effects, J(z), at z = t. Important special cases of 




var(w) = eU(t+1 d(L)_d(1)_1) — e2U(t1(t)_1) . 	 (2.21) 
For any distribution with finite mean, J(t) is a function only of the product 19t. This 
is because d(z) can always be obtained from the LT of the equivalent distribution 
with mean 1 (which does not depend on ?) by substituting ?z for z (see section 
4(a) for examples). Therefore, the dynamics of the lower moments of fitness always 
proceed over a timescale proportional to 4. In real populations, some mutations are 
lethal, and so = oo. Although lethal mutations affect the distribution of fitness 
after mutation (which is when E(w) is calculated), they are always eliminated by 
selection s  and hence a component of the dynamics corresponding to these lethal 
mutations is instantaneous, but the pace of the dynamics as a whole is governed by 
, calculated ignoring the lethal mutations. As t —* oo, d(t + i) tends to zero for any 
proper distribution. Equation 2.20 then tells us that (for all integer z > 1), 
= e_UE=t) . 	 (2.22) 
This satisfies the recursion equation 2.11, which verifies that finding the limiting 
state of the dynamics as 2 —> oc gives the same result as finding the equilibrium 
directly, using equation 2.12. This also offers some reassurance that this equilibrium 
is a stable one, although it is by no means a formal proof, because it examines 
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Mutational effect E 
Figure 2.1: The shape of the gamma distribution used to model mutational effects 
depends on the shape parameter ft. Special cases are ft = 1 (exponential 
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Figure 2.2: Analytic predictions (from equation 2.20) of the dynamics of population 
mean fitness, for the distributions of mutational effects shown in 
figure 2.1. 
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Infinite population 
Although the analysis above is valid for any distribution of mutational effects, 
I concentrate here on the few simple distributions shown in figure 2.1. The ii 
discrete class distribution described in section 2.3.1 has too many parameters to 
be studied satisfactorily. If all mutations have an equal effect of increasing x by 
some amount F , then d(c) is the Dirac delta function (a spike of probability mass 
with integral equal to one, located at the mean) and J(z) = e iz. Kimura (1979) 
modelled mutational effects with a gamma distribution, for which J(z) = 
because for an appropriate choice of shape parameter fi there is a large class of 
mutations of nearly neutral effect: when fi = 0.2 the distribution is 'L' shaped. 
Alternatively, when fi = 1 the distribution is exponential, and when fi = 5 the 
distribution is unimodal centered near the mean, resembling a Gaussian curve. 
As fi --~ oo the gamma distribution tends towards the Dirac delta function (all 
mutations have equal effect). Figure 2.2 shows how the mean fitness of a single 
population approaches its equilibrium E(w) = Ct-' , from an initially homogenous 
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population with w = 1, as predicted by equation 2.20. The curves are plotted for 
the four different shaped distributions of mutational effects, but all with the same 
mean effect K. The dynamics scale in a simple manner with the mutation rate U and 
the mean effect of deleterious mutations, c, but are very dependent on the shape 
of the distribution of mutational effects. All the populations shown in figure 2.2 
are ultimately approaching the same equilibrium value for mean fitness, but at very 
different rates. The smaller the shape parameter fi, the slower the approach to 
equilibrium. 
2.4.2 Finite populations 
Finite populations are expected to differ from the infinite population predictions in 
two main ways. Muller's ratchet (Muller 1964, Haigh 1978, Gordo and Charlesworth 
2000) will cause continual decline of population mean fitness. Random drift will 
produce short term fluctuations in population mean fitness. To use brute force 
simulations to measure both of these finite population effects over the entire 
parameter space of the model would have been extremely time consuming. I 
therefore present results relevant to two specific questions. (i) Assuming small 
values of U, which are appropriate for DNA based microbes (Drake 1991, Drake 
et al. 1998, figure 1. 1), can we make a general statement about a region of the 
remaining parameter space for which finite population effects are negligible? (ii) 
Assuming a larger value of U, such that the approach to mutation-selection balance 
might be observed in a laboratory evolution experiment, to what extent can the 
infinite population results be used to make useful inferences? 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show results for finite population simulations with U = 
10- 2  and an exponential distribution of mutational effects with ? = 10- 2 . In 
figure 2.3 N = 10 and the agreement between the infinite population prediction 
(equation 2.20, dashed line) and the average behaviour of 100 realizations of finite 
population simulations (solid line) is good for the first '-' 500 generations. There 
is considerable variation between the independent realisations (dotted lines). From 
generation 500 onwards, the finite populations show a steady decline in mean fitness, 
caused by Muller's ratchet (Muller 1964, Haigh 1978, Gordo and Charlesworth 2000). 
In figure 2.4 N = io and the effect of Muller's ratchet is reduced, as expected for 
• larger population size. In this case, the infinite population dynamics provide 
• fair description of both the average behaviour and of the behaviour of any one 
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Figure 2.3: Dynamics of mean fitness in a finite (N = io) population with U = 
102, $ = 1 and e = 10 2 . The solid line is the mean of 100 independent 
realisations (10 examples shown as dotted lines). The dashed line shows 
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Figure 2.4: Dynamics of mean fitness in a finite (N = io) population. Other 
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Figure 2.5: Dynamics of mean fitness in finite (N = 105 (.) and N = 106 (..). 
means of 10 realisations shown) populations with U = 0.3 and e = 10_ 2 . 
Analytic predictions from equation 2.20 (a). 
Figure 2.5 shows simulations with U = 0.3 and F = 10-2 . Three distributions 
of mutational effects were studied: equal effects (solid lines), an exponential 
distribution (dashed lines), and a gamma distribution with fi = 0.2 (dot-dashed 
lines). Results for a gamma distribution with fi = 5 are similar to those for equal 
effects, but were not plotted to avoid cluttering the graphs. In all cases, the variation 
between independent realisations is small and so only the average behaviour of 10 
realisations is shown. Results for N = io (.) are well described by the infinite 
population theory (a) for the first -d 200 generations. After this time, the finite 
population with a gamma distribution of effects and 0 = 0.2 (dot-dashed line) 
continues to be well described by the infinite population results. For the exponential 
distribution of effects (dashed line) and equal effects (solid line), the population 
mean fitness declines below that predicted by the infinite population model (a) as 
a consequence of Muller's ratchet. Results for N = 106  (..) show a less pronounced 
Muller's ratchet effect, as expected, although there is still substantial deviation from 
the infinite population results. 
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 shows simulation results for N = iO, F = 10 2  and the same 













Figure 2.6: Dynamics of mean fitness in a finite (N = iO) population with U = 1 
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Figure 2.7: Dynamics of mean fitness in a finite (N = iO) population with U = 0.1 
and ? = 10 2 .  Analytic predictions from equation 2.20 (o). 
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0.1. Single realisations are shown as lighter lines, and the means of ten independent 
realisations are shown as heavier lines. For U = 1 (figure 2.6) the short term 
fluctuations are small, and each realisation is very similar to the (finite population) 
expectation, but for U = 0.1 the variation between realisations is larger. In both 
cases Muller's ratchet causes a significant decline in fitness and hence a difference 
between the infinite and finite population expectations. 
2.5 Discussion 
2.5.1 The approach to mutation—selection balance 
I have shown here that, if an asexual population is initially genetically homogenous, 
then it will approach its equilibrium mean fitness over a timescale proportional to 
and that the constant of proportionality depends on the shape of the distribution of 
deleterious mutation effects. Simple verbal explanations for these two findings can be 
made. The timescale of approach can be understood by considering a simple model 
of a single biallelic locus, with one way mutation from the wild type allele towards 
the deleterious allele. The equilibrium frequency of the deleterious allele is then rs IL 
ad 
where 8d is the selection coefficient against the deleterious allele. When it is rare, 
the deleterious allele increases in frequency by an amount p per generation, and 
therefore takes on the order of generations to reach equilibrium. To explain the 
dependency on the distribution of mutational effects, recall that I assume that the 
population is initially above its equilibrium mean fitness. Each generation, mutation 
causes population mean fitness to be reduced by a fraction e -13d regardless of the 
shape of the distribution. This can be seen by putting z = 1 in equation 2.10. 
However, the variance in fitness increases with the variance of mutational effects, 
and the greater the variance, the more selection will increase mean fitness each 
generation - Fisher's fundamental theorem of natural selection (Fisher 1930 pp. 
30-37). Hence, the greater the variance in mutational effects, the more effectively 
selection can oppose the decline in fitness caused by mutation, and the slower the 
approach towards equilibrium will be. One would therefore expect the opposite to 
be true for populations initially below their equilibrium mean fitness: a more rapid 
approach towards equilibrium for a greater variance in mutational effects. 
I have suggested that when selective sweeps occur periodically, each originating 
from a single novel beneficial mutation, then an asexual population will continually 
recapitulate the first part of figure 2.2, and always be above its equilibrium 
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mean fitness. This suggestion is based on an infinite population model, but the 
subpopulation descended from a single novel beneficial allele is necessarily finite in 
size, and may be small for some time after the origin of the beneficial allele. Using an 
infinite population model to predict the dynamics of deleterious mutation load in this 
situation can be to some extent justified if the selective sweep happens over a more 
rapid timescale than the dynamics under deleterious mutation and selection. If the 
selection coefficient favouring the beneficial allele is Sb >> E then the subpopulation 
of its descendents will reach substantial numbers while still (reasonably) genetically 
homogenous. This may be biologically plausible, since Sb  is the selection coefficient 
of a beneficial mutation conditional on it surviving drift and outcompeting any 
other beneficial mutations which are segregating at the same time (see Gerrish and 
Lenski 1998). I have used stochastic simulations to explore the importance of finite 
population effects when N is fixed, and an obvious extension is to study the approach 
to mutation selection balance in a population which starts at N = 1 and increases 
in size. This model would provide a more detailed description of the approach to 
mutation—selection balance in both a subpopulation defined by a unique beneficial 
mutation, and also a population founded by a single individual. The branching 
process model developed in chapter 3 could be used to explore this problem. 
If periodic selective sweeps prevent an asexual population from approaching 
equilibrium mean fitness under selection and deleterious mutation to a substantial 
degree, then the deterministic mutational hypothesis for the evolution of sex (Kimura 
and Maruyama 1966, Kondrashov 1988, Charlesworth 1990) may be less applicable 
than previously thought. Even in the absence of strongly selected sweeps, the 
descendants of an asexual clone spun off from a sexual population may take a 
considerable time to incur the full disadvantage of its lower equilibrium mean 
fitness. Charlesworth (1990) observed that in this situation the rate of approach 
to equilibrium is of the order of hundreds of generations, but did not explore the 
dependence of this rate on the model parameters. The implications of the results 
obtained here for theories for the evolution of sex is an area for future research. 
I have only presented two sets of simulation results for a low mutation rate 
(U = 10-2 , figures 2.3 and 2.4). We can be reasonably confident in extrapolating to 
other values of U and N. The action of Muller's ratchet has been intensively studied 
in models where mutations have equal effect (Haigh 1978, Gordo and Charlesworth 
2000 and references therein). Muller's ratchet proceeds by stochastic loss of the 
fittest class of individuals in the population (clicks of the ratchet). A number 
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of analytical and simulation approaches have shown that the rate of such clicks 
decreases as N increases and as U decreases (Gordo and Charlesworth 2000 figures 
4-7). This makes intuitive sense as the process is driven by a combination of mutation 
and drift. The dependence on e is likely to be more complicated, since as ë decreases, 
the ratchet clicks more frequently (Gordo and Charlesworth 2000 figure 8), but the 
difference between the fittest and next fittest class (i.e. the size of the click) is less, 
and the rate of decline of fitness depends on the product of the two. Felsenstein 
(1974) has shown that the decline in population mean fitness is fastest for deleterious 
mutations of intermediate effect. In models where mutations have effects drawn 
from a continuous distribution, the effect Muller's ratchet has been less thoroughly 
studied (see below). Rice (1999) has argued verbally that 
"It is sometimes argued that Muller's ratchet does not operate in large 
populations, but this conclusion is a modelling artefact that occurs 
when the selection coefficients (s [= Sd]) of all mutations are deigned 
to have the same value (e.g. set equal to the average value of s). 
When variable selection coefficients are permitted, with a high density of 
very small selection coefficients (such as those from nonpreferred codons, 
transposable element inserts and lesions to nonessential genes), then the 
expected number [of] mutations [mutant alleles] per genome is > 100, 
causing the expected number of individuals in the highest extant fitness 
class to be one or a few individuals, and thus Muller's ratchet is expected 
to be ubiquitous." 
The results shown in figure 2.5 suggest that in fact the opposite is true. For the 
parameter values used, there is no significant Muller's ratchet effect on mean fitness 
when there is a high density of very small mutational effects (fi = 0. 2, see figure 2. 1), 
but when all mutational effects are set equal to F (i.e. fi = oc) there is a significant 
Muller's ratchet effect. Interestingly, Butcher (1995) has shown that, when there 
is synergistic epistasis between deleterious alleles, the converse of this is not true 
i.e. that for some choices of parameters, assuming a model of equal effects can give 
little or no decline in mean fitness wheras assuming an exponential distribution of 
effects with the same mean produces a significant decline in mean fitness. For yet 
another choice of parameter values, Gessler (1995) finds that for Td < 0.1 the rate 
of decline of mean fitness is lower for a continuous (beta) distribution than for a 
discrete (equal effects) distribution of mutational effects, but that the opposite is 
true for Td  = 0.2. Clearly this is an area for future research. 
Even when Muller's ratchet does not operate to any significant extent, random 
drift causes short term fluctuation in populations mean fitness. The magnitude of 
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the fluctuation from one generation to the next can be quantified approximately 
as follows. When U and are small, equation 2.16 shows that the variance in 
fitness is UF near equilibrium. Sampling with replacement from this distribution 
will give fluctuations in population mean fitness of orderbut these should be 
considered relative to the difference between population mean fitness and unity (of 
order U for small U). The relative magnitude of the fluctuations is therefore 
which becomes smaller as U and N become larger and as E becomes smaller. The 
qualitative nature of the dependence on U is supported by the observation of smaller 
fluctuations for U = 1 (figure 2.6) than for U = 0.1 (figure 2.7). 
These considerations suggest that the infinite population results derived in this 
chapter apply to a good approximation to: 
• The expected behaviour of a finite population when U < 10 2 ,  N > io 
and mutational effects are exponential or gamma distributed with j3 1 and 
? 	10- 2 . 
• The behaviour of a single finite population if NU > 102  and mutational effects 
are exponential or gamma distributed with fi < 1 and ? < 10r2 . 
Although the results section includes a large number of figures showing disagreement 
between infinite and finite population results, this reflects the fact that individual 
based simulations were used, and I was therefore restricted to studying N < 106 . 
The infinite population results are really intended to approximate much larger finite 
populations. For example, E. coil populations in gastrointestinal tracts have N in 
the range 108  to io' per host organism (Savage 1977), although they may pass 
through population bottlenecks of N = 1 when infecting new hosts. 
2.5.2 Inferences from laboratory evolution experiments 
Figure 2.2 and equation 2.20 show that, when appropriately scaled, the dynamics of 
mean fitness in a population founded from a single clone is the LT of the distribution 
of mutational effects. If these dynamics could be observed, and the correct scaling 
determined, then the distribution of mutational effects could be inferred. Such an 
experiment would start with a population approximately at 'equilibrium' i.e. not 
adapting to the laboratory environment to a detectable extent over the timescale 
of the planned experiment. Many fitness assays would be have to be made, and 
individuals with high fitness isolated. New populations would be founded from these 
'high fitness ancestors', and the population mean fitnesses would then be periodically 
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in competitive growth assays against the high fitness ancestors. For microbial 
populations maintained either by serial transfer and in chemostats, fitness differences 
in such assays have been resolved to an accuracy of about 5% (Nguyen et al. 1989, 
Dykhuizen 1990, Lenski et at. 1991, Elena and Lenski 1997a). Although there is 
good agreement between infinite population results and the expected behaviour of 
the finite populations shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4, the differences in mean fitness 
over time are therefore too small to be measured. The mutation rate U would have 
to be large (greater than, say, 0.3) for the shape of the dynamics to be resolved with 
any precision. Given that many fitness assays would have to be replicated many 
times, under standardised conditions, this experiment would only be feasible with 
microorganisms. RNA viruses are one organism for which the experiment might be 
practical: estimates of their genomic mutation rates lie in the range 0.1 to 1 (Drake 
and Holland 1999) and since they have little noncoding DNA most mutations would 
have some effect on fitness. Alternatively, bacteria harbouring strong (100 to 1000 
fold) irreversible mutator mutations might be used. 
The correct scaling would have to be determined, which requires estimates of U 
to scale the y-axis and to scale the x-axis. An estimate of U could be obtained by 
molecular methods (Kondrashov 1993, Eyre-Walker and Keightley 1999, Keightley 
and Eyre-Walker 1999). Given U, an estimate of the product Ue could be taken 
from either the dynamics of fitness with N = 1 (which have constant gradient Ue on 
a graph of In w against 1, i.e. a mutation accumulation experiment), or the dynamics 
of fitness with any population size N (which have gradient U at t = 0). Although 
the inferred distribution of mutational effects depends on the estimate of U used, 
the information gained from this analysis is actually independent of the choice of 
U. This is because it should be understood that any estimate of the distribution is 
conditional on an estimate of U. For example, if an estimate of the total genomic 
mutation rate (Drake and Holland 1999) was used as an estimate of U, then a 
large class of mutations with zero effect in the inferred distribution would represent 
mutations in junk DNA or synonymous substitutions with undetectable codon bias. 
Even with an experimentally determined trajectory of In(T) and reliable 
estimates of U and E in hand, inverting the LT is nontrivial. One might try 
fitting a function to the scaled experimental data and then finding the inverse LT. 
There is no guarantee that a particular function is the LT of a proper probability 
distribution. Subtle differences in the functional forms of the function fitted to the 
data could introduce severe biases into the classes of distribution which might be 
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recovered (e.g. there are only subtle differences between the Us of discrete and 
continuous d(c)). The best approach would probably be to consider a wide variety 
of model distributions of effects, and to compare them to the experimental data 
using a likelihood criteria. The suggestion that such an approach would have to 
be taken illustrates the usefulness of the analytical results developed here: Since 
the experiments would probably be with large N, it would not be possible to run 
computer simulations for all the hypothetical choices of parameter values. 
Figure 2.5 shows that the experiment would have to be conducted with N in 
excess of 106. Many laboratory evolution experiments are conducted with much 
larger population sizes than this. However, it must still be determined how large 
N must be for Muller's ratchet to become negligible. Analytical results for models 
with equal mutational effects (Gordo and Charlesworth 2000) are probably sufficient, 
since figure 2.5 suggests that this sets an upper bound on the progress of the 
ratchet, in terms of decline in mean fitness. An alternative approach to avoiding 
the complications of Muller's ratchet might be to conduct the experiment with 
an organism which has sex or genetic exchange. The analytical results apply to 
infinite asexual populations, because they implicitly assume linkage equilibrium, 
and might be more accurate for finite sexual than asexual populations since linkage 
disequilibrium generated by drift would be rapidly broken down. 
The approach to estimating distributions of mutational effects described above 
would potentially complement 'traditional' mutation accumulation experiments 
(Lynch et al. 1999, Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999, and references therein), since it 
offers the potential to estimate the variance and higher moments of the distribution 
of mutational effects from data on population mean fitness only. Previous methods 
of analysis have required measurement of the variance in population fitness, which 
has a high sampling variance. 
For smaller population sizes (N = io) and high mutation rates, the finite 
population simulations show significant continual decline in population mean fitness 
due to Muller's ratchet (figures 2.6 and 2.7). However, experimental observation 
of the dynamics of population mean fitness in this part of the parameter space 
(large U and small N) could still be informative. My interest in this region of the 
parameter space arose after discussions with Lin Chao, who told me that he had 
observed dynamics similar to those in figure 2.2 in laboratory evolution experiments 
with the segmented RNA virus 06 with population size 300, but with short term 
fluctuations of large magnitude. Estimates of U for this virus lie in the range 0.1 
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to 1 (Lin Chao pers. comm.), in line with those for other RNA viruses (Drake 
and Holland 1999). The simulation results in figures 2.6 and 2.7 suggest that the 
observed fluctuations in population mean fitness cannot be attributed to sampling 
or to fluctuations in the frequencies of deleterious alleles. The simulation results also 
show a considerable Muller's ratchet effect for fi > 1. Since the populations of 06 
declined back to their "laboratory equilibrium" mean fitness, this suggests that in 
06 either (i) the distribution of mutational effects is similar to a gamma distribution 
with a• low shape parameter, (ii) compensatory or beneficial mutations are arising 
and being fixed, (iii) synergistic epistasis between deleterious alleles is slowing the 
progress of the ratchet (see Butcher 1995), or (iv) some combination of the above. A 
set of experiments in which N was varied might help distinguish between these two 
explanations. The simulation results described here do show that a 'null' model, in 
which deleterious mutations have independent and equal effects, can be rejected. 
ret:] 
3 Adaptive Evolution in Populations of Asexual 
Microbes 
My proof for the equilibrium size of the mutation free class in section 3.4.2 was published (with 
my permission) by Orr (2000b). I am very grateful to Allen Orr for sending me the draft of that 
manuscript, which prompted me to develop this proof. 
3.1 Introduction 
As described in chapter 1, adaptive evolution can usefully be viewed as two separate 
processes. The first is the origin of new beneficial alleles by mutation, and the 
second is the fixation of some of those alleles by natural selection. This chapter is 
concerned with the second process, and specifically with calculating the probability 
that a single copy of a beneficial allele becomes fixed. This problem was first studied 
by modeling the copy number of a beneficial allele as a branching process (Fisher 
1922, 1930, Haldane 1927), assuming that each copy of the beneficial allele gives rise 
to a number of offspring drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean W, where 
W 1 + 5b is the absolute fitness or expected number of offspring of an individual 
carrying the beneficial allele. Haldane (1927) derived the classic result that, in a 
large population, the probability of ultimate fixation of a single copy of a beneficial 
allele is P1 28 (for 0 c sb << 1). 
More recently, attention has been drawn to a number of reasons why this formula 
would be inappropriate for populations of asexual microbes (see references below). 
An accurate formula for fixation probabilities, based on a biologically realistic model, 
is desirable for at least two reasons. Firstly, it is one of the building blocks of more 
complex evolutionary models, in which the behavior of rare beneficial alleles is not 
explicitly modeled. Instead, the convenient assumption is made that a fraction 
P1 of beneficial alleles reach frequencies large enough to actually be considered 
in the model, and the remaining fraction (1 - are lost while still rare and 
can be ignored altogether (for example Kimura 1983, Berg 1995, Hartl and Taubes 
1996, 1998, Gerrish and Lenski 1998, Orr 1998, Orr and Kim 1998, Orr 2000a,b). 
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Secondly, laboratory evolution experiments with E. coli (Gerrish and Lenski 1998) 
and vesicular stomatitis virus (Miralles et al. 1999) have allowed inferences to be 
made about the number of beneficial mutations which have arisen over the course 
of the experiment, based on an observation of the number of selective sweeps which 
have occurred. Clearly, making accurate estimates requires an accurate formula for 
fixation probability. 
Almost any departure from an idealised Wright—Fisher population at linkage 
equilibrium violates the assumptions made by Haldane (1927) and Fisher (1930), and 
causes a departure from P1 ,, 24 The most notable exception to this rule is the 
"geographical invariance principle", which applies in spatially structured population 
when there is no variation in W between demes (Maruyama 1970, 1971, Nagylaki 
1982). In general, P1 ix 2 b when there is variation in W, and this is likely under 
a range of biologically realistic conditions. Examples include variation in space, 
caused by local extinction and recolonization (Barton 1993, Barton and Whitlock 
1997), variation in time, caused by fluctuating population size (Otto and Whitlock 
1997), variation across genetic backgrounds, caused by selection at linked loci (Fisher 
1930, Manning and Thompson 1984, Peck 1994, Charlesworth 1994, Barton 1994, 
1995b, Orr 2000b), and variation in the intensity of selection on the beneficial allele 
itself (for example Kimura and Ohta 1970, Barton 1987). In this chapter I study 
how fixation probabilities are altered when the number of offspring is not Poisson 
distributed, and when variation in W is caused by deleterious mutations in a strictly 
asexual population. 
3.1.1 The distribution of the number of offspring 
The first, rather shorter section of this chapter is concerned with branching process 
models where a distribution other than a Poisson is used to determine offspring 
number. This has been considered previously by Schaffer (1970). Gerrish and Lenski 
(1998) have recently pointed out that in populations of microbes which reproduce 
by budding or fission, the number of offspring per individual per generation is at 
most two and hence the distribution of number of offspring cannot be Poisson. For 
a fixed sized population of such microbes, Gerrish and Lenski suggested that the 
number of offspring should be modeled by a binomial distribution with parameters 
it = 2 and p = W/2, and in this case they find that P1 1, = 4j1 (for W > 1) and 
hence Pf ix 4so for 0 < Sb cc< 1 (Gerrish and Lenski 1998). 
In section 3.3 I argue that this result does not depend on the assumption of 
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binary fission instead of a Poisson distribution of number of offspring, but on a 
more arbitrary assumption to do with the ordering of events in the life cycle. 
3.1.2 Genetically structured populations 
The main bulk of this chapter is section 3.4 and is concerned with how fixation 
probabilities are influenced by segregating deleterious alleles at other loci in a 
completely asexual population (as studied before by Manning and Thompson 1984, 
Charlesworth 1994, Peck 1994, Orr 2000b). Gerrish and Lenski (1998) studied the 
effect of beneficial alleles at other loci (again in a completely asexual population). 
The effects of both deleterious and beneficial alleles have also been studied for 
arbitrary levels of linkage between loci (Barton 1994, 1995b), but with the emphasis 
on a small number of tightly linked loci. Here I make a complementary assumption 
of complete linkage and an arbitrarily large number of loci, which may be more 
appropriate for some species of microbes. In an asexual population, beneficial 
mutations which arise in a given genetic background are effectively 'trapped' in 
it, unable to recombine into other backgrounds (Fisher 1930). Variation in fitness 
between the different backgrounds, caused by segregating deleterious alleles, can 
reduce or outweigh the advantage conferred by a beneficial allele, and as a result 
its fixation probability may be substantially reduced (Fisher 1930, Manning and 
Thompson 1984, Charlesworth 1994, Peck 1994, Barton 1995b, Orr 2000b). 
For complete asexuality a mutation which creates a new beneficial allele creates 
a new genotype, and it might be argued that to calculate P1 we only need to know 
the distribution of fitness of genotypes created by a given beneficial mutation. This 
dismissal of the problem ignores three factors. Firstly, the calculations involved may 
be nontrivial, and by developing broadly applicable approximations we may improve 
our understanding of the problem in general. Secondly, subsequent mutation at 
linked loci may move the beneficial allele of interest between genetic backgrounds 
(as pointed out by Peck 1994), but the rate of mutation required for this effect 
to become important is unknown. Thirdly, as discussed in chapter 2, the genetic 
structure of a population may change over time. 
Previous analytical work has either assumed a fixed selection coefficient against 
deleterious mutations (Sd) and that 8b  C 8d  (Peck 1994), or has allowed a range of Sd 
and assumed that Sb  c min{sd} (Barton 1995b, Orr 2000b). Under either of these 
assumptions, a beneficial mutation can ultimately fix only if it arises in the most fit 
genetic background, as first realized by Fisher (1930). If, prior to the occurrence of 
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the beneficial mutation, the frequency of the most fit background or genotype is Jo 
then 
Pf ix 	Jo 28o 
	
(3.1) 
for 0 < 8b cc 1 (Peck 1994). When deleterious mutations have equal effects, fJ 
(the star denotes equilibrium) can be calculated by knowing that the number of 
deleterious mutations per individual is Poisson distributed with mean U and hence 
fo = e d  (Haigh 1978). Several authors (Gessler 1995, Charlesworth 1996, Orr 
2000b) have suggested that, when deleterious mutations have a range of effects, 
then fo can be found by replacing 8d with its harmonic mean Eh(sd) so that 
Pf 	eKd 286 . 	 (3.2) 
Section 3.4.2 contains a formal proof for this, which is a rather minor result. I also 
examine the case where the harmonic mean Eh(sd) = 0, which occurs for several 
common model distributions of Sd, including the exponential distribution. Some 
other potentially interesting implications are taken up in the discussion. 
In section 3.4.3 I relax the assumption that 8b < min{sd}. This case has been 
studied previously by Manning and Thompson (1984). However, their analysis made 
an erroneous assumption that P1 ü = 0 if the beneficial allele was lost from the 
background in which it arose (Peck 1994), and also only a table of numerical results 
was presented. For Sb >> U the fitness differences between genetic backgrounds 
become negligible, but intermediate values of Sb (i.e. min{sd} < Sb $' U) have 
received scant theoretical attention. I present an exact quasi—analytical solution 
to the model studied by Manning and Thompson (1984) and Peck (1994), where 
deleterious mutations are assumed to have equal effects. This solution is valid for 
a wide range of I also present a simple approximation for P1 which is quite 
accurate for 1 >> S& >> 8d and 1 >> U >> 8d• The approximation is useful for 
understanding how Pp,, varies over a large region of the parameter space, and also 
captures hitherto undescribed aspects of its behaviour over the transition from a 
weak to a strong influence of genetic background. 
3.2 General methods for calculating fixation probabilities 
The branching process method as originally developed (Fisher 1922, 1930, Haldane 
1927) assumes that W is the same for all copies of the beneficial allele and is 
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constant over time. In a series of papers, Barton (1995b and references therein) 
has generalized the branching process method to study how fixation probabilities 
are influenced when W varies according to the context in which a given copy of 
the beneficial allele finds itself. This is a flexible approach in which contexts 
can represent demes or microhabitats (Barton 1987, 1993), genetic backgrounds 
(Barton 1994, 1995b), age classes or any other aspect of population structure. 
Relatively complex models can be analyzed in a straightforward way by considering 
the probability Qi ,t  that a single copy of the beneficial allele present in context i in 
generation t is ultimately lost from the population. An expression for Qi,t can be 
found by summing over all possible movements of offspring between contexts (where 
mij is the probability that an allele in context i has a descendant in context j) and 
all possible numbers of offspring (where Q j,, is the probability that one copy of the 
allele in context j gives rise to x offspring). If it is assumed that these offspring have 
independent probabilities Q,+i of each being lost then 
= Lnt,j 	
(Q+)x) 	 (3.3) 
(modified after Barton 1995b). Here Twill assume that the state of the population is 
constant over time, in which case we have Q,t = = Qj and a closed system of 
simultaneous equations in Q j  is obtained. The assumption that separate copies of the 
allele behave independently means that the branching process is only an appropriate 
model when the number of copies of the beneficial allele is small relative to the total 
population size. Deterministic forces are assumed to prevail when the branching 
process model breaks down in this way, and thus the probability of fixation P of an 
allele which arises in background i equals the probability that it is never lost, i.e. 
P = 1 - Q. The probability of fixation for a beneficial mutation which arises in a 
random genetic background is denoted P1 , and is calculated as an average of the P, 
weighted by the probability of the beneficial mutation occurring in each background 
i. It is worth noting that, in general, a beneficial allele which does not become 
extinct is not actually guaranteed fixation. The frequency of the beneficial allele 
might approach a polymorphic equilibrium, or the beneficial allele might become 
fixed only in some contexts. Because of these and similar possibilities, it is better to 
say that a beneficial allele which does not become extinct becomes established. In 
all the models studied here, however, a beneficial allele which becomes established 
is guaranteed to ultimately become fixed. 
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The assumptions of the branching process model mean that it is inappropriate 
when considering slightly deleterious mutations, or for estimating the number of 
generations required for ultimate fixation of an allele. To address these types 
of question, Kimura (1957) used a diffusion approximation which is valid when 
change is approximately continuous in time (large population sizes and weak 
selection). This approach has been used extensively to study the expected time to 
fixation (Kimura and Ohta 1969b) and how fixation probabilities are influenced by 
population subdivision (Maruyama 1970, 1971, Nagylaki 1982, Barton and Rouhani 
1987, Barton 1987, 1993), by 'background selection' due to segregating deleterious 
alleles (Charlesworth 1994), or by changing population size (Otto and Whitlock 
1997). Despite the advantages of the diffusion approximation, the branching process 
model remains a useful tool because it can often be analyzed much more easily. 
3.3 The distribution of the number of offspring 
Gerrish and Lenski (1998) considered a fixed size population of microbes which 
reproduce by budding or fission. In this section I will proceed by ignoring the effects 
of different genetic backgrounds. 
3.3.1 Model and analysis 
One example of a population of bacteria kept at fixed size is a chemostat (Dykhuizen 
1990). The life cycle of such a population might be modeled as alternating periods 
of growth and division, with division considered to be an instantaneous process 
(figure 3.1). Bacteria are removed at random and fresh medium is continually added, 
and fitness differences might be primarily due to differences in the length of the 
growth phase. Since the population size is fixed, W = 1, and while the beneficial 
allele is rare it has constant absolute fitness W = 1 -F 5o•  A branching process 
argument can be used to determine the fixation probability of a beneficial allele in 
this model, even though generations are not necessarily discrete. This is because 
we need to specify only the ultimate distribution of offspring number in order to 
calculate the probability that the process never goes extinct. This distribution 
will be different depending on what stage in the life cycle we take as the census 
point. Here 'censusing' does not involve censusing the whole population, but merely 
specifying a particular point in the life cycle at which we calculate Pf ix.  Equation 3.3 
gives an expression for Q at this point, in terms of Q at the same point one cycle 
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time 
Figure 3.1: Model life cycle (Ta) and schematic of branching process (Tb) for division 
by binary fission. A branching process for a Poisson distributed number 
of offspring (TI) is shown for comparison. (a) and (b) refer to the 
different census points described in the text. 
later. 
Consider first a census point immediately before division (point (b) in figure 3.1). 
In this case, each bacterium divides into two, and each offspring survives to the 
census point with some independent probability p. The expected number of offspring 
is then 2p, which is by definition the fitness of the beneficial allele relative to the 
wild type, and sop = E. Then the distribution of offspring number is binomial with 
it = 2 and p = . The choice of census point before division therefore gives the 
distribution of offspring assumed by Gerrish and Lenski (1998) and hence P1 4s. 
The alternative census point is immediately after division (point (a) in figure 3.1). 
In this case the bacterium survives to division with probability p and if it survives 
it gives rise to two offspring. As in the previous case, p = , but in this case the 
distribution of offspring number is not binomial. Instead there are either 0 or 2 
offspring, with probabilities Qo = 1 - p and Q2 = p respectively (where subscripts 
denoting context have been dropped and Q = 0). Substituting these values into 
equation 3.3 gives the the recursion for probability of loss at equilibrium as 
Q = (1 —p)Q ° +pQ2 
	
(3.4) 
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The choice of census point after division therefore gives Pf ix =I - Q = 21%1 (for 
W > 1), and hence the more familiar Pf ix 2 b for 0 < 8b << 1. 
3.3.2 Results 
This analysis shows that the probability of fixation depends on where we take 
the census point. It may seem odd that I have obtained results which differ by 
approximately a factor of two, by analyzing the same model in two different ways. 
However, the choice of census point is not as arbitrary as it might seem. When 
we determine the fixation probability of a beneficial allele, we are calculating the 
fixation probability for a single copy at the census point. If an allele is present in the 
population immediately before division, then it is guaranteed to have two offspring, 
and hence has roughly twice the fixation probability of a single allele present in the 
population immediately after division. The fixation probability of a newly arising 
beneficial allele therefore depends on the stage in the life cycle it arises at, rather 
than on any peculiar property of division by binary fission. When the classical 
assumption of a Poisson distributed number of offspring is made this issue does not 
arise, because the selection and division events are effectively condensed into one 
(see figure 3.1). 
3.4 Genetically structured populations 
3.4.1 Model 
The model used is an extension of the one described in chapter 2. Some extra 
notation is summarized in table 3.1. I assume that there is a population of sufficiently 
large size that the infinite population results derived in chapter 2 apply, and that 
the effect of Muller's ratchet is negligible over the time scale of interest. The total 
population size is assumed to stay constant. Against this backdrop, I model the 
copy number of a rare beneficial allele as a branching process. Individuals without 
this beneficial allele are called 'wild type'. The beneficial allele is assumed to arise 
as a result of a single mutation in a randomly chosen individual, and its presence 
increases relative fitness by a factor (1 + so) regardless of the genetic background it 
is expressed on. Except for its small size, the subpopulation carrying the beneficial 
allele is identical to the large wild type (sub)population, so deleterious mutations 
arise at the same rate (U) and with the same distribution of effects (with density 
d(c) or D(s4). 
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Table 3.1: Frequently used notations, in addition to those in table 2.1. 
Eh 	Harmonic mean 
fo Size of the fittest class, or equivalently the fraction of 
the population with w = 1 
max 	Greatest i for which P 0 
Pi Probability of fixation for a single copy of the beneficial allele 
in a genetic background with i deleterious alleles. 
P1 ix 	 Probability of fixation for a single copy of the beneficial allele 
arising in a random genetic background 
Selection coefficient for beneficial allele under consideration 
Selection coefficient against deleterious allele, for equal 
effects model 
w 	Fitness (relative to fittest wild type genotype present) 
Abbreviation for E(w), or population mean fitness 
W 	Absolute fitness i.e. expected number of offspring 
or Q. Probability of giving rise to x offspring (in background j) 
To calculate the effect of genetic background on P12, we would ideally like to know 
the distribution of fitness in the wild type population (knowing the density 1(x), 
where w = ex, would be sufficient). The fraction of this density concentrated on the 
fittest genotype, fo,  will be of special importance. Unfortunately this distribution 
cannot be easily calculated from any of the results obtained in chapter 2. We cannot 
find f(x) by inverting its Laplace transform (LT) J(z) £ (1(x)) because we do not 
in general have an algebraic expression for the J(z) for a non-integer argument z (see 
equations 2.12 and 2.22). However, direct knowledge of the density is not required for 
dynamical sufficiency of the model, since it is implicitly included in J(z). My general 
strategy is therefore to follow the dynamics of the model using the LT machinery, 
and to track the quantities of interest as extra, dynamically redundant variables. 
The analysis used in chapter 2 is well suited to the problem at hand, since it remains 
valid even when the distribution of x (or the distribution of fitness) in the population 
is a mixture of a continuous distribution and non-continuous components, namely 
one or more scalar multiples of Dirac's delta function (spikes). 
A difference between the notation of chapter 2 and the present analysis is that 
here w will denote fitness relative to the fittest wild type individual. Hence when 
the beneficial allele is present the fittest possible individual has relative fitness w = 
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(1 + SO. An upper case W is reserved for absolute fitness i.e. the expectation of 
progeny number. 
My original aims were to develop an analytical theory describing the reduction 
in fixation probability of a beneficial allele caused by deleterious mutations with 
arbitrary distributions of effects, and to study the dynamics of fixation probability 
following a periodic selection event (clonal replacement) in an asexual population. 
This chapter falls considerably short of these aims. Section 3.4.2 describes the 
dynamics and equilibrium of the size of the fittest class fo,  but this information 
is often not sufficient to calculate fixation probabilities. In section 3.4.3 I study 
fixation probabilities when many genetic backgrounds must be taken into account 
(i.e. 8b > 84, but I have (for now) had to assume that the wild type population 
is at equilibrium under deleterious mutation and selection, and that deleterious 
mutations have equal effects. 
A minor technical point should be made about two factors which have not been 
made very explicit in some previous analyses. (These factors were discussed in the 
appendix of Peck (1994) but were apparently ignored by Orr (2000b).) Firstly, in the 
branching process the expected number of offspring (absolute fitness W) of a given 
genotype is its fitness relative to the population mean fitness. For example when 
the wild type population is at equilibrium E(w) = 	and therefore W = w e'. 
Secondly, only a fraction 	of the offspring of a given individual carrying the 
beneficial allele are themselves free from deleterious mutations. These two factors 
cancel out only when both the wild type population is at equilibrium, and when 
only mutation free offspring are of interest. Only in this special case can we assume 
that W = = w. 
3.4.2 Analysis for the size of the fittest class 
There are a number of ways to calculate the size of the fittest class fo.  First, consider 




where iU is measured relative to the fitness of the mutation free class. At equilibrium 
rn = et (Kimura and Maruyama 1966) and hence f = fo. However, one cannot 
find the equilibrium value of fo  directly from equation 3.5. Following the approach 
developed in chapter 2 an equilibrium value of fo can be found as the limiting state of 
the dynamics with the initial condition of a homogeneous population (fo = 1). There 
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is no guarantee that this equilibrium is unique or stable, but this choice of initial 
condition seems justified if we are interested in the equilibrium approached after a 
beneficial mutation has caused a clonal replacement. Selective sweeps need not even 
be invoked because I am using an infinite population model to approximate a very 
large finite population, and all individuals in a finite population share a common 
ancestor at some time in the past (which I call t = 0). It therefore seems likely that 
this method will find the correct equilibrium value by letting t —+ oo. 
Equation 3.5 shows that ft  decreases faster if ii declines slowly over time. To 
quantify this effect we can substitute equation 2.20, which gives an expression for 
v(t), into equation 3.5 to obtain 
f0(t) = e(_UE 1)) 
	
(3.6) 
Here J(i) 	£ (d(c)) (i) is the LT of the distribution of mutational effects on log- 
fitness, evaluated with the dummy variable set to z = i. 
(With hindsight, one can notice that fo(t) = 	J(z, t). This can be intuited 
directly from the definition of the Laplace transform if desired.) 
3.4.2.1 Equilibrium size of the fittest class 
As t —+ oo equation 3.6 gives an expression for the size of the fittest class at 
equilibrium, f. Substituting the definition of an LT (equation 2.2) into equation 3.6, 
changing' the order of integration and summation, and then evaluating a geometric 
series gives 





= e (3.7) 
where D(sd) is the density function for the distribution of 5d  and Eh(.) denotes a 
harmonic mean. This constitutes a proof for equation 3.2. 
Given the opaqueness of the preceding mathematics, a more intuitive argument 
for the use of the harmonic mean can usefully be made. (This is the version 
of the proof published by Orr (2000b).) As in section 2.3.1, consider vi discrete 
classes of deleterious mutation, with the mutation rate for the i-th class cU (with 
a = 1), and the selection coefficient for the i-th class 5d,j•  At linkage 
equilibrium the numbers of mutations in the different classes are independently 
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Poisson distributed, with the mean for the i-th class being ?LcL (for a formal proof 
see equation 2.15). Hence the probability of having zero deleterious mutations in 
the i-tb class is e 3d,i  and of having zero deleterious mutations in all i classes is 
the product of these, which gives Jo = e Eh(sd).  This result can be made to apply 
for continuous distributions of 5d (without attention to rigor) by letting ii —3 oc. 
This result has been implied or used by a number of other authors, in the context 
of both fixation probabilities (Barton 1995b) and Muller's ratchet (Gessler 1995, 
Charlesworth 1996). Gessler (1995) uses the harmonic mean Eh(sd) because it is 
the "arithmetic mean 8d of a segregating deleterious allele", but I have never seen an 
explicit calculation of why this is the right mean to use to find Jo.  Perhaps this was 
thought to be trivially obvious. It can certainly be demonstrated for a model of very 
many diallelic loci at linkage equilibrium, by assuming the i-th deleterious allele is 
at frequency qi = AL where jui and 8d,j are the values for that locus, but it is not 
immediately obvious that this proof extends to arbitrary continuous distributions of 
effects because the approximation for qj breaks down for very small 9d,i  The more 
formal analysis developed here confirms the conclusion that f —4 0 as Eh(sd) —* 0. 
This shows that the size of the fittest class really is zero for models with distributions 
of mutational effects with harmonic mean zero. This does not mean that, for these 
models, the equilibrium is unstable, or that there are actually no fittest individuals 
in the population. What it means is that individuals with w = 1 are infinitesimally 
rare, and the distribution of fitness is a proper distribution with a bounded density. 
3.4.2.2 Dynamics of the size of the fittest class 
As a first approximation to understanding the dynamics of fixation probability for 
beneficial alleles arising in the period of time following a selective sweep, I will 
consider a population which is homogeneous at time t = 0. When the distribution 
of mutational effects is composed of n discrete classes, substituting the appropriate 
LT into equation 3.6 and rearranging gives 
J0(t) = e'' eT(1_(1_sdt)t) 	
. 	 (3.8) 
Except for the case where ii = 1, this is not a particularly wieldy equation and 
contributes little to our understanding of the dynamics of fo. 
To study a distribution which has fewer parameters, I will consider the case where 
the effects of deleterious mutations on log-fitness are exponentially distributed with 
mean E. Since this distribution has f = 0 it is also interesting to see how quickly 
[Ii] 
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10 declines from its initial condition of fo(0) = 1. Substituting the appropriate LT 




An exact expression for .10(t) may be found in terms of the digamma function 
(Wolfram 1996), but the following approximation (valid for F < 1) is more useful. 
The sum in equation 3.9 can be bounded between two integrals thus 
r+-l-ti 	-' 1 	H_li 
—dx < 	<—dx 	 (3.10) 
which may be very close together (they differ by less thanand can be integrated 
analytically. We can use the lower integral to deduce an upper bound on fo  as 
f" (t) < (1 +?t) 4 (3.11) 
and the difference between the two integrals in inequality 3.10 means that fo  will 
be less than this bound by at most a factor of Equation 3.11 is plotted in 
figure 3.3, in section 3.4.4 below, for example parameter values. 
3.4.3 Analysis for beneficial alleles of large effect 
In this section I extend previous analyses by Manning and Thompson (1984) and 
Peck (1994) for the model where each deleterious mutation reduces fitness by a 
factor (1 — s4. Genetic backgrounds can therefore be defined by i, the number 
of deleterious alleles, which takes discrete values i = 0, 1,2.....(x = i in the 
notation of chapter 2.) The wild type population is assumed to be at equilibrium 
under selection and deleterious mutation. Peck (1994) assumed 5b < 8d in his 
analytical treatment, and although Manning and Thompson (1984) studied the case 
where s, > 8d, they did not take into account deleterious mutation in the beneficial 
allele background (Peck 1994) and were forced to use numerical methods to find 
.Pf  ix 
For these assumptions, population mean fitness is e_L  relative to a wild type 
mutation free (i = 0) individual (Kimura and Maruyama 1966), and i is Poisson 
distributed with mean L (Haigh 1978). (These quantities are described after 
Sd 
mutation and before selection.) Suppose that a unique beneficial mutation arises, 
which confers a selective advantage (1 + Sb), regardless of the background it arises 
in. We can calculate P1  ix for this allele by considering its copy number in different 
genetic backgrounds as a set of branching process, as shown in figure 3.2. 
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time 
Figure 3.2: Diagram of a branching process in a genetically structured population. 
Individuals carrying the beneficial allele in a high fitness background 
(white) divide by binary fission (a) if they survive their growth 
phase, or die (b) part way through their growth phase. Spontaneous 
mutation (c) may give rise to a copy of the beneficial allele in a lower 
fitness background (grey) which has a longer growth phase (d). The 
probabilities of individuals (a), (e) and (f) dying before replication are 
assumed equal and independent. 
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The expected number of offspring W of the beneficial allele depends on its genetic 
background i. While it is rare, the expected total number of offspring is 
W = we" = (1 + SO (1 - 54' eU 	 (3.12) 
where the euarises because the population mean fitness is e_L  at equilibrium. 
For a Poisson distribution of offspring number, Barton (1995b) assumed 5b << 1 
and by making a series expansion was able to ignore terms in the inner sum of 
equation 3.3 with x > 2. Here I achieve the same end, but retain validity for a wider 
range of 8b,  by assuming binary fission as in section 3.3. (When, the beneficial allele 
is assumed to arise immediately after division the two approaches are equivalent for 
small Sb.)  Note that equation 3.3 assumes that the census point is before movement 
between contexts, which is in turn before division. Since here 'movement between 
contexts' represents deleterious mutation, it is reasonable to consider the beneficial 
mutation to arise at this census point. However, when determining the probability 
that the mutation arises in a given background, we must use the distribution of 
backgrounds before deleterious mutation, which is Poisson distributed with mean 
U(1-5d) (Haigh 1978). Hence 
Sd 
= (U(1-84) e 	•d 	
(3.13) 
is the probability of the beneficial mutation arising in background i (i.e. the 
frequency of background i). 
It is more convenient to rewrite equation 3.3 in terms of the probability P, that an 
allele in background i is never lost (where P = 1— Q1).  Summing over j = 0, 1, 2,... 
deleterious mutations, which move the beneficial allele from one genetic background 








= 	eU (W+i (2P1~ - Pjf )) 	 (3.14) 
where 1 - P1 is the probability that a copy in background i after mutation but 
before selection is ultimately lost and is given by equation 3.4. 
As mentioned briefly in section 3.2 and discussed at length by Peck (1994), there 
may be backgrounds in which the beneficial allele confers a net advantage in the 
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short term, but which will ultimately give rise to a lineage which at mutation—
selection balance will have lower mean fitness than the wild type population and 
so will not ultimately fix. Consider a large beneficial allele subpopulation which 
includes individuals with i, i + 1, i + 2,... deleterious alleles. This subpopulation 
has Wmax = (1 + so) (1 - so) ' and so will ultimately approach mutation—selection 
balance with zJi = (1 + so) (1 - s4' e* The wild type subpopulation has iJ0 = eu 
and if wi > W0 or equivalently 
(1+s)(1 —sd)>1 	 (3.15) 
then the beneficial allele subpopulation will ultimately replace the wild type 
subpopulation. We assume that the wild type population is sufficiently large that the 
beneficial allele subpopulation does not have time to fix before reaching approximate 
mutation—selection balance. (The validity of this assumption is discussed below.) 
Let max  be the largest value of i where condition 3.15 is satisfied, noticing that it is 
always satisfied for i = 0. To find the probability that the beneficial allele ultimately 
fixes we need to follow only the number of copies in backgrounds 0 < i < imax, 
because if it is lost from all of these backgrounds then it can never ultimately fix. 
Replacing the oo by max in the upper limit of the sum in equation 3.14 gives a 
system of max + 1 simultaneous quadratic equations. In general, starting with 
= 	- 1 = W1 - 1 	
(3.16) 
e 	tmaz 	 Wt m  
each P can be calculated numerically (in descending order of i) by rearranging 
equation 3.14 to obtain a quadratic equation which depends on P+i' P+2, . . , Pi.,. 
For all cases examined this equation has at most one positive (i.e. biologically 
meaningful) root. For U << 1 the probability of two or more deleterious mutations 
occuring in a single generation is vanishingly small, and so P depends directly on 
only P ' (but hence indirectly on the other P+2, &+3,...). When we assume also 
that Sb << 1 and 5d << 1 this quadratic equation is approximately 
P = (so - isd)(
\ 
	
yI  + 
2UP+i 	
(3.17) 
zsd)( sb —  j 
The term in P+i represents the contribution to P made when the beneficial allele 
is lost from background i but fixes in some other background. The net fixation 
probability Pjj , is calculated by averaging over all the different genetic backgrounds, 
so that 
trnax 
Pfix 	 (3.18) 
i=o 
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Table 3.2: Results from numerical solution of equation 3.14 for U = 102, 3d = 10 
and sb = 10 2 .  For these parameter values max = 9. The right hand two 
columns give the leading order upper and lower bounds on P discussed 
in the text. 
i f P1 f1F' upper bound lower bound 
0 0.0000459 0.0384 0.0000018 0.040 0.020 
1 0.000458 0.0364 0.0000167 0.038 0.018 
2 0.00228 0.0343 0.0000785 0.036 0.016 
3 0.00761 0.0320 0.000244 0.034 0.014 
4 0.0190 0.0296 0.000563 0.032 0.012 
5 0.0380 0.0265 0.00100 0.030 0.010 
6 0.0633 0.0223 0.00141 0.028 0.008 
7 0.0903 0.0161 0.00146 0.026 0.006 
8 0.112 0.00838 0.000946 0.024 0.004 
9 0.125 0.00189 0.000236 0.022 0.002 
100.125 0 0 0 0 
Pfix = 0.0060 
with bounds 0.0117 0.0025 
where the fi  are given by equation 3.13. Table 3.2 illustrates numerical results from 
such a calculation (using the 'exact' quadratic equation obtained by rearrangement 
of equation 3.14, not its leading order approximation equation 3.17). Notice that 
the fP are the product of an increasing and a decreasing series, and in this case 
the largest contribution to fixation probability comes from backgrounds i = 6 and 
i=7. 
3.4.3.1 Approximate results (or, A ruby in the nettle thicket) 
Although this method allows us to calculate P1 ix  exactly (given the model 
assumptions) for any parameter values, it has made no real improvement to our 
understanding of how fixation probabilities are influenced by segregating deleterious 
alleles. I have been unable to find a more concise exact expression for P1 ix,  except 
for the special case where max = 0 which was solved by Peck (1994). Since an exact 
solution is known for Sb < 8d, I shall consider the opposite extreme where many 
genetic backgrounds must be considered (imax  >> 1, which occurs when Sb >> Sd). 
For convenience I shall also assume that sb << 1. This problem is relatively trivial 
when U < 5d << 8 b because the advantage of the beneficial allele swamps any effect of 
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genetic background, so I will focus on 8d <C U <C 1. Under these assumptions, the f 
in equation 3.18 are well approximated by a Gaussian density, and so the probability 
that the beneficial allele arises in a background where it has some chance of fixation 
(Pj $ 0) is given by 
Prob(i < imax) 1' j vv-) 	 (3.19) Sd 
where (.) is the cumulative density of a standard Gaussian distribution. This 
approximation has a simple intuitive explanation, that T 1 — U, and that the 
variance in fitness is - Usd (see for example equation 2.16). The problem then 
'reduces' to finding an expression for P1 which can be averaged over this part of the 
Gaussian density. 
I have been unable to find a useful solution for the recursion generated by 
equation 3.17. Two obvious, but rather crude, assumptions which allow direct 
solution of the equation are: 
Assume that fixation probabilities are similar for similar genetic backgrounds 
and set P+i 	P, which is equivalent to ignoring all deleterious mutations 
within the beneficial allele background, and gives P1  ± 2(U + 5b - isd). This 
is, to leading order in U, Sb  and Sd, an upper bound on P. 
Assume that the fixation probability for worse genetic backgrounds is negligible 
and set Pj+1 0, which is equivalent to assuming that all deleterious mutations 
within the beneficial allele background are lethal, and gives P2 ± 2(s6 - zsd). 
This is, to leading order, a lower bound on P1 . 
For i << i,., 	assumption (i) is reasonable, and as i —* max assumption (ii) is 
reasonable. The transition between these two bounds is illustrated by the data 
in table 3.2, and it is this transition for which it is difficult to find a suitable 
approximation. For the trivial case when U <C min{s6 , sa}  the bounds converge to 
the same value, but then the effect of genetic backgrounds is altogether negligible. 
I have been completely unable to find an approximation which is good for all the 
P. (I tried assuming P4. 1 P1 — 2 d which introduced additional, biologically 
spurious roots which could not be easily distinguished, and in any case was not very. 
accurate.) Taking the mean of the upper and lower bounds performs reasonably 
when averaged over the relevant i. However, none of these approaches lead to an 
expression for P1 which could be integrated over the tail of the Gaussian distribution 
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of i to yield a useful formula. In other words, they reduce the accurate numerical 
method to an inaccurate (and sometimes very inaccurate) numerical method. 
The best approximation I have found is to assume P = 2so for all i < max, which 
I discovered by chance, by accidentally assuming i8d < s (which is actually only 
true for i << imax) and by setting P i 0). This assumption gives the pleasingly 
neat result 
7 s0 — LJ \ 
Piix 	28o1' 	. 	 (3.20) 
VUSd 
In section 3.4.4 the accuracy of equation 3.20 is assessed by comparing it to exact 
numerical results found using the machinery described above. However good (or 
not) equation 3.20 is shown to be, it should be emphasized that was not derived, 
in any mathematical sense, from the preceding equations and is best regarded as 
an educated guess at a solution. It can be shown that this 'guess' lies between the 
upper and lower bounds discussed above when U >— so, but I have neither proved or 
disproved this for the case U c sb . 
3.4.4 Results 
Figure 3.3 shows the dynamics of Jo  after a periodic selection event has made the 
population homogenous. The solid lines are for deleterious mutations of equal effect, 
and the dashed lines are for an exponential distribution of effects. All curves are 
plotted for U = 10-2 .  This figure illustrates the fact that in the early stages 117 c± 1 
and hence Jo  initially decays like e_U  (shown as dots). For e = 10_ 2  the difference 
between equal and exponentially distributed effects is quite marked, but for = 10 
the curves are virtually indistinguishable. 
Figures 3.4-3.6 show fixation probabilities for beneficial mutations, assuming 
that they arise in a population at equilibrium under selection' and deleterious 
mutations of equal effect. The dots are exact calculations from combining 
equations 3.14 and 3.18. These results show small discontinuities when i ..X makes 
discrete changes from one integer value to the next. In all the figures, two curves 
are plotted for comparison. The solid line is the fixation probability calculated 
using equation 3.1, which assumes Sb C  5a. The dotted line is calculated using 
equation 3.20, which is expected to be reasonable for Sb >> 5d Both curves are 
plotted over the whole parameter space, including regions in which they are a priori 
not expected to apply. 
Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between P1 and 5d  The number of genetic 
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Figure 3.4: Probability of fixation of a beneficial (Sb = 10 -2) allele when deleterious 
mutations arise at rate U = 10-2 . 
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Figure 3.5: Probability of fixation of a beneficial (so = 10_ 2) allele, with deleterious 
alleles having a selection coefficient 5d = 
backgrounds which must be considered is imax 	which increases as 8d decreases. 
As expected, the rnax = o assumption is invalid for 8d < Sb = 10-2  and equation 3.1 
(solid line) becomes increasingly misleading. The interesting feature of this graph 
is that as 5d  continues to decrease below this value (and so J°  decreases also), there 
is very little change in Pf ix appears that the reduction in probability of arising 
in a particular background is almost exactly compensated for by an increase in the 
number of backgrounds in which the beneficial allele has a chance of fixation. The 
heuristic approximation (dotted line, equation 3.20) is not particularly accurate, and 
does not obviously become more accurate as increases (imax = 99 for 8d = io- ). 
However, for max > 1 it does capture the qualitative behaviour of P1, quite well. 
Figure 3.5 shows the relationship between P1 and U. This graph shows the 
transition from genetic background having a negligible effect (U << 8b = 10 2 ) to 
having a very strong effect (U >> So) on fixation probability. Assuming imax = 0 
(solid line) is very misleading, which is as expected since max = 9 for all data on 
this graph. Although the (dotted) curve for the heuristic approximation lies quite 
close to the exact calculations, in the region of the transition there is substantial 
quantitative error in terms of predicting Pf ix  from U. However, the qualitative 
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Figure 3.6: Probability of fixation of a beneficial allele with deleterious mutations 
arise at rate U = 102 with selection coefficient sd = 10* 
occurs between low and high fixation probability at around s6 U. The range of U 
over which the transition occurs is also well described. 
Figure 3.6 shows the relationship between P and b• In this figure the 
dashed line indicates the maximum value Pfjx can take in the absence of interfering 
deleterious alleles (i.e. P1 = 2i.f-). As in the previous two examples, equation 3.1 
is correct when max = 0 and the heuristic approximation describes the qualitative 
behaviour quite well. Compared to figure 3.5, in figure 3.6 the transition appears 
more gradual, and the fit of the heuristic approximation appears worse for small 
8b, 
but this is largely because of the logarithmic scale used for P1 . 
Figure 3.4 suggests that Pfix tends to some constant value (for given Sb) as 
5d —* 0. Examination of equation 3.20 and of figures 3.5-3.6 suggests that this will 
only occur in a relatively small region of the parameter space where a, U. In fact, 
as 8d becomes small relative to the other parameter values, the transitions shown in 
figures 3.5 and 3.6 would become more marked and abrupt. In the limit 5d  —+ 0 we 
have a situation where Pfjx 28o if 5b > U and P1 = 0 otherwise. Whether such 
a discrete step-function would be seen for realistic parameter values, and to what 




3.5.1 The distribution of offspring number 
Consider a beneficial mutation which arises at random in a population dividing 
by binary fission and maintained at constant size. Suppose we wish to calculate 
its fixation probability, P1 . The results presented in section 3.3 show that this 
fixation probability depends on when in the life cycle the mutational event occurs. 
A beneficial mutation caused by incorrect copying during DNA replication would 
create a single copy of the mutant allele at the census point after division, and would 
have fixation probability P1 Sb If a beneficial allele was created by incorrectly 
repaired single  strand DNA damage then it would have P1 ix 256 if it occurred at 
the start of the growth phase, and P f jx  4s5 if it occurred at the end of the growth 
phase. 
As discussed in section 1.3, we are essentially limited to studying the fixation 
process, which is the second of two equally important processes which together 
constitute a model of adaptive evolution. Without an explicit model for a process 
of origination of beneficial mutant alleles, onto which we could 'splice' the present 
model, we are limited to making conditional statements like those above. 
In a real population of unicellular organisms, a change at the DNA level may well 
not have an immediate phenotypic effect, because the downstream products (mRNA 
and protein) of the unmutated allele are probably degraded or used up slowly, and 
are replaced by the mutant allele mRNA and corresponding protein product over 
some period of time. Indeed it is possible that the copy number of a beneficial allele 
conferring even a large advantage proceeds as a branching process with W 1 for 
several generations, which would cause P1 to be somewhat lower than predicted 
on the basis of sb  alone. Kimura and Ohta (1970) studied the opposite case of a 
beneficial allele with decreasing advantage over time. However, the main point of 
this section is not to propose or analyze models which include the finer details of this 
process, but simply to point out that the higher fixation probability calculated by 
Gerrish and Lenski (1998) is to do with an implicit assumption about the mutation 
origination process, and not to do with binary fission per se. 
3.5.2 The size of the mutation free class 
The analysis presented in section 3.4.2 confirms a result which has already been 
stated by several authors, namely that at equilibrium the size of the fittest class 
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is given by 	However, Orr (2000b, and maybe others) have suggested that 
this result does not apply for distributions of selection coefficients with Eh(sd) = 0, 
which would imply f = 0. The more rigorous analysis presented in section 3.4.2 
shows that for these distributions f0 (t) —* 0 as t -4 oc , within the context of an 
infinite population model in which back-mutation is ignored. This may have limited 
relevance to real populations, because deleterious mutations of very small effect (e.g. 
from preferred to unpreferred codons) are expected to be at moderate frequencies at 
mutation—selection balance, and so back-mutation is unlikely to be negligible. For 
distributions for which the harmonic mean cannot easily be calculated, an equivalent 
condition is that the sum in equation 3.6 diverges as t —* oo . Knowing this, we can 
see that, for gamma distributed effects on log-fitness, fJ = 0 if and only if the shape 
parameter fi C 1. What this ultimately means is that there are a range of commonly 
used model distributions of deleterious mutational effects for which we cannot use 
equation 3.1 to calculate fixation probabilities, since this equation only holds for 
5b < min{sd} = 0. 
One might very well question the relevance of all of this to populations of real 
organisms. An intuitive explanation for this finding is that Jo  approaches zero at 
equilibrium for distributions of deleterious mutational effects which include a large 
class with infinitesimally small effect. Such a distribution allows individuals with 
fitness infinitesimally less than one (relative to the maximum value) to accumulate, 
essentially unchecked by selection, and at equilibrium they completely displace the 
fittest class which has fitness exactly equal to one. Although a similar phenomenon 
might occur in a real population, it is not a priori clear that the concept of 
a mutation free class is then a useful one, and it is certainly not sufficient for 
calculating fixation probabilities. In reality the number of possible deleterious allelic 
effects, although large, is not infinite and it might be argued that finding that 
fo = 0 is an artefact of a mathematical model with a truly continuous distribution 
of effects. Further, in a finite population of size N, fo  ~! 1  36 0 by necessity. These 
are certainly valid points, but I will argue below that it is possible to interpret 
the present results in a way which is relevant to real populations. The following 
discussion (section 3.5.2.1) is completely unrelated to fixation probabilities. 
3.5.2.1 A biological significance for discontinuous distributions? 
A property of a continuous distribution of mutational effects is that each mutational 
event gives rise to an individual with a unique value of w. The important point is 
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that a properly continuous (i.e. with Jo = 0) equilibrium distribution of fitness in 
this model is not a necessary consequence of assuming a continuous distribution of 
mutational effects. In the general formulation of the model described here and in 
chapter 2, two qualitatively different types of equilibria are possible, either Jo = 0 
(call this type Q for "quasispecies") or fo ~4 0 (type M for "master genotype"). This 
terminology is borrowed from Eigen (1971) but is used more for its mnemonic value 
than because of any strict correspondence between the sense intended by Eigen and 
the sense used here. In an infinite population at Q type equilibrium, the distribution 
of fitness is continuous and bounded, and the probability of two randomly chosen 
individuals having exactly identical fitness is zero. We might imagine a large but 
finite population of size N, for which the corresponding infinite population model 
has a type Q equilibrium. In such a finite population, Jo  would be a small natural 
multiple of I and most pairs of individuals would be distinguished by at least 
one deleterious mutational difference. In contrast, in an infinite population at M 
type equilibrium two randomly chosen individuals have exactly identical fitness with 
probability at least J02  (it may be greater if there are spikes of probability at other 
w). In the corresponding large but finite population we might expect fo  to be 
roughly equal to the infinite population prediction, and be roughly independent of 
N. 
I must emphasize that the relationship between finite and infinite population 
models which I have just described is pure conjecture. It is correct for a hypothetical 
finite population which is a realization of (or sample from) the infinite population 
distribution, but I can offer no stronger argument for its applicability in a finite 
population which evolves as a finite population over time (i.e. when there is 
temporal autocorrelation in the copy numbers of particular genotypes). However, 
the crucial distinction between Q and M type equilibria, in the sense defined above, 
is whether the probability that two randomly chosen individuals are identical scales 
with the population size or not. It seems intuitively plausible that such a qualitative 
distinction could apply to real asexual populations. A possible avenue for theoretical 
work to explore this concept further is by analogy with the concept of identity in 
state in the .infinite alleles model. The genotypes of two randomly chosen individuals 
coalesce at some time in the past. If we "throw down" selectively neutral mutations 
onto that genealogy at rate p, then the probability of identity in state is F 
(for haploids) and there is no critical changeover from zero to nonzero F as N and p 
are varied. However, the distribution of the number of deleterious mutations which 
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have occurred over the same genealogy, conditional on the two individuals having 
survived to the present generation, is not the same as for neutral mutations. Finding 
this distribution would support or refute the ideas I have just put forward. 
These ideas are not new. Similar findings have been reported for a range of 
different models, all assuming infinite populations, which I will now briefly review. 
Eigen (1971) and more recently other authors (for reviews see Nowak 1992, 
Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995) have discussed a model in which there is 
a master sequence (or fittest genotype, with w = 1) and a number of alternative 
less fit sequences (genotypes) which have equal fitness wd. Their model specifies 
sequences of L nucleotides with independent mutation rates p, but for large L and 
small p this is similar to a Poisson distribution of mutations with mean U = Lji. 
By ignoring mutation from the less fit sequences back to the master sequence, 
Maynard Smith (1982) obtained a recursion similar to equation 3.5, with the 
convenient simplification that tiY = Jo + (1 - fo) wd. For this model they found that 
there is a threshold at U = -In Wa which Eigen (1971) called the error threshold. 
When U exceeds this threshold the equilibrium frequency of the master sequence is 
zero. 
Charlesworth (1990) has studied a model in which mutations have symmetric 
effects but non-independent effects (epistasis). His model specifies that fitness w = 
e°'"2 where n is the number of mutations. For fi = 0 there is no epistasis 
and this is equivalent to the model introduced in chapter 2 with a = E. When 
fi < 0 there is "diminishing returns" epistasis and there is a threshold 0 < - 
below which there is no equilibrium under mutation—selection balance. Charlesworth 
(1990) compares this phenomenon to the error threshold of Eigen (1971), which 
he suggests is produced by the "extreme form of diminishing returns epistasis" in 
Eigen's model. 
Burger (1998) reviews (among other models) the infinite population "random 
walk continuum of alleles" model, which is a generalization of a model of stabilizing 
selection on a quantitative trait (Lande 1975). It assumes an infinite population 
in which individuals have trait values x on the real line. Burger (1998) allows 
an arbitrary fitness function w(x) and mutations modify x by a random quantity 
Sr which corresponds to c but may be positive or negative, and is drawn from a 
continuous distribution u(Sx). For the general model Burger (1998 and references 
therein) has shown that a necessary and sufficient set of conditions for existence, 
uniqueness and stability of an equilibrium density are (i) u(6x) > u0 in some interval 
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containing ox = 0 and for some constant u0 > 0, (ii) that w(x) vanishes at (both) 
infinities and (iii) w(x) ~: 1 - cx in some interval around x = 0 and some constant 
c> 0. Burger observes that these conditions prevent buildup of a spike at x = 0, but 
since his primary interest is on proper densities at equilibrium he does not calculate 
the size of the spike for the cases where it exists. 
Waxman and Peck (1998) have generalised a classic model of mutation and 
selection on a quantitative trait (Lande 1975, Turelli 1984, Burger 1998) to arbitrary 
numbers of dimensions (traits). They model pleiotropy by allowing a given 
mutational event to have an effect on a set of Q traits (their notation, not to be 
confused with the Q used here). When Q = 1 this is identical to the model studied 
by Lande (1975) and Turelli (1984), and at equilibrium the trait distribution has 
a bounded density function. For parameter values which allow a house of cards 
approximation (Turelli 1984) to be made, Waxman and Peck (1998) show that for 
12 > 3 there is a spike in the equilibrium density function. They also show that this 
behaviour will occur for sufficiently large Q, for any parameter values. 
Taken together, all of these studies support the following conclusions. Given that 
a type Q equilibrium is manifested as at least one deleterious mutational difference 
between most pairs of individuals, it is intuitively reasonable to find that a type 
Q equilibrium occurs when mutation is strong relative to selection. For models 
where deleterious mutations are assumed to have symmetric effects, the appropriate 
comparison between the strengths of mutation and selection is a numerical one. For 
the model studied here, if U >> 8d In N then f0N << 1 and a type Q equilibrium 
exists (over a large range of N). However, when deleterious mutations have a range 
of effects the comparison between mutation and selection is a functional one. If 
the fraction of mutations with given 8d  does not vanish as 8d  -b 0 then a type 
Q equilibrium is produced. To see the importance of this distinction, consider 
two populations with identical distributions of mutational effects but differing in 
their mutation rates. One example would be a wild type and a mutator strain of 
bacteria (for example the laboratory populations of E. coli studied by Sniegowski 
et al. 1997). A model where deleterious mutations have symmetric effects predicts 
that it is possible for the two populations to have qualitatively distinct types of 
equilibria (M for the wild type and Q for the mutator). However, the continous 
distribution of effects model suggests that the two populations must have the same 
qualitative type of equilibrium. Although in reality mutations are discrete, it does 
not necessarily follow that their phenotypic effects are discrete when averaged over 
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time and over different genetic backgrounds, and it remains plausible that a model 
with a mathematically continuous distribution of effects is a better approximation. 
3.5.2.2 Relationship to Muller's ratchet 
These results on fo also deserve a brief comment in the light of the finite population 
results presented in chapter 2. Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 show that the effect of 
Muller's ratchet is smaller for smaller 0. However, Jo declines faster for smaller 0 
and for 0 :5 1 it asymptotically approaches zero. The (presumably) more rapid 
clicking of the ratchet for smaller 0 must be more than compensated for by the 
decreased magnitude of the actual loss in population mean fitness each time the 
ratchet does click. There is currently no theory which predicts the magnitude of 
such clicks when mutational effects are drawn from a continuous distribution. 
3.5.3 Beneficial alleles of large effect 
With the exception of the work of Manning and Thompson (1984), and simulation 
results presented by Peck (1994), previous studies of the effect of linked deleterious 
alleles on fixation probabilities have all assumed s b  < min{sd}. This focus may have 
been motivated by the belief that a major or important component of adaptation is 
due to beneficial alleles of small effect. This view was argued by Fisher (1930) 
based on a "geometrical" model which involves evolution towards an optimum 
in high dimensional phenotype—space. In this model, mutations which alter the 
phenotype it a random "direction" are more likely to produce a phenotype closer 
to the optimum if they are of small effect. This tendency becomes more marked 
as the dimensionality of phenotype space increases. As pointed out by Kimura 
(1983), Fisher (1930) ignored the fact that large mutations are more likely to 
become fixed. More recent analyses which assume Pjr ix 2 b and model a series 
of steps, or an adaptive walk towards the optimum Orr (1998, 1999, 2000a) have 
confirmed Fisher's original conclusion. These analyses have all assumed sexual 
populations, but the same conclusion would probably be reached if interference 
from deleterious mutations was taken into account by assuming P1 c 10286 (or 
indeed any linear function of .s6). However, since this approximation assumes 
small Sb, there is an element of circularity in this argument. An obvious area for 
further work is to examine nonlinear approximations for fixation probability, such 
as P1 2s6t ( ' u ), in the context of Fisher's geometrical model. 
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The focus with Fisher's model has often been on very high dimensionality 
in phenotype space. The relevance of previous conclusions regarding the likely 
magnitude of selection coefficients might reasonably be questioned when applied 
to organisms like RNA virus MS2, which only has four genes and is presumably 
limited in the number of independent phenotypic dimensions it can evolve in. 
The common assumption of small s b has also doubtless been influenced by 
mathematical convenience. This assumption is becoming less tenable in the face 
of an accumulating body of empirical evidence (reviewed recently by Orr 1999) 
suggesting that adaptation involves factors of moderate or large effect. Such studies 
are necessarily upwardly biased (for example mapping QTL which distinguish two 
diverged taxa), but this bias is unlikely to entirely discount the evidence. Perhaps 
more importantly, the prevailing view is that there may be a substantial "nearly 
neutral" class of deleterious mutations with very small effects on fitness (Ohta 1973, 
1992, Ohta and Gillespie 1996, Davies et al. 1999, Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999). 
It seems certain that most beneficial alleles have greater selective advantage than any 
individual deleterious mutation in this class, but the combined effects of many such 
very slightly deleterious mutations could still have a substantial effect on fixation 
probabilities. The analysis for large 8b  in section 3.4.3 may be of importance for 
beneficial alleles which would not be considered (from a Fisherian viewpoint) to 
have a particularly large effect. 
Here I have described a numerical method for calculating fixation probabilities 
when many deleterious alleles of small effect may jointly influence the outcome of 
selection on a beneficial allele of relatively large effect. Here, 'large' means larger 
than the effects of single deleterious mutations. The present work really amounts 
to a cursory numerical exploration of a three dimensional parameter space, but the 
results obtained so far are qualitatively in agreement with a simple approximate 
formula. One might argue that, for understanding evolution in real populations 
where parameter values are poorly known, such an approximation is adequate. It 
might well be quantitatively misleading to use equation 3.20 in a model where 5d,  U 
and 8b  took single exactly specified values, but figure 3.6 suggests that if one were 
to integrate this equation over some model distribution for the selection coefficients 
of newly arising beneficial alleles, the distribution thus obtained might not be too 
far off the mark for the distribution of beneficial alleles ultimately fixed. 
Previous consideration of the effect of segregating deleterious alleles on fixation 
probabilities has concentrated on the two limiting cases, where either any deleterious 
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allele overwhelms the advantage of the beneficial allele, or where the advantage of 
the beneficial allele overwhelms any effect of its genetic background. Clearly there 
is a "middle ground" between the two, but our understanding of the behaviour of 
beneficial alleles in this middle ground is poor, and we are relatively ignorant even as 
to how large this middle ground is. The results presented here go some way towards 
addressing this deficit. 
In the results section I remarked that this transition between high and low 
fixation probabilities, shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6, would become more marked as 8d 
became smaller, and that it would approach a step function in the limit 8d —* 0. This 
conclusion must be carefully qualified. In the limit of small 5d  the distribution of 
fitness in the wild type population piles up around w = eS" with very small variance. 
The problem here does not arise because I measure the fitness of the beneficial allele 
against the fitness of an individual with w = 1, which is vanishingly rare. At least, 
this is not the problem if I hold by the stated assumption that the distribution of 
fitness in the wild type population is constant over time. Rather, the argument 
breaks down because as 5d - 0 the beneficial allele subpopulation will approach 
mutation-selection balance over a very long timescale and so it will not necessarily be 
appropriate to assume that it reaches approximate equilibrium in order to determine 
whether it will ultimately displace the wild type subpopulation (see equation 3.15). 
Recall that equation 3.15 is derived by assuming that the total sweep time is long 
relative to the timescale of approach to mutation—selection balance. The population 
sizes required for this assumption to hold increase exponentially with the ratio 
and obviously this will break down for the tiny 3d  associated with biased codon 
usage, even with population sizes which are realistic for bacteria. There is therefore 
a need for a more thorough analysis of how fixation probabilities are influenced by 
very weak selection at very many loci in large but not infinite populations. 
Notice that in the example in table 3.2 the greatest contribution to fixation 
probability comes from a beneficial mutation which arises in association with 6 
or 7 deleterious alleles, which would be fixed along with the beneficial allele. An 
important extension is to find the expected net advantage of a beneficial allele, i.e. 
E(s6  — zs4, conditional on the ultimate fixation of the beneficial allele. 
Clearly it is desirable to more fully embrace biological reality, and to consider 
models in which there is a broad range of selection coefficients against deleterious 
alleles, and in nonequilibrium populations. My experiences so far suggest that this 
may be a formidable mathematical challenge. 
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One might hope that the heuristic approximation equation 3.20 would hold more 
generally, since it appears to rely only on simple properties of an asexual population, 
that W7 = and Var(w) Us,, which are robust to assumptions about the 
distribution of deleterious mutational effects (see equations in chapter 2). However, 
a severe and worrying artefact of the model studied in section 3.4.3 is that if many 
genetic backgrounds are relevant then the distribution of the number of deleterious 
alleles per individual, and hence the distribution of fitness, is necessarily close to 
normal. I can see no reason to think that this would be the case in general. 
Although the influence of weakly selected deleterious alleles on P1 of a strongly 
selected beneficial allele was discussed by Peck (1994), he presented simulation 
results where Sb > 5d for only for two choices of parameter values and thus gave little 
indication of how P1 ix  depends on model parameters. Given increases in computer 
speed versus the mathematical difficulties that I imagine will be encountered in 
future analytical developments, simulation based approaches could prove more 
fruitful. Note that Peck (1994) simulated the whole population, but results could 
be obtained more quickly by simulating the branching process only. Although I 
cannot write down the density function for the distribution of fitness for arbitrary 
continuous distributions of deleterious mutational effects, let alone derive and invert 
a cumulative density, this does not preclude the possibility of drawing random 
numbers from it. 
The mathematical model where deleterious mutations are drawn from a 
continuous distribution of effects appears to have some unpleasant mathematical 
properties. Even though there is no spike of probability at x = 0 at equilibrium, 
it appears that the density function in this neighborhood is infinite (akin to a F 
distribution with fi < 1) for some d(c). One approach which walks the line between 
simulation and pure analytical work would be to conduct numerical work with a 
discrete but very finely divided grid of genetic backgrounds, such that the average 
deleterious mutation involves movement of many 'steps' and so pseudocontinuous 
distributions of effects could be modelled. Such a treatment might even be closer to 
discrete nature of real mutations. 
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4 Beneficial Mutations, Hitchhiking and the Evolution 
of Mutation Rates in Sexual Populations 
This work described in this chapter is very closely based on a paper I have published (Johnson 
199gb). 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I describe and analyse a model for the evolution of mutation rates in 
sexual populations. As outlined in section 1.4.2, indirect selection due to beneficial 
mutations can favour a modifier which increases the mutation rate. This indirect 
selection is weaker when recombination breaks down linkage disequilibrium between 
the modifier and the beneficial allele. In this chapter, I quantify this effect and 
compare it to the strength of indirect selection due to deleterious mutations. I then 
discuss the net effect of both beneficial and deleterious mutations when the cost of 
high fidelity replication is also included in the model. 
The indirect selection resulting from beneficial mutations on a modifier of the 
mutation rate has been studied before in sexual populations (Leigh 1970, 1973, 
Gillespie 1981b, Ishii et at. 1989). Leigh (1973) concluded that the effect of 
beneficial mutations on the evolution of mutation rates was negligible in sexual 
populations. In contrast, both Gillespie (1981b) and Ishii et at. (1989) concluded 
that the occurrence of beneficial mutations could favour increases in the mutation 
rate. These conclusions differ because only Leigh's (1973) model included a large 
class of unconditionally deleterious mutations. Gillespie (1981b) did observe that 
such a modification would have made his model more biologically realistic. 
All of these previous studies have used a model of a changing environment, in 
which there is a fixed set of alleles at a single selected locus. The selection coefficients 
are assumed to change over time, in either a random (Gillespie 1981b) or a periodic 
manner (Leigh 1973, Ishii et at. 1989). All of the selected alleles are maintained at 
non-zero frequency, because there is recurrent mutation in an infinite population. 
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One limitation of this type of model was first realised by Maynard Smith (1978 
p.192): 
"[Leigh (1973)] may have underestimated the effect [of beneficial 
mutations], because he analysed the process in an infinite population. 
In a population whose size is less than the reciprocal of the per base 
mutation rate ..., new favourable mutations will arise in coupling with 
the mutator gene which caused them" 
The importance of this finite population effect is best understood by considering the 
state of the population at the moment where the beneficial allele starts to increase 
in frequency. In an infinite population model, the beneficial allele was, up to this 
point in time, deleterious, and was held at low frequency mutation selection balance. 
There is linkage disequilibrium because this allele will be at higher frequencies in 
genetic backgrounds where a modifier increases the mutation rate. The situation 
in a finite population model with unique beneficial mutation is different. Because 
there is initially only one copy of the beneficial allele, it must be associated with 
one particular modifier and hence linkage disequilibrium takes its maximum value 
conditional on the allele frequencies. By analogy with the case for a neutral allele, 
the greater the magnitude of the linkage disequilibrium, the greater the increase 
in frequency due to hitchhiking (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974). The difference 
between the present model and the model studied by Leigh (1973) is also illustrated 
in figure 4.1. 
For the linkage disequilibrium generated by unique beneficial mutations to be 
important, it is not in fact neccessary for beneficial mutations to be unique. A 
beneficial mutation may occur a number of times, and the model studied in this 
chapter will apply as long as all copies of the beneficial allele present when it sweeps 
through the population are ultimately descended from a single mutational event. 
Since this will only be true for some fraction of all selective sweeps in a model 
in which recurrent beneficial mutation occurs, I will continue to refer to unique 
beneficial mutations throughout this chapter. I merely wish to point out that the 
present analysis may apply, to a reasonable approximation, to models with recurrent 
beneficial mutation. 
As well as allowing a succession of initially unique beneficial mutations, this 
model differs from those used in previous studies of the evolution of mutation rates 
in sexual populations in several other ways. 
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Figure 4.1: Numerical results for (upper panel) a deterministic model like that 
studied by Leigh (1973), and (lower panel) typical results for the 
stochastic model studied here. In order to show substantial effects 
on the frequency of the modifier (dashed line), all mutations are 
beneficial (K = 0.0005, sb = 0.01) and tightly linked (r = 0.001) 
to a mutator doubling the mutation rate (U = 0.001, AU = 0.001). 
In the deterministic model, there is symmetric mutation between two 
alternately favoured alleles (solid line) at a selected locus, wheras in the 
stochastic model five beneficial mutations (solid lines) sweep through 
the population at random times. The calculations were made with 
identical parameters (plus 4Nsb = 1000 for the stochastic model). It 
can be seen that, in the stochastic model, the effects on the modifier 
frequency are greater in magnitude, but can cause it to either increase 
or decrease in frequency, depending on which background the unique 
beneficial mutation arises in. 
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much more common than beneficial mutations. In many other models (for 
example Karlin and McGregor 1974, Gillespie 1981b, Holsinger et at. 1986, 
Liberman and Feldman 1986, Ishii et at. 1989), deleterious mutations are 
common only as a consequence of beneficial alleles being at high frequency 
most of the time. 
• Mutations arise at positions scattered randomly over a given genetic map. 
All previous work has either considered two locus models (Kimura 1967, Leigh 
1970, 1973, Karlin and McGregor 1974, Gillespie 1981a,b, Holsinger et at. 1986, 
Liberman and Feldman 1986, Ishii et at. 1989), or models with many unlinked 
loci (Kondrashov 1995b, Dawson 1998, 1999). 
• All three of the forces believed to be most important the evolution of mutation 
rates (beneficial mutations, deleterious mutations, and the cost of fidelity) are 
modelled simultaneously. Previous studies have examined the evolution of 
mutation rates under the influence of two of these forces at a time. 
This model is technically a multilocus model, and multilocus models are 
notoriously intractable. The analysis is made possible by assuming a modifier of 
weak effect. Linkage disequilibrium between sets of loci at which mutations occur 
can then be ignored, and only the two-way linkage disequilibrium between each 
mutable locus and the modifier needs to be considered. Ultimately, this means that 
attention can be focussed on the dynamics at the modifier locus alone. 
In sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.7 I consider the fate of a particular modifier allele. This 
part of the analysis consists of four main calculations, as follows. (i) In section 4.2.2 
the effect of many deleterious mutations scattered over a given genetic map is 
determined. (ii) In sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 the expectation of the change in allele 
frequency at the modifier locus is found, for a single beneficial mutation sweeping 
through the population. (iii) In section 4.2.5 this is used to find the long term average 
fitness of the modifier allele, for a series of beneficial mutations sweeping through 
the population. These results are presented in terms of a parameter which describes 
the average effect of hitchhiking events, and (iv) in section 4.2.6 this parameter is 
estimated for a sexual population with beneficial mutations scattered over a given 
genetic map. 
In sections 4.2.8 and 4.2.9 I use the results derived in the previous sections 
to determine the conditions under which a modifier can invade a population with 
given mutation rate. If it is assumed the the mutation rate evolves by a series of 
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Table 4.1: Frequently used notations 
Symbol Usage 	- 
a, A 	Alleles at a selected locus. A is a new beneficial mutation 
E(.) Expectation of a random variable 
h 	Parameter describing the effect of a hitchhiking event 
K Rate at which beneficial mutations sweep through the population 
M 	Map length of each chromosome, in Morgans 
m, M Alleles at a modifier locus affecting the rate of mutation 
2N 	Number of haploid genotypes in the population 
vi Chromosome number 
q, p 	Frequencies of the m and M alleles 
r Recombination probability between m/M and a/A loci 
Sb 	Selection coeffecient for the beneficial mutation A 
Sd 	Selection coeffecient for a deleterious mutation; each deleterious 
mutation multiplies fitness by the same factor (1 - sa) 
U 	Deleterious mutation rate, per haploid genome, in the m (or mm) 
genetic background 
AU 	Amount by which a single M allele increases the mutation rate 
U ESS mutation rate 
U 	Mean mutation rate 
W Marginal fitness of the M allele relative to the m allele 
Wb 	Component of W due to beneficial mutations 
Component of W due to direct selection 
Wd 	Component of W due to deleterious mutations 
w(U). Fitness of an individual with mutation rate U, carrying the a 
allele and no deleterious mutations 
z 	Map distance 
substitutions of modifiers, then an evolutionary equilibrium mutation rate can be 
calculated. 
4.2 Model and analysis 
The notations used are summarised in table 4.1. 
4.2.1 The modifier of the mutation rate 
I assume a randomly mating population of 2N haploid individuals. The population 
is polymorphic at a modifier locus which affects the genome wide mutation rate. The 
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deleterious mutation rate per genome, per generation, is U in genomes containing 
the m allele, and U + zW in genomes containing the M allele, which is . assumed 
to be rare. The mean mutation rate is U = U + pzU, where q and p are the 
frequencies of the m and M alleles respectively. The beneficial mutation rate is 
assumed to be related to the deleterious mutation rate by the same (unspecified) 
constant of proportionality in both modifier backgrounds. This haploid model can 
be generalised to random mating diploids, since I assume that the M allele is rare 
and so MM homozygotes are vanishingly rare; it should be noted, however,, that 
the definition of U remains as per haploid genome. 
The marginal fitness of genomes carrying the M allele, relative to genomes 
carrying the m allele, is written W. For a modifier of small effect, W is close to 
unity, and so In W is approximately the effective net selection coefficient favouring 
the M allele. This use of the symbol W is quite different to the use of the same 
symbol in chapter 3. The notation of fitness is used to avoid confusion with the 
selection coefficients for beneficial and deleterious mutations, which are Sb  and Sd, 
see below. The term fitness is used to describe the effect of beneficial mutations, 
even though they will cause p to increase and decrease in a stochastic manner. I am 
considering a long term limit expectation of the change in p, such that 
E(p(t)) = Wtp(0) 	for large t 	 (4.1) 
where time, t, is measured in generations, and E(.) stands for the expectation 
over .independent realisations of this stochastic process. I am slightly abusing the 
term 'marginal fitness', and using it to mean expectation Of fitness averaged over 
genetic backgrounds and over realisations. Because the main interest is determining 
the conditions under which M will spread (i.e. when W > 1), rather than an 
exact description of the dynamics at the modifier locus, this definition of fitness is 
compatible with the restriction that p is small. 
If evolutionary forces are weak then, to a good approximation, we have 
In W-- In Wd + In TV6 + ln W 
	
(4.2) 
This assumes that the indirect effects of deleterious mutations (Wd ) and of beneficial 
mutations (W6 ), and the direct effects on fitness (W or cost), act multiplicatively. 
This approximation only holds for a modifier of small effect because of second 
order interactions between these effects. For example, the fixation probability of 
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its association with a greater number of deleterious mutations (Charlesworth 1994, 
Peck 1994, Barton 1995b). 
4.2.2 Deleterious mutations 
The occurrence of deleterious mutations is assumed to be adequately described 
by a deterministic process. The net effect can then be represented as constant 
indirect selection at the modifier locus, which for a modifier of small effect will be 
proportional to A U. The precise relationship can be determined for any particular 
model of deleterious mutation. 
For example, consider the model of Kimura and Maruyama (1966) which takes 
the limiting case of an infinite number of unlinked loci, segregating for infinitesimally 
rare alleles. Selection occurs before mutation, both in the haploid phase of the life 
cycle. In the case where each deleterious mutation has an equal, multiplicative, effect 
on fitness of (1— s4, an exact expression for the reduction in log fitness experienced 
by a rare neutral modifier has been derived by Dawson (1999), 
lnWd =— AU 	. 	 (4.3) 1 + 5d 
A similar but approximate result, for small A U, has been obtained by Kondrashov 
(1995b). 
In a large population (i.e. 2Nsd >> 1) with no recombination, any individual 
carrying more than the minimum number of deleterious mutations ultimately leaves 
no descendants (Fisher 1930 pp.121-123). The fractions of deleterious mutation 
free offspring produced each generation in the m and M backgrounds are e U  and 
e (t-' respectively, and so ln Wd = —AU. This result has also be obtained 
from deterministic analyses of population genetic models incorporating modifier 
loci (Kimura 1967, Leigh 1973, Dawson 1999). As described in section 1.4.3, this 
result depends on the assumption of no mutation between different modifier alleles. 
However, for the modifiers of small effect which are considered here it is likely to be 
an adequate approximation (this will be justified in chapter 5). 
In this section, I will use a result derived by Leigh (1973) for a two locus 
model with arbitrary linkage to estimate In Wd for deleterious mutations randomly 
scattered over a genetic map of ii chromosomes, each of length M Morgans. By 
analysing a model in which both mutation and selection are deterministic processes, 
Leigh (1973) obtained a formula for the strength of indirect selection on a modifier, 
which increases the mutation rate at a single linked locus by Ap. His analysis of a 
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continuous time model assumes that the linkage disequilibrium between the modifier 
and the selected locus changes rapidly relative to the allele frequency of the modifier. 
This quasi-linkage equilibrium approach is appropriate for a modifier of small effect, 
and yields 
dp 	 _____ 
—p(1 — p)Ap 8d 	 (4.4) 
8d + T 
A similar result has been derived by Kimura (1967). A more general result for a 
deterministic multi-locus model has been derived by K. J. Dawson (unpublished 
results). Dawson's analysis further demonstrates that, if there is no epistasis in 
log fitness between deleterious mutations, then linkage disequilibrium between them 
is only generated because a modifier segregates in the population. The linkage 
disequilibrium is of order (U)2 ; when LW is small, the individual effects on the 
modifier therefore combine multiplicatively, to a good approximation. 
Now consider deleterious mutations scattered randomly over a genome of ii 
chromosomes, each of length M Morgans. A deleterious mutation is unlinked to 
the modifier with probability , and otherwise the map distance, z, between it, 
and a modifier in the middle of a chromosome is a random variable with a uniform 
distribution on [0, M12]. This gives 
lnWd —AU 	
1M/2 8d 	n—i 5d 
\nM h=o 3d  + r(z) 
dz + 








(4.6) — mMj 
where r(z) is the recombination probability obtained from z by using Haldane's 
(1919) mapping function r(z) = ( i — e_2z). The quantity contained in parentheses 
in equation 4.6 describes the increase over the free linkage (mM -3 oo) case. 
Equation 4.6 is obtained from equation 4.5 in the limiting case where 5d << i 
and M >> 1, and is surprisingly accurate for almost all plausible values of these 
parameters. The approximation is least accurate when ii = 1, but, as long as 
8d < 0.1, the error is less than 2% for M > 2, and less than 11% for M > 1. The 
error is reduced for larger ii; it is roughly halved for i-i = 4. Note that, in the case ,  
of free recombination, this result differs by a factor of two from Dawson's (1999) 
analysis of the infinitesimally rare alleles model (equation 4.3), where mutation 
occurs after selection, and hence each deleterious mutation has a 50% chance of 
being separated from the modifier by recombination before selection acts 1 on it., 
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4.2.3 Beneficial mutations 
In this model, I consider only a single beneficial allele to be segregating at any 
one time. However, as will be seen below, in sexual populations only beneficial 
mutations which are tightly linked to the modifier locus and which are destined to 
be fixed have any role to play in the evolution of mutation rates, and so this is only 
a weak restriction on the total rate of beneficial mutations. Because the effect at the 
modifier locus depends on whether the beneficial mutation arises in the m or the M 
background, which is a single random event, it will be necessary to study the long 
term dynamics over the course of many beneficial mutations, each sweeping through 
the population in turn. The approach will be to calculate the expectation of the 
effect of a single beneficial mutation, and then to combine the individual effects to 
estimate the net effect. 
Each beneficial mutation which is destined to be fixed is assumed to arise at a 
point in time such that it does not interfere with other beneficial mutations sweeping 
through the population. This allele, A, confers a selective advantage Sb  compared 
with the alternative allele a. It is assumed that stochastic effects are only important 
when A is rare (i.e. 2Ns& >> 1). The probability of recombination between this 
locus and the modifier locus is r. For each beneficial mutation that arises, r is a 
random variable, and so the effect of many beneficial mutations can be found by 
taking the expectation of the effect of a single beneficial mutation over a distribution 
of values of r. 
The rate of occurrence, in the whole population, of beneficial mutations which 
are destined to be fixed, is K per generation. K may implicitly be a function of 2N 
and U, and may vary through time, depending on the model of adaptive evolution. 
If, for example, adaptation is limited by the rate of environmental change as some 
authors have assumed (Kaplan et al. 1989), then K would be independent of both 
2N and U. Note that even if the delay between an environmental change and the 
ensuing beneficial mutations arising is a function of 2N and U, the overall rate 
of beneficial mutations remains independent of these parameters. The opposite 
extreme is a model of adaptation where there are very many loci at which beneficial 
mutations could potentially arise, so K would be proportional to both 2N and U 
Some'model intermediate between these two extremes seems most likely to be 
realistic. 
The hitchhiking effect is simply represented by the parameter h, which is the 
fraction by which the frequency of the allele not initially associated with the 
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beneficial mutation is multiplied, as a net effect of the entire selective sweep. If, 
for example, A arises in the M background, then 
h 
- frequency of m (as mA) after A is fixed 	
(4.7)  
- frequency of m (as ma) before A arises 
Previous work has concentrated on the effect of hitchhiking on neutral diversity. 
For a totally asexual population h = 0. For sexual populations, the hitchhiking effect 
was first studied by Maynard Smith and Haigh (1974), who derived an approximate 
expression for h. However, their analysis ignored stochastic fluctuations in the 
frequency of the A allele while it is rare. When these are taken into account, 
and conditioning on the ultimate fixation of A, Barton (1998) has found an exact 
expression for the expectation (over realisations of these fluctautions) of h, in terms 
of gamma functions, 
1 - h = (4Ne 8b)'1 " F(1 + r/86)F(1 - T/Sb)\/F(1 + 2r/s6) 	 (4.8) 
for r/so < 1 and 4NC Sb > 1. The dependence on N, the effective population size, 
arises because this is conditional on the fixation of A, which has probability 2sb*-. 
In sexual populations, the hitchhiking effect decreases with increasing population 
size, due to the greater number of generations (and hence recombination events) 
between a beneficial mutation arising and sweeping to fixation. In the model studied 
here, the modifier allele is not neutral. However, the direct selection (In W, ) and 
indirect selection due to deleterious mutations (hi Wd) are assumed to be weak, 
relative to the selection acting on the beneficial mutation (Sb),  and so the result for 
a neutral modifier should be a sufficiently accurate approximation. 
4.2.4 Effect of a single beneficial mutation 
In this part of the analysis, q and p denote the modifier allele frequencies at the 
moment the beneficial allele A arises. We are interested in an expression for p', the 
frequency of the M allele after the A allele has swept to high frequency. Because 
the rate of beneficial mutation in each modifier background is proportional to the 
deleterious mutation rate, the probability of A arising in the m background is 
and in the M background is P(UFAU)  In the former case, p' = hp, and in the latter 
case = (1 - q') = (1 - hq). Because h is a random variable, independent of which 
background the mutation arises on, 	 * 
E ( !~
) 
= E(h) + (U 
+U) 1 - E(h)q 	
M 




---E(1—h)(1—) 	 (4.10) 
4.2.5 Net effect of a succession of beneficial mutations 
Consider a series of x beneficial mutations, arising at rate K over a total time t. I 
will make use of the fact that the expectation of the product of independent random 
variables is the product of the expectations. While p is small, E (!,) is independent 
of p, and hence of the outcome of previous events. In this case 
tlnW6 = ln (E 
(f)X) 	
(4.11) 
Since x —* Kt as t —> oo, using equation 4.10 we obtain 
lnWb = Kln (i + 
AU 
E(1 — h)) 	 (4.12) 
AU 
In 117b KE(1 - h) 	 (4.13) 
For asexual populations (for which h = 0), equation 4.13 is is identical to a result 
derived by Leigh (1973). Although the linkage disequilibrium is much stronger in 
the model analysed here, when the consequently larger effects are averaged over 
the different genetic backgrounds, the net effect is the same as in Leigh's model. 
For sexual populations, Leigh (1973) tabulated values of (p' — p) for a range of r/s6 , 
found b approximate solution of similar equations to those used to study hitchhiking 
(MaynaTfd Smith and Haigh 1974), but assuming deterministic mutation and hence 
weaker linkage disequilibrium. The result obtained here is much simpler, and clearly 
shows the relationship between the indirect selection at the mutator locus, and the 
mean magnitude of hitch-hiking events in the population in question. 
4.2.6 Expectation of the hitchhiking effect 
The results obtained above depend on the expectation of (1 - h). For no 
recombination, this quantity is equal to one, and hitch-hiking events have maximum 
effect on the frequency of the modifier. For a sexual population, E(1 — Ii) can 
be estimated by assuming that the beneficial mutations which arise are randomly 
scattered over it chromosomes, each M Morgans long. Only a small fraction of these 
mutations are likely to have any effect, since (1 — h) is insignificant unless r <  Sb-
Unless the selective advantage of the A allele is very large, r is small enough for it 
to be reasonable to directly equate r with map distance, rather than use Haldane's 
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(1919) mapping function (see Nordborg et al. 1996). When equation 4.8 is averaged 
over a distribution of r, the gamma functions in equation 4.8 can be ignored to 
a good approximation if Ns0 is large. This is because when f- << 1, the gamma 
functions are all approximately one, and when f- is larger, (4NCsb)'i ° becomes 
very small. In the calculation which follows, the error in making this approximation 
is less than 3% when Ne So > 10, and less than 15% when Ns6 > 10. 
In the same way as for deleterious mutations, the probability that the modifier 
and a beneficial mutation are on the same chromosome is 1/n. When the map 
distance between the two is chosen from a uniform distribution on [0, Afl, the 
probability that r < 8b is simply 4. In this case, r is uniformly distributed on 
the interval [0, SO],  and the expectation of (1 - h), according to equation 4.8 without 
the gamma functions, is given by 
1 ro 
E(1 - h T <Sb) - I (4Neso)86dr = 1 - (4NeSo)' (4.14) 
o Jr=O 	 ln(4Nso) 
and therefore, for beneficial mutations scattered randomly over the entire genetic 




4.2.7 Direct selection on the modifier 
(4.15) 
The log-marginal fitness of the M allele relative to the m allele is a function of both 
U and AU. The component of this due to differences in the direct fitness effects of 
the m and M alleles is In W, which is also a function of both U and AU. Let w(U) 
be the fitness of an individual with mutation rate U, carrying the a allele and no 
deleterious mutations. Assume that there is no epistasis between the modifier alleles 
and any fitness-affecting mutations. Then, for a modifier of small effect, In W is 
linear in AU, as follows: 
In WC (U, AU) = lnw(U+AU)—lnw(U) 
dlnw(U) 
dU AU 
	for small AU 	 (4.16) 
Although it is widely believed that increasing the fidelity of DNA replication is 
costly (section 1.4.2, Sturtevant 1937, Kimura 1967, Leigh 1973, Kirkwood et at. 
1986, Kondrashov 1995b, Dawson 1998), very little is known about the nature of 
such a cost. Here I assume that the direct selection results only from increasing 
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costs of higher fidelity replication or mutation repair. This cost approaches infinity 
for perfect fidelity (Kirkwood et al. 1986 p.5), and therefore fitness w is zero for 
U = 0. If the general form of the cost is as shown in figure 1.2, then it would be 
reasonable to assume that w(U) asymptotically approaches some maximum as U 
increases. In this case, the derivative of the fitness function, d  is a strictly dU 
positive, monotonically decreasing function of U. This is important in determining 
the existence and uniqueness of an ESS mutation rate (see below and figure 4.2). It 
appears that it is not possible to make such a statement if the effect of the modifier 
is considered in relative (4JL) rather than absolute (AU) terms. 
The function dInW = dInw(U) will be referred to as the 'cost function'. This is 
because it describes the selective disadvantage (or cost) of a unit reduction in the 
mutation rate (or unit increase in fidelity). 
4.2.8 The evolutionarily stable mutation rate 
An evolutionarily stable mutation rate (ESS; see Maynard Smith 1982), U, is defined 
here such that, given suitable genetic variation, natural selection will always move 
U towards U. In the preceding sections, I have derived an expression for In W, as 
a function of U and AU. Because the modifier is of small effect, this expression is 
linear in AU, and so we need consider only If this derivative is positive then dAU 
modifiers increasing the rate of mutation are favoured, and if it is negative then 
modifiers decreasing the rate of mutation are favoured. At the ESS it will be zero 
and all modifiers (of small effect) are selectively neutral. A graph of "jf against U 
will therefore cross the U-axis, with a negative gradient, at the ESS. If the slope of 
this graph is instead positive at the point it crosses the U-axis, then all modifiers of 
small effect are still selectively neutral, so it is an evolutionary equilibrium. However, 
populations even a small distance away from this equilibrium will not move towards 
it, and hence it is not an ESS. Because the components of In W combine additively, 
they can be differentiated individually, and a necessary condition for the ESS can 
be written 
dlnW dlnWd dlnW,, dlnW 	 - 
dALI = dAU + dALI + dALI 
=0 	U=U 	 (417) 
This is shown graphically in figure 4.2. It will also be useful to determine the ESS 
for the non-biological case where there is no direct selection acting on the modifier, 
which I call the 'no cost' ESS, 0.3t. A necessary condition for this is simply 
dlnW dlnWd dlnWb 	 - 
dAU = dAU + dAU 
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Figure 4.2: The ESS is the value of U where ai9J (solid line) passes through 
the U-axis. The functions from the three contributing effects act 
additively, d In Wb (dotted) from beneficial mutations, d ?jd (dashed) 
from deleterious mutations, and (dot-dashed) from the direct 
fitness effect of the modifier. K = 0.01, s6 = Sd = 0.01, mM = 3, 
2N = io. A cost function of appropriate shape was invented for 
illustrative purposes. 
4.2.9 A general relationship between the indirect selection pressures due to 
beneficial and deleterious mutations 
The result derived in this section relies only on the general form of the equations 
derived above, and should therefore be robust to many of the specific assumptions 
made in this chapter (constant 5d and Sb, rare modifier). It requires only that K 
does not depend on U, i.e. that adaptation is not mutation limited. Equation 4.6, 
in agreement with other analyses (Kimura 1967, Leigh 1973, Kondrashov 1995b, 
Dawson 1999) states that the indirect selection on a modifier due to deleterious 
mutations is proportional to the absolute change in the mutation rate caused 
by that modifier, AU. This is likely to be true for (at least) all cases where 
deleterious mutations are modelled as a deterministic process, since the number 
of extra deleterious mutations associated with a mutator allele will vary with A U. 
Then, using D to represent a function of any of the model parameters except U and 




4.2 Model and analysis 
Equations 4.13 and 4.15 state that the indirect selection on a modifier due to 
beneficial mutations is proportional to the relative change in the mutation rate 
caused by that modifier, This is likely to be true for any model where beneficial 
mutations arise as a stochastic process with low fixed rate. This is because, 
given that a beneficial mutation arises, its subsequent effect on the dynamics at 
the modifier locus depends only on the probability that it arose in the modifier 
background, which depends only on (see section 4.2.4). Using B to represent a 




In all models where the two conditions 4.19 and 4.20 are satisfied, it is possible 
to write an exact expression for the indirect selection due to both beneficial and 
deleterious mutations combined, as a fraction of the indirect selection due to 
deleterious mutations alone, as follows. In terms of B and D, the condition for 
the no cost ESS (equation 4.18) is 
1 +D=0 	 (4.21) 
Unocost 
Multiplying all the terms by Uncsost  gives 
Un8t +D=O (4.22) 
Referring back to the definitions of B and D in equations 4,19 and 4.20 gives the 
following general result, 
dlnW6 dlnWd 
(i 
 Unocost) dlnWd 	 (4.23) 
dMJ + dALI = - 	dAU 
Equation 4.23 is true for all values of U over which K remains constant. It describes 
the indirect selection on a modifier due to both deleterious and beneficial mutations 
(for some value of U), in terms of the indirect selection due to deleterious mutations 
alone (at that U). The term in parentheses depends only on U relative to the no 
cost ESS mutation rate, U.St.  This equation summarises indirect selection on a 
weak modifier of mutation rates. If U = there is no net indirect selection. As 
U increases, the effect of beneficial mutations vanishes. As U approaches zero, 
the effect of beneficial mutations becomes increasingly important, although the 
assumption of constant K cannot hold when this limit is reached. 
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4.2.10 Asexual populations 
Although the model described here seems a reasonable one with which to study 
the evolution of mutation rates in sexual populations, it is not very appropriate for 
asexual populations. In a totally asexual population each beneficial mutation will 
cause a complete clonal replacement, and hence the restriction that p should remain 
small would be violated. As discussed in section 1.4.1, mutator modifiers of large 
effect have been isolated from natural populations of bacteria. The rate of mutation 
at modifier loci themelves would be increased in a mutator phenotype, and hence 
a mutator allele coupled to a beneficial mutation stands an appreciable chance of 
back-mutation once at high frequency. This can result in ultimate fixation of a 
genotype combining the low mutation rate modifier with the beneficial mutation 
(Taddei et al. 1997b). In other words, clonal replacement need not occur, and the 
modifier which 'caused' the beneficial mutation is not fixed, so h ~4 0. 
Microorganisms maintained in continuous culture show population turnovers 
that are too rapid to be explained by sequential fixation of unique beneficial 
mutations (Dykhuizen 1990). 
Some empirical evidence suggests that the concept of an evolutionarily stable 
mutation rate may not be a very useful one for asexual populations. Sniegowski et al. 
(1997) observed that some laboratory populations of wild type K coli were invaded 
by mutator alleles. Under similar conditions, Tröbner and Piechoki (1984) observed 
that a mutator population was invaded by modifiers conferring a lower mutation 
rate. This, behaviour is also observed in simulation studies (Taddei et al. 1997b, 
Tenaillon et al. 1999). The model developed by Taddei et al. (1997b) is clearly more 
a appropriate one with which to study the evolution of mutation rates in asexual 
populations. However, this would not allow easy comparison with results from the 
model used here for sexual populations. The treatment of asexual populations in this 
chapter is best regarded as a limiting case for sexual populations, as recombination 
rates approach zero. 
4.3 Discussion 
4.3.1 The relative effects of beneficial and deleterious mutations 
All other things being equal, both beneficial and deleterious mutations have greater 
effects on the modifier in an asexual population than in a sexual population. Relative 
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to an asexual population, increased levels of recombination reduce the effects of 
beneficial mutations more rapidly than those of deleterious mutations. It is therefore 
instructive to determine the relative magnitudes of the two effects, for each case. 
This can be achieved by determining the no cost ESS, CT.ocost , as described above. 
Some other treatments of the evolution of mutation rates have also considered 
neutral modifiers, and so it is interesting to compare their results with those obtained 
here. Substituting equations 4.6, 4.13 and 4.15 into 4.18, and solving, gives the no 




(4.24) '-'nost - 
8d ln(4Nsb) (mM + In 2saJ) 
and for an asexual population, 
-K . 	 ( 4.25) 
A unique 0, 005 always exists if K is a constant. The result for the asexual 
population (equation 4.25) has been derived previously (Kimura 1967, Leigh 1973, 
Ishii et at 1989) and furthermore is the mutation rate which maximises the 
population mean fitness or minimises the genetic load (Kimura 1967, Ishii et at 
1989). 
In the general case where K may be any chosen function of U, it is still possible 
to determine For asexuals, for example, it is simply the mutation rate which 
satisfies equation 4.25, U = K(U). In general such a O'...t  will exist, but not for the 
simplest example, where K is proportional to U for all U. In this case equations 4.24 
and 4.25 take the form U = cU for some constant c. Depending on whether c is 
greater or less than one, the indirect selection will always act to increase or decrease 
the mutation rate, respectively. 
If 	exists, and if U C 	then in the absence of a cost modifiers 
increasing the rate of mutation would be favoured, because the effect of beneficial 
mutations outweighs the effect of deleterious mutations. Alternatively, if U > 
then the effect of deleterious mutations predominates, and modifiers decreasing the 
rate of mutation are favoured. It can be seen from equations 4.24 and 4.25 that, if 
Sb = s, then 	is always smaller in sexual than in asexual populations. Suppose 
Sd = 0.01, as estimated from mutation accumulation data for E. coli (Kibota and 
Lynch 1996). Then under the restrictions used in deriving equation 4.24, that mM> 
1 and Neso> 102 , the following upper bound for the case Sb = 8d is obtained: 
U 003t (sexual) C 0.034 U 003t(asexual) 	 (4.26) 
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It is possible to find a wide range of biologically reasonable sets of parameters (such 
as large mM) for which is several orders of magnitude smaller in sexual than 
in asexual populations. Only when Sb >> 5d is it possible for the no cost ESS to be 
greater in sexual than in asexual populations. 
In order to make any further consideration of this result, it is necessary to 
consider the available data on U and K. Although many more mutations are 
deleterious than are beneficial, the relationship between the two is not immediately 
apparent because U is a rate per individual, whereas K is a rate per population, 
conditional on ultimate fixation of the beneficial mutations. 
4.3.2 The rate of selective sweeps 
It is clear that K, the rate of beneficial mutations sweeping through a population, 
is an important parameter. However, it is difficult to estimate, and is likely to vary 
greatly across different groups of organisms. For organisms which can be observed 
over many thousands of generations in laboratory evolution experiments it is possible 
to estimate K directly. In asexual populations, selective sweeps cause clonal 
replacements which can be observed as a sudden decrease in the frequency of a rare 
neutral marker (see section 1.2). For Saexharomyces cerevisiae in glucose-limited 
chemostats, periodic selection events were observed at a reasonably uniform rate 
corresponding to K 0.025 (Paquin and Adams 1983). This method is likely to be 
reliable only when sweeps are relatively rare and when s, is relatively large. Periodic 
selection events also cannot be observed reliably when drift substantially influences 
the frequency of rare markers, as it does in batch culture. For E. coli growing in 
batch culture on minimal media, Lenski et at. (1991) fitted a function with multiple 
steps to data on competetive fitness measured against a frozen ancestor. When steps 
were added until no significant improvement in fit was made, this method gave an 
estimate of K 0.002 for the first 2000 generations of the experiment (Lenski et at. 
1991). This method is unlikely to detect sweeps with small Sb  (see figure 3 in that 
paper). 
Much more generally, Haldane (1957) argued that, in order for the substitution 
load to be tolerable, the rate of substitution in higher eukaryotes cannot be much 
greater than th per generation. This is based on an analysis which assumes 
multiplicative effects on fitness. With epistasis, the load is less (Sved 1968, 
Maynard Smith 1968) and so the rate of substitution could be greater. 
A useful approach (taken by Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974) is to determine an 
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upper bound by assuming that, at most, all nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions 
were caused by selection. Most of the available data of this sort is for mammals. 
Nonsynonymous substitution rates in 363 protein coding genes, obtained from 
comparisons between mouse and rat, are listed by Wolfe and Sharp (1993). By 
assuming the divergence to be lOMyr ago (Catzeflis et al. 1992), and assuming that 
an estimate of 6 months per generation for wild populations of mice (H. C. Hauffe, 
unpublished results) is representative, and crudely extrapolating the data to io 
genes, an estimate of K 0.03 is obtained. If there is fluctuating selection at a 
single nucleotide position over a suitably long timescale, then there could be selective 
sweeps back and forth between alternate nucleotides which this method would fail 
to detect. This seems unlikely to be a major concern, especially given the gross 
nature of the overestimate. 
4.3.3 The rate of deleterious mutations 
As discussed in section 1.2, the rate of deleterious mutations per genome is an 
important parameter in many areas of evolutionary biology, and the field of 
mutation rate estimation has been comprehensively reviewed elsewhere (Drake et at. 
1998, Lynch et al. 1999, Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999). Data from mutation 
accumulation experiments gives a lower bound for U, because deleterious mutations 
of small effect are likely to remain undetected, some experiments have studied only 
components of fitness, and the usual method of analysis assumes that all mutations 
are of equal effect. In Eseherichia coli an estimate of U > 0.0002 was obtained 
by Kibota and Lynch (1996). Estimates for Drosophila melanogaster are U 0.35 
(Mukai 1964), U 0.42 (Mukai et al. 1972) and U 0.15 (Ohnishi 1977) per haploid 
genome. Using a different method, which avoids a potential problem of long term 
increases in fitness in the control lines, but assuming a specific form of distribution 
of mutational affects, Garcia-Dorado (1997) obtained a much lower estimate of 
U 0.025 per haploid genome. Indirect estimates for other eukaryotes are mostly 
in the range 0.1 < U < 1 (Drake et at. 1998). In the nematode Caenorhabditis 
elegans Keightley and Caballero (1997) have estimated U 0.0026 per haploid 
genome, using a maximum likelihood analysis and assuming a gamma distribution 
of mutational effects. 
An upper bound for U can also be deduced, since it must certainly be less than 
the total genomic mutation rate. In a range of DNA based microbes p9 = 0.0034 
(Drake et at. 1998, section 1.4.1 and figure 1.1). In higher eukaryotes, the 'effective' 
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rate per sexual generation ranges from 0.14 in Drosophila to 1.6 in humans (Drake 
et al. 1998), but these are extrapolated from data for only a few loci, and are 
probably underestimates because the 'effective' rate includes only mutations with 
conspicuous effects. 
Recent analyses of sequence data for pairwise species comparisons were 
mentioned in section 1.4.1. This method can be used to estimate the rate of 
mutations which never cause a substitution, and the vast majority of these are 
likely to be deleterious (Kondrashov and Crow 1993). Estimates for eukaryotes 
range from U = 0.05 for aphids to U = 3 for humans (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 
1999, Keightley and Eyre-Walker in review). 
4.3.4 Theory applied to the data 
In sexual populations of higher eukaryotes, the available data strongly suggest that 
U >> K. The theory presented above suggests that the net effect of beneficial and 
deleterious mutations would be to favour reductions in the mutation rate. It can 
be seen from equation 4.23 that, since U >> CT.Cost in sexual populations, the term 
in parentheses is close to one and so the combined indirect selection due to both 
deleterious and beneficial mutations is very similar to the indirect selection due to 
deleterious mutations alone. Assuming the populations are near equilibrium, this 
indirect selection pressure must be balanced by direct selection on the modifier, to 
which attention is turned below. 
In microbes, the available data suggest that in novel or fluctuating environments 
or during a bout of adaptive evolution, K might exceed U. For totally asexual 
populations, modifiers increasing the rate of mutation would then be favoured 
(Kimura 1967, Leigh 1970, 1973). Because the results for sexual populations 
obtained here are only appropriate if recombination levels exceed an average of 
one crossover per generation (mM > 1), no statement about the reduction in Unowst  
due to limited recombination in predominantly asexual microbes can be made. This 
question would be better answered in the context of a more realistic model for 
microbes, as discussed in section 4.2.10. 
4.3.5 Are beneficial mutations important in sexual populations? 
The results here provide support for the belief that in sexual populations, the 
combined effect of beneficial and deleterious mutations is to favour a decreased 
rate of mutation (Leigh 1973), and that the indirect selection resulting from 
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Figure 4.3: The slope of the cost function determines the change in the ESS caused 
by beneficial mutations. The ESS without beneficial mutations is 
the left hand arrow, determined by the intercept between d1n W, (dot-
dashed) and dlnWp  (dashed). The ESS with beneficial mutations is dAU
the right hand arrow, determined by the intercept between djc  (dot-
dashed) and dln(Wd±Wb)  (dotted). 
beneficial mutations is small or negligible compared to that resulting from deleterious 
muttions. However, this does not necessarily mean that removing the beneficial 
mutation effect altogether would result in only a small change in the ESS. In the 
absence of any information about the cost function, a general argument is presented 
to explain why this is so. 
Consider two models, identical except for the presence or absence of beneficial 
mutations. Figure 4.3 shows the ESS determined in each case. By reflecting the 
graphs describing indirect selection due to deleterious (or deleterious and beneficial) 
mutations about the U axis, the ESS is determined by the intercept with the 
graph describing the cost. In this example a cost function of suitable shape has 
been invented, such that the difference to the ESS made by including beneficial 
mutations in the model is large, in order to emphasize the following point. Even if 
the combined indirect selection due to beneficial and deleterious mutations is very 
similar to the indirect selection due to deleterious mutations alone, the effect of 
beneficial mutations in determining the ESS may be substantial if the cost function 
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dAU has shallow gradient in the region around the ESS. 
Note that a shallow gradient on a graph of dnC against U is not inconsistent dAU 
with a large cost, but requires only that the cost changes slowly over the mutation 
rate U. It is equivalent to a low curvature on a plot of fitness against mutation rate 
(a low d2In2w  see section 4.2.7). Since very little is known about the nature of such 
a function, it would seem unreasonable to state that the role of beneficial mutations 
in determining the ESS is negligible. On the contrary, it seems that especially in 
metazoa, the time and energy devoted to high fidelity replication of germ-line cell 
DNA would have a very slight effect on the fitness of the organism as a whole. The 
effect would be more substantial (and hence the fitness function more curved) if the 
somatic mutation rate shares a genetic basis with the germ-line mutation rate. 
An obvious corollary is that small changes in the indirect selection due to 
deleterious mutations alone would equally be expected to produce substantial 
changes in the ESS mutation rate. This would perhaps be an easier experimental 
approach to follow. The work of Nothel (1987) and McVean and Hurst (1997) 
described in section 1.4.1 might be taken as support for this idea, but in both of 
these studies there is no reason to think that the differences in indirect selection due 
to deleterious mutations are small. 
4.3.6 Limitations of the model 
The model studied here, in which initially unique mutations sweep through the 
population, is not the only model under which an increase in the mutation rate is 
favoured. Models in which the environment fluctuates randomly (Gillespie 1981b) or 
periodically (Ishii et al. 1989, Leigh 1973) were discussed in section 4.1. In a static 
environment, heterozygote advantage may cause a modifier increasing the mutation 
rate to be favoured in finite populations (Gillespie 1981a), selling populations 
(Holsinger and Feldman 1983), or where selection acts on fecundity (Holsinger et al. 
1986). All of these models, with the exception of that of Leigh (1973), do not 
include the large class of unconditionally deleterious mutations, and therefore the 
approach of determining the ESS mutation rate demonstrates only the qualitative 
fact that modifiers increasing the rate of mutation can be favoured. Where indirect 
selection coefficients are estimated (Gillespie 1981a,b), they are proportional to the 
absolute change in mutation rate (AU) rather than the relative change in mutation 
rate (%). Therefore they would contribute a constant positive term to '''. Since 
the number of loci at which there is a fluctuating or overdominant selection regime 
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is much less than the number of loci at which unconditionally deleterious mutations 
can arise, this term would be overwhelmed by the constant negative term due to 
deleterious mutations In contrast, the effect of hitchhiking with beneficial mutations 
studied here depends only on the relative change in mutation rate, and hence its 
contribution to 3J becomes asymptotically more important as U approaches zero. 
The number of loci at which the beneficial mutations arise is accounted for by the 
parameter K, which can in principle be estimated and compared to U. 
The analysis presented here was restricted to the case where the selective effects 
of both deleterious and beneficial mutations (3d  and Sb)  are constant, because it 
appears that the results would depend not only on the means of the distributions but 
on the higher moments, and so an analysis would have had to assume specific forms 
for the distributions. Such an approach was not followed further as it seemed unlikely 
to yield further insights. Note, however, that the general relationship described by 
equation 4.23 remains valid for any distributions of 8d  and 8b•  Lethal mutations, 
and deleterious somatic mutations, were both ignored in this model. Therefore, 
the estimate of the strength of indirect selection due to deleterious mutations is an 
underestimate, and the conclusion that indirect selection due to beneficial mutations 
is relatively weak is conservative. 
The estimation of indirect selection due to deleterious mutations in section 4.2.2 
assumes that all deleterious mutations stay close to their deterministic mutation-
selection. equilibria frequencies. This would not be appropriate for slightly 
deleterious mutations (for which 2Nsd << 1), which may make up a substantial 
proportion of the total mutational load (Ohta 1973, Ohta and Gillespie 1996, Davies 
et al. 1999, Keightley and Eyre-Walker 1999). In this case, both beneficial and 
deleterious mutations would have to modelled as stochastic processes. 
The work in this chapter was restricted to panmictic populations. The effects 
of breeding system on the evolution of mutation rates is an interesting area 
for theoretical research. There is an increasing quantity of data on nucleotide 
substitution rates for selfing and outcrossing plant species, which could be 
interpreted in a similar way to the rotifer data described in section 1.4.4. However, 
it is probably misleading to equate selfing (automictic) asexual populations to 
apomictic asexual populations, because recessive deleterious alleles will generate 
stronger indirect selection in automicts than in apomicts. 
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Asexual Population 
The analytical results for the mutator frequency at MIS balance presented in this chapter were 
published in conjunction with some results from chapter 2 (Johnson 1999a). The other results are 
unpublished. 
5.1 Introduction 
As outlined in chapter 1, strong mutator phenotypes are found, at moderate 
frequencies, among natural isolates of the bacteria K coli and S. enterica (Gross 
and Siegel 1981, Jyssum 1960, LeClerc et at. 1996, LeClerc and Cebula 1997, Matic 
et at. 1997, see table 1.1). Fixation of a mutator phenotype has been observed when 
initially wild type laboratory populations of E. coli were subjected to strong (Mao 
et at. 1997) or prolonged selection (Sniegowski et al. 1997). Along with experiments 
in which the initial frequency of mutators was varied (Chao and Cox 1983), these 
data suggest that mutators attain high frequency by hitchhiking on beneficial alleles 
which arise at increased rates in the mutator background. 
Most mutator alleles which have been characterised at a molecular level involve 
impairment or loss of function in genes involved in DNA replication or mismatch 
repair (Cox 1976, Miller 1996b, 1998, Horst et at. 1999). There are both evolutionary 
and structural reasons for believing that a random mutation in one of these genes is 
more likely to reduce fidelity than to increase it (Drake 1993 and references therein). 
Therefore, there will be a mutational bias from wild type towards mutator alleles. 
In this chapter, I calculate the frequency of a mutator allele at equilibrium 
between this mutational bias and indirect selection due to deleterious mutations. 
This frequency is important in determining the probability of a mutator hitchhiking 
to high frequency (Chao and Cox 1983), and in determining how variation at mutator 
loci is maintained in natural populations. 
I will consider a simple model, in which there is a single mutator allele of 
strength in (one which elevates the mutation rate to in times the value in a 'wild 
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type' individual) segregating in a strictly asexual population. This population can 
therefore be considered to consist of two subpopulations which I will call wild type 
and mutator. One quantity of interest is the expected frequency of the mutator 
allele (or subpopulation) at equilibrium, in the absence of beneficial mutations. I 
will call this the mutation-indirect selection (MIS) balance frequency, denoted p. 
More generally, PM  will denote the frequency of the mutator allele. 
It has been pointed out to me by Gerrish, Lenski and Sniegowski (in preparation) 
that in an evolving population, in which beneficial mutations periodically sweep to 
fixation, a mutator allele which has not hitchhiked to fixation will be found at a 
lower frequency than its MIS balance frequency, because it will be knocked down 
to zero frequency by the clonal replacement that occurs with each selective sweep. 
The probability of a mutator hitchhiking to fixation is therefore lower than might 
otherwise be predicted, and a more accurate calculation of the probability of a 
mutator allele hitchhiking can be made by modelling the saw-tooth shaped dynamics 
of the mutator frequency. This is analogous to calculations of the deleterious 
mutational load (chapter 2), or of the frequency of a neutral marker (for example 
Berg 1995), in the presence of periodic selection events. 
5.1.1 Previous approaches 
There have been a number of previous approaches to calculating the frequency of a 
mutator allele in the absence of a hitchhiking event. Ninio (1991) considered lethal 
mutations only, and ignored slightly deleterious mutations. 
The classic equilibrium result of Kimura and Maruyama (1966), E(w) = e_U (see 
chapter 2) has often been used to determine the indirect selection acting on a mutator 
(Leigh 1970, Kondrashov 1995b, Drake et al. 1998, Dawson 1999). Since there is no 
recombinaiton between the two subpopulations, they are assumed to independently 
approach the equilibrium mean fitnesses appropriate to their mutation rates, which 
are e_U  and  e_mU  for the wild type and mutator respectively. At equilibrium the 
marginal fitness of the mutator allele is therefore e -('- ')u relative to the wild type 
allele. For small mU the indirect selection against the mutator is approximately 
(m - 1)U, the amount by which it increases the mutation rate. 
For one way mutation from wild type to mutator at rate p,  Tenaillon et al. (1999) 
assumed that the frequency of the mutator allele at mutation-indirect selection 
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(MIS) balance to be given by 
/1 
= 1 - e_(m_ 1 )u 
(5.1) 
For small (in - 1)U, the mutator frequency would be approximately p 	(m1)U 
(There is an obvious analogy with the frequency of a deleterious allele at mutation-
selection balance, approximately -, where 8d  is the direct selection against the 
Sd 
allele.) When all mutations are lethal, the wild type and mutator subpopulations 
instantly attain their equilibrium mean fitnesses, and equation 5.1 is correct. 
Tenaillon et al. (1999), echoing a sentiment of Fisher (1930 pp.121-122), assumed 
that all deleterious mutations are ultimately lethal, "because they are evolutionary 
dead ends". However, in general it is misleading to consider the two subpopulations 
as separate, with no gene flow between the two (see section 1.4.3). This is because 
there is a constant flux of individuals from the wild type subpopulation to the 
mutator subpopulation, produced by mutation at the mutator locus. If deleterious 
mutations are ultimately, but not instantly, lethal, then these recruits approach the 
mutator fitness distribution slowly (see figure 2.2). This may raise the fitness of 
the mutator subpopulation substantially so that mutators would be found at higher 
frequency than predicted by equation 5.1. For a strong mutator (in = 1000 and with 
the selection coefficient against deleterious alleles 8d = 0.05) Tenaillon et al. (1999) 
observed MIS balance frequencies in simulations to be twice the value predicted by 
equation 5.1. 
Gerñsh et al. (in preparation) have determined the dynamics of the mutator 
frequency by assuming that the mutator. has constant reduced fitness e_(m_flU 
relative to the wild type. This gives rise to the recursion 
it - 	pM e(m1r 	 i — PM 	 52 PM 
- i—PM +pMem 1)U + i - PM +pMe (m 
1)U 
for one generation of selection and mutation. For the same reasons as discussed 
above, this calculation is an approximation which may not be very accurate when 
the approach to mutation—selection balance is slow. 
Bee et al. (2000) have calculated the frequency of a mutator allele in an 
expanding population. They explicitly assume that the number of wild type and 
mutator bacteria are given by the expressions (2 - U)T and (2 - rriU)T respectively, 
where T is time measured in units of inter-division times. This calculation therefore 
assumes that all deleterious mutations are lethal. 
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5.2 Model 
The model and method of analysis developed in chapter 2 are well suited 
to studying this particular problem, because the distribution of fitness in the 
mutator subpopulation is a mixture of distributions derived from the wild type 
subpopulation, which will have approached some way towards the mutator 
equilibrium distribution, according to how recently they became mutators. As 
described in chapter 2, this model can be used to study an infinite asexual population 
which is divided into a number of discrete subpopulations. In this chapter there are 
two such subpopulations, wild type (.1w)  and mutator (fm). .1 assume that there is 
one way mutation at rate p from wild type to mutator, and that the mutator has 
an elevated genomic deleterious mutation rate of mU (the wild type rate is U). The 
main quantity of interest is the frequency of the mutator allele, which is given by 
PM = JM(0). For a summary of the other notation used, see table 2.1. 
5.3 Analysis 
Mutation from wild type to mutator, at rate p, is described by the recursions 
and 
-II fw(z) = (1 - p)fw(z) 	 (5.3) 
J(z) = ?k (Z) + PA , (z) 	 (5.4) 
where a triple tilde denotes a quantity after mutator mutation, and a double tilde 
denotes a quantity before mutator mutation. When combined with recursions 2.8 
and 2. 10, this gives the following complete recursions (for one generation of selection, 
followed by deleterious mutation, followed by mutator mutation): 
J(z) = Jw(z +1) 	
1— •
jj 	eU(W( 1 ) 
fw(1) + fm ( 1 ) 
?I& (Z) = JM(z +1) _
1 -_em( 1 ) 
fw(1) + fm (1) 
+ Jw(z + 1) - 	- 	ek_1) . 	 (5.6) 
fw(1)+fM(1) 
I have been unable to solve equations 5.5 and 5.6 directly to find the equilibrium, or 




same approach as for the single population in chapter 2, and determine the limit to 
the dynamics as t —* oc. 
5.3.1 The MIS balance frequency 
Consider the initial conditions of the wild type subpopulation at equilibrium (not 
the initial condition of a homogenous population, as considered in chapter 2), 
with mutators initially absent. This has sufficiently simple dynamics to describe 
analytically. For these initial conditions j) (z) = J (z) (the equilibrium distribution 
as found in chapter 2) and j) (z) = 0. A superscript (t) denotes a quantity at time 
t. After some algebra, it may be shown that the following are always true: 
iv( 	At)  = j j9(0)j*( z) 	 (5.7) 




Equation 5.7 tells us that the distribution of fitnesses within the wild type 
subpopulation stays the same shape, which is an obvious property of the model, 
because mutation is one-way. Equation 5.8 tells us how the size of the wild type 
subpopulation changes over time. 
The change of variables, 7(z) = f*L, decouples the recursions 5.5 and 5.6, and 
the entire system is now described exactly by the single recursion 
= 7(z + l) ) 
+ 	' J(z) 	 (5.9) 
with initial condition (°) (z) = 0. A proof by induction shows that the state of the 
population at time t is described exactly by the equation 
t-1 / 
øy (t)( z ) = J*(z) L 	
' 	e_(m_1)UE(I_)) 	 (5.10) 
1=0 \  
In this equation the sum in the exponent may have no terms (when i = 0) and is 
then considered to equal zero. The special case of equation 5.10, when z = 0, can 
be used to determine the mutator frequency at time t by noting that the mutator 
allele frequency is given by 
PM = f? 
	7(t)  (0)
Am 
(0) = (t)  
(1 + 7(t) (o))  
(5.11) 
Note that, like all quantities in this analysis, the mutator frequency is given 
after mutator mutation, which is after mutation but before selection. It may be 
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of interest to find the mutator frequency after selection. This is the same as the 
frequency after deleterious and lethal mutation (recursion 2.10), because this does 
not change the frequency of the mutator allele. (Lethal mutation simply sets the 
fitness of some individuals to zero.) Setting z = 0 in equation 5.4, and noting that 
J,(0) = 1 - Jç,(o), shows that 
(5.12) 
When all mutations are lethal d(z) = o (where 6 o is the Kronecker-delta 
function') and equation 5.10 reduces to give (exactly) 
P 
= 1 — e(m1)U (2 — p 
- e_(m_1W) . 	 (5.13) 
Equations 5.13 and 5.1 are approximately equal when (m - l)U << 1 and p << 1. 
The difference between the two arises because, in the model studied here, lethal 
mutation occurs before mutator mutation, and so at the next selection stage of 
the life cycle some of the mutator individuals have been mutator for less than one 
generation. These individuals carry lethal mutations at the same frequency as wild 
type individuals. 
For more general distributions of effects (i.e. not all lethal), I have been unable 
to find an exact expression for the limit of equation 5.10 as t —+ oo. By noting that 
both summands are monotonic series, strict upper and lower bounds on parts of the 
sum can be found in terms of integrals. For many distributions of mutational effects 
(including equal effects, exponential and gamma distributions, and any mixture of 
such distributions), the inner integral can then be solved analytically. The mutator 
allele frequency can be bounded numerically, to any desired accuracy, by adding 
exact terms in the sum for small i (typically up to 100) to the lower and upper bounds 
on the rest of the sum. This calculation has been automated in a Mathematjca 
(Wolfram 1996) notebook. It may appear that, because of the complexity of this 
analytical 'solution' for the mutator frequency at time t and at equilibrium, that 
nothing has been gained over simply numerically iterating the recursions 5.5 and 
5.6. However, this is not as straightforward an approach as it might seem, since 
these are recursions for functions, so one must iterate either algebraic expressions 
or histogram type descriptions of the distributions of fitness. Although finding the 
mutator frequency as t —* oo involves evaluating a sum with an infinite number of 
I = 'defined as 8z0 = i, when z 0 
 to,  when z 0 
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terms, because the term for time t does not depend on 7, upper and lower bounds 
on individual terms can be summed without errors compounding as the number of 
terms increases. 
5.3.2 Approximation for the MIS balance frequency 
Examination of equation 5.10 gives little understanding of how the frequency of a 
mutator allele depends on the model parameters. When << 1 and p << (m—l)U << 
1, and there are no lethal mutations, a good approximation to equation 5.10 is 
"V'2(m 	
(5.14) 
The derivation of this equation is given below. 
5.3.2.1 Derivation of equation 5.14 
The LT of any distribution of mutational effects with finite expectation is d(z) = 
1 - & + 0 ((z) 2 ), so approximating to leading order in T ignores all information 
about the shape of the distribution. Clearly, << 1 alone does not justify making 
the approximation d(z + j) = 1 - (z + j), since when t is large or infinite, j will 
be large in some terms of equation 5.10. However, these problematic terms, for 
which (z + j) t 1, are small relative to the complete sum, and can be ignored to 
a good approximation. Substituting d(j) 1 - ?j into the exact equation 5.10, and 
assuming p <C 1, gives 




e(1( 1+1 ) 	 (5.15) 
1=0 







Approximating the sum by an integral gives 
t-i 
7 (t)(0) it eU(m_1) L4 
e(_ 	
di . 	 (5.17) 
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(Note that there is a fairly arbitrary choice as to *hat the limits to the integral 
should be.) The integral can be expressed in terms of the error function' and so 
7(0) 	p e(8' (m_ 1 0 / 	ir 
V 2(m-1)U 
(erf I(t - 1)(m - i)Uej - erf 	- i)UeJ) . (5.18)  21 
Because we assume p << (in - 1)U, the mutator is rare and so PM 7(0). When 
t —* oc , and assuming (in - 1)Ue << 1, this gives equation 5.14. 
5.3.3 Mutator frequency in an evolving population 
As an approximation to the dynamics of mutator allele frequency following a periodic 
selection event, consider the initial condition of a homogenous wild type population 
(with w = 1) and no mutators present. This is different to the initial conditions 
considered in section 5.3.1, where the wild type population was at equilibrium. The 
initial conditions of interest here are f(z) = 1 and f(z) = 0. Suppose that we 
wish to find p) = j(0), the mutator frequeny at time t = r 54 oo. This can be 
achieved numerically as follows. 
The mutator frequency at time r depends only on the mean fitnesses of the two 
subpopulations at time r — 1, and not on any of the higher moments. These in turn 
depend on the variances in fitness at time r — 2, and so on. Thus, to calculate the 
mutator frequency f1(0) we need to know f(z) and JV(z) for all t <r and for 
all z < r — t. Because we have specified all of the moments at t = 0 (they are all one 
or zero) we can calculate a set of r — t moments for each t = 1, 2,... and eventually 
find the mutator frequency at the desired t = r. 
5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Mutator frequency at MIS balance 
Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 were constructed by plotting both upper and lower bounds 
on the frequency of a mutator allele at t = oo, evaluating enough terms.in  the sum 
of equation 5.10 exactly to make the bounds indistinguishable and appear as a single. 
curve. All of these results were calculated using p = 5 x io. This is a reasonable 
	
'The error function erf[.J satisfies f 	= j/Ferf[x] + C 
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Figure 5.1: Mutator allele frequency against mutator strength. 
estimate for E. coli (Taddei et al. 1997b). The results remain general because, when 
p is small, the mutator frequency is linear in p, for both the calculations made here 
and when all deleterious mutations are assumed lethal (equation 5.1). All of the 
results also use U = 2 x iO, which is a lower bound for E. coli estimated from 
mutation accumulation data (Kibota and Lynch 1996). This also does not affect 
the generality of the results, because the exact mutator frequency depends on the 
parameter U(m - 1), and so the effects of varying U are effectively explored by 
varying in (as in figure 5.1). 
Figure 5.1 shows a log-log plot of the mutator allele frequency at MIS balance, 
as a function of the mutator strength in. Curves are drawn for an exponential 
distribution of effects with three different values of mean deleterious mutation effect: 
= 10 (dash-dot-dot),E = 10 -2  (dash-dot) and E = 10 -1 (solid). The mutator 
frequency according to equation 5.1 (effectively assuming all mutations are lethal; 
lower thin dashed line) and for the approximate equation 5.14 (sparsely dotted 
lines) are shown for comparison. For weak mutators (in = 10) and deleterious 
mutations of large effect (T = 10 -1 ), the mutator frequency given by equation 5.1 is 
not too inaccurate. However, for either strong mutators (in = 1000), or deleterious 
mutations of small effect ( = io), equation equation 5.1 is very inaccurate. For 
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Figure 5.2: Mutator allele frequency against mean deleterious mutation effect. 
m = 1000, fi = 1 and T = 10 the error is a factor of 17. As expected equation 5.14 
is more accurate for small c but, surprisingly, is more accurate more larger M. This 
may be because of greater sensitivity to the approximation p << (in - 1)UF than to 
(in - I)Ue << 1. 
Figure 5.2 shows a log-log plot of the mutator allele frequency at MIS balance, 
as a function of the mean deleterious mutational effect e, with in = iDOL Curves 
are drawn for three different distributions of mutational effects: gamma with shape 
parameter fl = 0.2 (dash-dot), exponential (long dash) and equal effect (solid). 
The mutator allele frequency according to equation 5.1 (lower thin dashed line) 
does not vary with e. The approximation used in deriving equation 5.14 ignores all 
information about the shape of the distribution of mutational effects, and so only 
a single curve is drawn (sparsely dotted line). The curve for a gamma distribution 
with fi = 5 was omitted as it would lie between the curves for fi = 1 and j3 =00, 
which are close together anyway. When mutations have large effects ( = 10- '), the 
shape of the distribution of effects has significant effect on the mutator frequency. 
However, when mutations have small effects, the shape of the distribution has liitlé 
effect on the mutator allele frequency. This is because the LT of any distribution 
of mutational effects is d(z) = 1 - & + 0 ((?z) 2 ), so they are the same to leading 
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Figure 5.3: Mutator allele frequency against fraction of mutations which are lethal. 
order in F. The approximations in equation 5.14 become progressively worse as as? 
increases, and is actually less accurate than assuming that all mutations are lethal 
(equation 5.1) when ?> 0.03. 
The results described above have shown that the mutator allele frequency 
predicted by equation 5.1 is very misleading when the mean effect of deleterious 
- mutations, , is small. However, since a lethal mutation has c = oc, if any fraction 
of mutations are lethal then ? = oc also. One might suppose that equation 5.1 
would then be correct. In order to investigate this, I considered a distribution of 
mutational effects where some fraction I of mutations are lethal, and the remaining 
fraction (1 - I) are drawn from some distribution with mean ?,j. The LT of 
mutational effects, J(z), is then discontinuous at z = 0, but equation 5.10 and the 
bounds deduced on it are still correct. Figure 5.3 shows a log plot of the mutator 
allele frequency at MIS balance as a function of 1, with m = 100. Curves are 
drawn for exponential distributions of effects with three different values of non-
lethal mean effect: ?j = 10 (dash-dot-dot), 10_ 2 (dash-dot) and 10 (solid). As 
expected, when all mutations are lethal, the imitator is at the frequency predicted by 
equation 5.1. However, the frequency of the imitator allele decreases roughly linearly 
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Figure 5.4: Dynamics of mutator allele frequency. 
the actual mutator frequency and the frequency estimated using equation 5.1 would 
remain substantial. Although a discontinuous distribution of mutational effects may 
not be biologically realistic, this calculation can be regarded as a conservative one 
by assigning all deleterious mutations of large effect into the lethal class. 
5.4.2 Mutator frequency in an evolving population 
The dynamics of mutator frequency were calculated using the method described in 
section 5.3.3, assuming U = 2 x iO, m = 100, p = 5 x i0, I = 1V2 and an 
exponential distribution of non-lethal deleterious mutational effects with a range of 
E.I. These are shown as solid lines on figure 5.4, which is plotted on a log-lbg scale. 
In general, the strength of indirect selection against the mutator allele changes 
over time. Therefore, calculations of mutator dynamics which assume constant mean 
fitnesses for the wild type and mutator subpopulations (for example Boe et al. 2000, 
Gerrish et al. in preparation, equation 5.2) cannot be exactly correct: However, 
it seems plausible that such an approach could yield an accurate approximatioh.n 
To investigate this further, I considered the recursion equation 5.2, but with an 
'effective mutation rate' Lie substituted for U. For arbitatrary choice of U6 this 
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Table 5.1: Effective mutation rates U used to draw figure 5.4. 
U6 
2.0 x 10-6  Considering lethals only. 
iO 	4.9 x 10-6 
10 1.2 x iO 
10 	3.3 x 10 
10- 2  8.1 x 10 
10_ 1 1.5 x 10 
2.0 x 10 	Assuming all mutations are lethal. 
equation can describe the dynamics of any deleterious allele with constant reduced 
fitness e-('- fl ue relative to the wild type. A plausible choice for U. is the value 
which gives the correct equilibrium mutator frequency, and satisfies 
IL 
= 1 - e_(m_fluc 
(5.19) 
When exact values for PM  are found using equation 5.10, the corresponding values 
for U are given in table 5.1. The mutator dynamics were then calculated using 
equation 5.2, and are shown as dotted lines on figure 5.4. For these parameter 
values this approximation is accurate to within a factor of 1.21 for the first 2000 
generations. (The maximum difference is for ? = iO at t = 300.) 
The approach originally taken by Gerrish et al. (in preparation) assumes U6 = U 
and the dynamics calculated this way are shown as the lower dashed line in figure 5.4. 
This seems a good approximation when F is large. 
An alternative approximation would be to ignore all slightly deleterious 
mutations altogether. In this case U. = IU and the dynamics are shown as the 
upper dashed line in figure 5.4. This is a good approximation when is small, and 
is almost indistinguishbale from the exact dynamics for = iO. 
5.5 Discussion 
5.5.1 MIS balance frequency 
In the introduction to this chapter, I argued verbally that estimating the frequency of 
a mutator allele by assuming that all deleterious mutations are ultimately lethal, as 
equation 5.1 does, would be misleading when newly arisen mutator alleles approach 
the mutator distribution of fitness slowly. The results presented confirm that this 
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is the case if the mean effect of deleterious mutations is small, especially if the 
distribution of mutational effects has a high variance, and if lethal mutations are 
rare. Therefore, a summary of what is known and may be inferred about these 
parameters is appropriate. In this section 8d  denotes the selection coefficient, which 
is approximately equal to € in the present model when it is small. 
Mutation accumulation data for K coli (Kibota and Lynch 1996) suggests U > 
Umin = 2 x 10-4 and Yd :~ 0.012. 8d  = max only when mutations have 
equal effects, and may be substantially smaller if the distribution of effects has a 
large coefficient of variation (see for example Lynch et at. 1999). If all mutations 
affect fitness (K coli has little repeated DNA, and has biased codon usage) then U 
3 x 10-s , the total genomic mutation rate (Drake et at. 1998 and references therein). 
Since the mutation accumulation data provides a robust estimate of the, product 
U, then Td  ct 8 x iO in the laboratory environment in which the fitness assays 
were made. The distribution of selective effects of random transposable element 
insertions has been estimated directly for E. coli (Elena et al. 1998). This study 
found most support for a model where 97% of mutations have selective effects from a 
gamma distribution with fi = 3.03 and Yd = 0.016, and the remainder have selection 
coefficients distributed uniformly between 0 and 1. However, the distribution of 
spontaneous mutational effects has not been estimated for any asexual microbe, and 
data from mutation accumulation experiments with other organisms is equivocal. 
For example, when a gamma distribution of effects was fitted to data for C. elegans, 
highest support was found for very high values of fi, i.e. a distribution with mostly 
equal effects, and distributions with 9 c 1. were rejected (Keightley and Caballero 
1997). On the other hand, with data for D. inclanogaster, highest support was found 
for fi < 1, and distributions with very large values of fi were rejected (Fry et al. 
1999). These and other data on effects of spontaneous deleterious mutations are 
described in recent review articles (Lynch et at. 1999, Kei'ghtley and Eyre-Walker 
1999). A study of C. elegans lines exposed to ethylmethane sulphonate (EMS) found 
highest support for a bimodal distribution of effects (Davies et at. 1999). Both this 
and the results of Elena et at. (1998) suggest that a single gamma distribution cannot 
adequately describe the distribution of mutational effects. 
For the second chromosome of D. rnetanogaster, it has been estimated that U > 
0.1411 and that the rate of lethal mutations is approximately 0.0063 (Mukai 1964). 
Hence the fraction of lethal mutations I < 0.043. It has also been estimated that 
loss of function in 53/218 = 24% of protein coding genes in D. melanoga.ster result 
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in lethality (Ashburner et at. 1999). This sets an absolute upper limit on 1, since 
not all mutations will cause loss of function, and mutations in regulatory sequences 
are not allowed for. There has been no direct measurement of the rate of lethal 
mutations in microbes; I c 0.01 was considered a reasonable estimate for E. coli 
growing on minimal media (Painter 1975). 
In this model, back mutation from mutator to wild type has been ignored. It 
is not clear whether such back mutations do occur in nature (Sniegowski et al. 
1997, Taddei et at. 1997b), but if they did, and if the mutator accelerated its own 
rate of back mutation so that the rate was substantial (more than the base pair 
reversion rate -. iO), then the flux of lower fitness individuals into the wild 
type subpopulation would further reduce the fitness difference between the two 
subpopulations. This effect remains to be quantified. In finite populations, the 
average number of generations until extinction of a given copy of a deleterious allele 
is small (Kimura and Ohta 1969a). By analogy, one might expect most (indirectly 
deleterious) mutator alleles to be relatively young, and therefore the mutator 
subpopulation would be even closer to the wild type distribution of fitness than 
predicted by the infinite population model studied here. However, greater fixation 
probabilities of slightly deleterious mutations in the small mutator subpopulation 
(see Ohta 1992) would lower the fitness of the mutator subpopulation. Further work 
is required to determine the significance of these finite population effects. 
The tesults in this chapter suggest a qualitatively new conclusion about the 
evolution of mutation rates in asexual organisms. Previous work (see references in 
Drake et at. 1998, Dawson 1998, chapter 1) has all concluded that the evolution 
of mutation rates in asexual populations is independent of the selection coefficients 
of deleterious mutations. Here I have shown that this is not true, and that the 
frequencies of mutator alleles (and hence the population mean mutation rate) will 
vary inversely with the strength of selection against deleterious mutations. A 
dependency on 8d  was also discovered by Orr (2000b, see section 1.4.3). 
The quantitative difference between this and previous results is also important. 
The higher frequency of mutator alleles means that they are more likely to 
hitchhike to fixation (Chao and Cox 1983). Furthermore, the distribution of 
fitness in a mutator subpopulation at MIS balance will be far from its independent 
equilibrium, and so fixation probabilities of beneficial mutations arising in the 
mutator background will be higher than might be supposed from the mutator 
mutation rate alone (Charlesworth 1994, Peck 1994, Barton 1995b). Once a mutator 
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allele is fixed by hitchhiking, it may take a long time to reach its equilibrium 
distribution of fitness (figure 2.2), and hence to suffer the disadvantage of its higher 
mutation rate. Indeed, Sniegowski et al. (1997) found no significant differences 
between mean fitnesses of lines of E. coli with wild type mutation rates and 
lines which had been fixed for strong mutator alleles for 1000, 6000 and 
7000 generations. For the same lines of K coli, Elena and Lenski (1997a) found 
exceptionally high variance for fitness in the line which had been mutator for 'S'-' 7000 
generations, but not in the line which had been mutator for -.' 1000 generations. All 
of these considerations add theoretical support for the idea that strong mutator 
alleles can contribute to adaptive evolution after being fixed by hitchhiking (Taddei 
et at. 1997a, Tenaillon S at. 1999). 
5.5.2 Relationship to the frequency of mutators in nature 
If the mean effect of deleterious mutations in nature is small, and the variance in 
effects large, then weak mutator frequencies of up top = 0.2% might be maintained 
in populations of E. coli by mutational bias alone (p = 5 x iO, U = 2 x 10, 
rn = 10, E = 10, 0 = 0.2). This figure is considerably lower than most estimates 
of the frequency of mutators among natural isolates of bacteria (see table 1.1). 
Hitchhiking of mutators on beneficial mutations (Mao et at. 1997, Sniegowski et al. 
1997, Taddei et at. 1997a, Tenaillon et at. 1999) is most likely to be responsible for 
maintaining these high mutator frequencies. 
However, it seems to me that there can be little doubt that mutators can and will 
occasionally hitchhike to high frequency in nature. The more important consequence 
of finding mutators in natural populations are at higher frequency than predicted by 
the MIS balance calculation is that, after hitchhiking, mutators persist for a period 
of time comparable to the 'waiting time' for a hitchhiking event. Very roughly, 
finding mutators at a frequency of M (say M = 2%), which is (M - p) above 
the MIS balance frequency, which implies a persistence time which is a fraction 
(M - p) = 1.8% of the waiting time. 
There are a number of areas in which further work is required, to improve 
our understanding of the persistence of mutator alleles in natural populations. 
Firstly, the predicted value of MIS balance mutator frequency, p,  is almost exactly 
proportional to p (see equations 5.10 and 5.14). The widely accpeted estimate 
p = 5 x iO (used by Taddei et at. 1997a, Tenaillon S at. 1999, and here) is in fact 
based on a very rough argument that "[pap ] 10, _[and] [and] 500 base changes 
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(spread between ten antimutator genes) will lead to a mutator phenotype" (Taddei 
el at. 1997b). I am aware of only one study which actually attempts to measure the 
mutation rate towards mutator alleles: Boe et al. (2000) estimated it 5 x 10 6 . 
If this estimate is correct, it suggests a ten fold higher mutator frequency could be 
maintained by mutation bias alone (i.e. p 2%). Thus, frequencies of mutators in 
natural populations could be explained by mutational bias alone, and corresponding 
rough estimates of the persistence time of mutators, (M - pj, are close to zero. 
However, the estimate of Boe et al. (2000) is based on an observation of 2 mutator 
colonies out of 62000, and therefore has very large associated uncertainties. Clearly, 
more data, both on rates of mutation towards mutator phenotypes and also on 
mutator frequencies in nature, would help to resolve this issue. 
Secondly, in nature there is almost certainly a cost of high fidelity replication 
(Bessman et al. 1974, Kirkwood et al. 1986, Kondrashov 1995b, Dawson 1998, see 
section 1.4.2.1). Therefore, a mutator allele will have a direct selective advantage 
over a competing wild type allele. This advantage is probably very slight, but since 
the indirect selection due to deleterious mutations may also be weak, it would be 
interesting to examine how the MIS balance frequency of a mutator allele varies 
when the cost of fidelity is included in the model. 
Finally, the frequency of mutators among natural isolates is lower than amongst 
replicate laboratory evolution experiments (Mao et at. 1997, Sniegowski et al. 1997) 
or computer simulations (Taddei et at. 1997a, Tenaillon et al. 1999). Clearly, some 
mechanism limits the persistence of mutators in natural populations. Possibilities 
include: 
• Back—mutation from mutator to wild type allele allows the beneficial alleles 
generated in a mutator background to ultimately become associated with wild 
type modifier alleles (Taddei et at. 1997a). A similar mechanism could also 
operate if there was rare genetic exchange. 
• Strongly selected beneficial mutations, which occurred in the laboratory 
evolution experiments (Mao et at. 1997, Sniegowski et at. 1997), might be 
rare in nature. Simulation results (Tenaillon et at. 1999 figure 3) show that 
hitchhiking probability is sensitive to the selection coefficients of beneficial 
alleles, yet little attention has been drawn to this fact. 
• There is some evidence that populations fixed for mutator alleles accumulate 
an excessive deleterious mutational load (Funchain et at. 2000), but other 
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studies (Sniegowski et at. 1997, Elena and Lenski 1997a) failed to find such an 
effect. 
• The study of Tenaillon et al. (1999) found that adaptation was fastest in the 
simulations where mutator alleles became fixed. This study assumed a uniform 
selection coefficient of 8d = 0.05 against deleterious alleles. Orr (2000b) has 
shown theoretically that the rate of adaptation is maximised when U = Eh(s4. 
This is entirely consistent with the results of Tenaillon et at. (1999), where, 
for example, mutator alleles which elevate the mutation rate from U = 10 
to mU = 100 x 10 = 10_i increase the rate of adaptation and enjoy high 
fixation probabilities. However, Orr's (2000b) result suggests that this finding 
may well be sensitive to the assumption of 3d = 0.05 made by Tenaillon et al. 
(1999), and this assumption is unlikely to reflect the distribution of selection 
coefficients against deleterious alleles in nature. 
• Genetic polymorphism maintained by frequency dependent selection may 
prevent mutators from becoming fixed within any single population. Rozen 
and Lenski (2000) have recently shown that such .a polymorphism persisted in 
a population of E. coli maintained for over 15000 generations of batch culture 
in minimal media. Given that this polymorphism was not eliminated by any 
selective sweeps which occurred over this time, it follows that a mutator could 
not have been fixed by hitchhiking on any single selective sweep. (In fact, 
this particular experimental population had become fixed for a mutator allele 
before the polymorphism arose.) 
An empirical determination of the distribution of mutators amongst their hosts 
might allow the relative importances of these mechanisms to be distinguished. By 
distribution, I mean whether mutators are found at low frequency in all hosts, 
or at high frequency in a few hosts, and whether they are found at similar 
frequencies amongst isolates of more sexual bacteria such as Neisseria gonorrhea 
and Haemophilus influenzae. Further theoretical work is required to discover which 
features of this distribution are consistent with which of the above hypotheses, and 
what the optimal sampling strategy might be. 
5.5.3 Dynamics of mutator frequency 
In future analytical work it may be useful to have a simple way of approximating 
the dynamics of a mutator allele following a periodic selection event. The results 
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shown in figure 5.4 suggest that one can find an 'effective mutation rate' U, and 
proceed as if the mutator allele has constant reduced fitness e_(m-1)  relative to 
the wild type. Note that I have only examined the validity of this approximation for 
exponential distributions of mutational effects, but further numerical work would 
better establish the usefulness of this approximation. However, one still has to find 
LT, which is calculated from p. 
The crudest approximation would be to take the approximate value for pfrom 




For some applications, it may even be sufficient to model mutator dynamics, stating 
that an effective mutation rate exists, and is bounded by IU < U :5 U. 
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In this thesis I have presented some theoretical results relevant to two distinct, but 
inter-related, themes in evolutionary biology. Chapters 2, 3 and 5 have described 
some aspects of evolutionary processes in strictly asexual populations. Chapters 4 
and 5 have tackled issues on the relatively esoteric subject of the evolution of 
mutation rates. 
6.1 Evolutionary processes in asexual populations 
The main conclusion to be derived from chapter 2 is that the load due to segregating 
deleterious alleles is reduced by a periodic selection event, and may take a substantial 
time to return to its equilibrium value. This 'slow approch' is most marked for 
distributions of deleterious mutational effects which resemble a 'nearly neutral' 
distribution (Ohta 1973), or have a large coefficient of variation. I have developed a 
method for calculating the dynamics which follow a catastrophic, or instantaneous, 
selective sweep. For the more general case, where a beneficial allelç sweeps slowly 
through a population, the calculations presented in chapter 2 can apply without 
alteration to either of the two subpopulations (with or without the beneficial allele), 
and hence a description of the whole population could be obtained. 
An interesting extension, which could be made within the existing framework, 
would be to explore the behaviour of the load when the intensity of selection against 
deleterious mutations fluctuates over time. The steady state load, in the absence of 
periodic selection events, would depend on how closely the frequencies of deleterious 
alleles tracked their time—dependent equilibrium values. 
A biologically important improvement to this model would be to include back—
or compensatory mutations. For the general case where deleterious mutations have 
a range of effects, it is not clear that this extension could be made within the current 
framework, since the distribution of fitness does not contain information about the 
number of deleterious alleles which could back—mutate in each individual. 
The most challenging extension to the model described in chapter 2 would be to 
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include finite population effects. There are a number of ways in which this could be 
attempted. (i) Diffusion approximations could be made for the dynamics of the allele 
frequencies at individual loci, and also for the dynamics of the disequilibria between 
loci. Ewens (1979 pp.177-212) describes equilibrium results for the two locus case; 
the extension to many loci would be very difficult. Possible alternative approaches 
include (ii) studying a single locus polyallelic diffusion, where each 'allele' represents 
a different genotype, or (iii) finding diffusion approximations for the moments or 
cumulants of fitness in the population. The latter approach has been previously 
explored for the case where mutations have equal effects (Higgs and Woodcock 
1995, Prügel-Bennett 1997). 
In chapter 3 I examined a problem which has been considered previously 
by a number of authors (Manning and Thompson 1984, Charlesworth 1994, 
Peck 1994, Barton 1995b), namely determining to what extent the fixation 
probability of a beneficial allele is reduced, due segregating deleterious alleles in 
an asexual population. The results presented here have improved our quantitative 
understanding of this issue. The obvious extension is to develop a model which 
includes deleterious alleles with a range of effects. Analysing such a model appears 
to be a difficult problem. 
The results from chapter 3, and the extensions suggested above, could be 
combined with results from chapter 2 to understand how the total load in an asexual 
population is influenced by periodic selection events. Components of the total load 
include (i) the load due to segregating deleterious alleles studied in chapter 2, but 
also (ii) the load due to fixed deleterious alleles and (iii) the lag 1load. The lag load 
is a reduction in population mean fitness which is caused because natural selection 
cannot instantly fix a beneficial allele, as soon as it arises. The lag load is therefore 
increased by the presence of segregating deleterious alleles. 
As discussed in section 1.1, the models studied in chapters 2, 3 and 5 are greatly 
simplified, compared to real populations. One can imagine two complementary 
directions in which extensions could be made. 
The first is to develop models which specifically apply to populations of microbes 
in laboratory evolution experiments (for example Paquin and Adams 1983, Lenski 
et al. 1991). Such populations are often strictly asexual, panmictic and with regular 
population size dynamics. They often evolve under relatively invariant selection 
regimes. This is a worthwhile area for further research, because interpretation of 
the results of such experiments has typically (but not exclusively) relied on verbal 
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arguments. The methods suggested in chapter 2, for inferring the distribution of 
deleterious mutational effects or the occurrence of compensatory mutations, are 
examples of how this approach could be useful. 
The second, and more challenging, type of extension is to develop more complex 
models which would be more realistic for natural populations. It is clear that natural 
populations of microbes are spatially structured, with a diverse range of resources to 
exploit, and that population sizes and environmental conditions fluctuate irregularly 
in space and time. Most species of microbes have 'sex', in the sense that they 
exchange genes by a variety of mechanisms (Levin 1988), but it is always a non-
reciprocal (infective) exchange and occurs at rates which vary dramatically between 
species (Maynard Smith et al. 1993) and through time. Although it is debatable 
whether any truly asexual populations exist in nature (Judson and Normark 1996, 
Welch and Meselson 2000), there are many groups of organisms which engage in 
genetic exchange so rarely, that assuming complete asexuality is likely to be a good 
approximation, at least over the short term. More generally, it will be interesting to 
see to what extent the phenomena described in chapters 2 and 3 apply to populations 
which engage in reasonably rare sexual reproduction or genetic exchange. The effect 
of deleterious alleles on fixation probabilities in sexual populations has been studied 
previously, but the emphasis has been on loose linkage (Peck 1994) or small numbers 
of loci (Barton 1995b). 
Theoretical research on the effects of rare genetic exchange will be difficult, 
because general multilocus population genetic models are inherently difficult to 
analyse. Methods used to study asexual populations, such as those developed in 
chapters 2, 3 and 5, do not easily extend to include rare genetic exchange. The 
large body of theory for two linked loci cannot necessarily be extrapolated to describe 
many thousands of loci. For arbitrary numbers of loci, Barton and Threlli (1991) 
have developed useful approximations in the limit of loosely linked loci (quasi-linkage 
equilibrium or QLE, see Threlli and Barton 1994, Barton 1995a, Kirkpatrick and 
Barton 1997, Kirkpatrick and Servedio 1999). It might be possible to use the same 
general framework, but to develop approximations at the opposite limit, of rare 
recombination. This would address the general problem of a lack of quantitative 
theory describing evolutionary dynamics in populations where genetic exchange is 
rare and non-reciprocal (but see Levin 1981, Redfield 1988, Redfield et al. 1997), 
and would have implications for understanding evolution in organisms where sexual 
reproduction is rare or irregular. 
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6.2 The evolution of mutation rates 
Chapter 4 tackled the question of whether mutation rates in sexual populations 
could be (upwardly) influenced by indirect selection due to beneficial mutations. 
The results agreed with those of a previous study (Leigh 1973), finding that this 
is likely to be a weak or negligible force. The results presented in chapter 4 are 
complementary to those of Leigh (1973), since the model is more realistic and 
includes multiple loci and finite population effects, but the analysis is necessarily 
more approximate. 
Many extensions could be made to the model in chapter 4, and a more refined 
analysis of the present model could certainly be made. Most developments of this 
type would be of theoretical interest only, and would be unlikely to lead to novel or 
different biological conclusions. However, there is a need for an improved theoretical 
understanding of the effects of selfing rate on the evolution of the mutation rate. A 
model which also included somatic mutation would be useful for interpreting data 
on mutation rates in selfing and outcrossing plant populations. 
The evolution of mutation rates in microbial populations is an area of 
considerable current interest. Previous approaches to predicting the 'wild type' 
mutation rate have relied, implicitly or explicitly, on optimality arguments (see 
section 1.4.3). These models fail to predict how mutation rates will evolve in simple 
laboratory populations (for example Sniegowski et al. 1997), where their underlying 
assumptions are likely to hold. Therefore, their applicability to natural populations, 
with rare genetic exchange, population subdivision and fluctuating selection, might 
well be limited. This is an important area for further research. However, the main 
impediment to our current understanding of the evolution of mutation rates is a lack 
of relevant empirical data. Future theoretical developments should therefore focus 
on identifying what data should be collected, and how it can be used to discriminate 
between alternative hypotheses. 
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